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P R E F A C

A HE Committee of Correspondence and Papers,

to whom, with the Secretary, the publication of the

annual Volume of Transactions is intrusted, have,

for the last three or four years, been strenuously

exerting themselves to expedite, as far as possible,

this very important object. For this purpose they

have continued their weekly meetings through the

greater part of* the vacation, devoting their time

and attention to the multifarious details which the

due execution of the business confided to them by

the Society urgently requires. The success which

has attended their labours in this respect, has been

eminently gratifying to them. Never before has so

short a period intervened between the conclusion of

a Session, and the publication of its Transactions.

The ground thus gained will, it is hoped, be perma-

nently secured, and the present success serve as a

stimulus and example for the future.

On a review of the contents of the present

Volume, it will be found that the Communications

rewardV during the late Session, fully keep up the
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credit of the Society as the depository of useful
inventions, and the encourager of undertakings
which combine private advantage with the public
good. The Communications of C. F. Palmer,
Esq. M. P., of Sir W. Templer Pole, Bart-,
of Mr. Wilkinson, and of Mr. Potts, on planting
Forest Trees, and raising Oaks; of Mr. Dawson,
on Embanking Land from the Sea, and of J. C.
Curwen, Esq., M. P. on Draining, are very satis-
factory, as showing, that the severe privations
to which the proprietors of land have of late years,
been subject, from the diminished demand for
agricultural produce, has by no means extinguished
in them that liberal sacrifice of present emolument
to great prospective advantages, by which their per-
manent interest is best secured.

In the class of Polite Arts, Mr. Steart's Drawing

Paper for the use of Artists has been thought wor-

thy of flie Society's reward, both on account of the

excellent quality of the material of which it is

formed, and on its freedom from those defects to

which thick papers composed of several layers are

unavoidably subject.

The praiseworthy and successful endeavours of

Mr. Salisbury to open a new source of industry,

peculiarly within the reach of the labouring poor,

and of parochial workhouses, have received the ap-
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Jobation oftl« oth on their own account,

and in the hope, that by being recorded in the

Volume, they may excite others to similar exertions.

A material hitherto unemployed, the spontaneous

produce of pools and irreclaimable sw

part of the. kingdom, peculiarly fitted to serve as

the basis oi sue manufacture in the cottages of

the poor, and the produce of which, whether sold,

or employed by the m will contribute n-

tially to the he comforts, is not to be

lightly passed over. One os uiost serious pri-

vations to which cottagers in the agricultural dis-

tricts are expose< r of cold during Wint

arising in part from th shelter afforded

by the I in which they live, and frora the

want of bedding. Their own pecuniary resourc

are but too often insufficient to supply the more

imperious demands for food and clothing, so that in

ordinary circumstances tl. ifferiii tm cold

during the hours intended by nature for repose and

restoration, are ex< ere, ast l ell know

who have seen, with satisfaction not unmingled with

sorrow, the joy which the d< n of a singl

blanket invariably produc [f those who h

the opportunity, would instruct and encourage i

industrious poor in the manufacture of mattii

from the •" Typha," they would thus tabled

to supply themselvr

employed as a cover to their

tains to their couch* tuxUiary



scanty st< would most materially

-tribute both to their comfort and to their health.

The discovery of a Quarry of Millstone in Halkin

Mountain, near Holy well, has deservedly eatil

Mr. Bishop to a small 'Gold Medal. Hitherto no

millstones for grinding wheat at all comparable to

the French Buhr had been discovered in Great

Britain ; and in time of war serious inconvenient

had been felt from the scanty and uncertain supply

of so essential an article. Mr. Bishop and his

partners have had the good fortune to discover, and

the p« ranee to bring in< trial,,a stone

which, judging from the specimens laid before the

• Society, and from very satisfactory testimonials from

all the millers who have, made use of it, bids fair, in

a great d if not entirely de the

cessity of having recoup reign and too often

hostile country for the means of preparing our

daily bread.

In the class of Mechanics the most importan

communication is Mr. Barlow's, of his improved

apparatus for the purpose of correcting the A

ration of the Mariner's Compass, occasioned by th<

local attraction of the iron on board a ship. This

aberration, amounting in many c to severa

degrees, and varying according to the positi'

the ship's head with respect to the magnetic pol

md (till the ob ions-

!



the late Captain Flinders) an unsuspi

ror in ships reckonings. It was reserved for Mr.

Barlow, by a series of most ingenious and satisfac-

tory < meats, to di L\ the* laws of this varia-

tion, and then to reduce his philosophical investi-

gations to practical utility, hy the invention of an

apparatus of extreme simplicity, by which all mis-

takes in navigation arising from this source, are

upletely avoided. The intrinsic m if the

discovery, and its peculiar value to a country rank-

ing first among the maritime pow. indue

the Society to confer unusual marks of their appro-

bation on Mr. Barlow.

The large Gold Medal has been bestowed ou Mr.

Perkins, for his very ingenious and useful appli-

cation of the Mercurial Level t- use of the na-

vigator m ascertaining the Trim of a Ship, or tl

degree of inclination with regard to the horizon,

which is requisite for the most rapid p rough

the water. By means of this instrument, the na-

vigator is enabled to adjust the angular inclination

of his ship with a degree of precision wholly un-

known before, and thus to make the utmost possible

advantage of the wind.

In a former Volume the Sooety i public)

the description of Mr. James'Allan's machine for

dividing the Circular Limbs of Mathematical and

nomical hist rumen Tb ard



bestowed subsequently l>v tl

Board of Longitude, for the unrivalled accuracy of

his Engine, coinciding with the previously e

pressed opinion of the Society, has induced them

to bestow a farther reward on the inventor, for his

apparatus for cutting the Divisions. The descrip-

tion of tl paratus, added to that of the Dividing-

Circle itself in Vol. 28, completes the account of

this admirable machine; and the. Society regr

that the recent and untimely fce&th of this excellent

artist has deprived them of an associate whose abi-

lities and public spirit have repeatedly entitled him

to their honorary medal

The large Gold Medal, being the highest mark

the Society's approbation, has been wed during

the last session ou Henry Earle, Esq. for led

for Patients under Surgical Treatment, rjy which

the temporary ease and final cure of persons suffer-

int: most serious accidents and constitu-

tional derangements of the bony structure of th<

body, are very materially advanced.

Mr. Brandt's Spring Pendulum Crutch, by which

a clock is put into beat with greater precision, and

in shorter time than by the common method of

beading the crutch by hand, has received a Medal,

and no doubt will I many ocea-

ns. Mr. Kotch's A aph, Mr. Rider's ma-

ting Tips for Mats, Mr. Baker's
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Bullet Mould, Mr. lleveley'a sub »]>

for Oil in setting Cutting lustrum Mr. Good-

win's Spring ( for Horses, Mr. Story's Portable

Oven, and Mr. Lake's Double Door-hinge, fulfil

purpo »r which th m-

and will tly ap] who

may stand in , n.

The reward twed on Mr. Witty for his Fii

Escap in accordance with the desire which the

Society have always felt to encourage to the utmost

those inventions which oilfer even a rational proba-

bility of use under circumstance tppalli

to human natu

The attention which Dr. Wallich, Superintendent

of the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, has shown to

Lhe interests of the Society of A <y an i

correspondence with the • nd by the irc-

quent transmissi* and other articles, i

mands this public acknowledgment of respect,

selection from tl ters of this gentletoan, con-

tainjnj ing particulars respa bhe

Mountain fticeofNapal, is inserted in the present
Volume.

onteu JIOW*'

to the acceptanci public ; and if from the

perusal of the following | any it should

accrue to individuals, to the country, or to soci«
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at large, the object of this Institution will be Fully

tined.

T H E Society take the present opportunity 01

returning their Thanks to the different Public

Bodies and Individuals who have honoured them

with Presents during the Session, the particulars

of which" are noticed in the body of the Volume.

Without presuming to direct in what channels the

liberality of the friends to this Institution shall

flow, it may be stated that such contributions as

may put the Society in possession of a complete

collection of the Publications of any value on the

application of Mathematics to practical Mechanics,

will be especially acceptable.

The Society also acknowledge the receipt of the

greater part of a Legacy of 500£, bequeathed to

them by the late Dr. Anthony Fothergill. The legal

forms, necessary to substantiate their claim and to

put them in possession, have been gone through,

and rendered effective by W. Tooke, Esq., Vice-

president, to whose gratuitous professional assist-

ance the Society have on various occasions been in-

debted.

The Society desire it to be clearly understood

as a Body, they are not responsible for any

>Inmon or Ri. Facts, conU

follow
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IN VOLUME XXXVII.

List of Plates 13, for « Mr. Smith's How and Spring,'' ,

Mr. Smart's Bow and String.

18, line 16, for *' Fig. 1," read (Fig. 4-.

C7, — 6, for » Model/' rea</ Drawing.

•—•— 73, — 3 and 4 /mm bottom, dele u each succeeding one

filling up the interstices of the former."

73, — 23, /or ." The first and second strings (figs. 6, 7) ,

should be a. violoncello third and fourth of the

largest size,'1 read Tbe first string fig. 7,

should be a violoncello fourth of the largest

size if covered by a smaller onp k. The second

string, fig. 6, should be a violoncello third

covered by a smaller one/*.

. 74., _ 12,/or « C and G," read G and C.

- l i t , — 18,/or " corner," read corners.

.904., __ 15 and 17, dele ".The late".

IN VOLUME XXXVIII.

*age 29, line G,Jbr " figure 4-," read figure 1.

30, — %*fr< m,Jbr " drawn," read withdrawn.

79, — 13, after « fig. 5," add, « the body of the anvil ;

h the quarter; c the beak; d d d the feet.

— — 6 from bottom, after l( iron/' add, a fig. 6, a

" another," " add btand omit in the following

line, u as shown fig. 6."

81, — 2, and 3, for " the radiant heat fro» tove

is rapidly carried off,'' read the heat i& ra-

pidly carried off from the stove.

81, — % from bottom) for" diameter," read circumfer-

ence.

— 10, for u outline plan," read elevation in out!

91, — 12, for ditto read ditto.

yi» — — insert i es 11 and I
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Page 99, line 14, for'" transverse,'1 read traverse.

104, — 10, for " the 1st, 3rd, or 4th portions/' read the

1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th junctions of the hose.

——104, — 15, for " female," read male ; and for " which is

attachdB to the hose," read to which the

hose is attached.

— 1 0 4 s — 16, for " it is," read the hose is*

104, — 6 from bottom, for" B," read h.

105, — 5 from bottom, for " they," read that.

——110, #—•• 5>for u from," read through.

112, — 15, for « they," read the tumblers.

120, — 7from bottom, for " pole," read palL

122, — Q from bottom, for <€ fig. 3 a horizontal view,"

read figs. S and 4 are elevations.

124, — Sfrom bottom, for " z," read 2.

——125, — 11 from bottom, for " adapted,'1 r̂ arf adopted.

— 1 2 6 a 2 from bottom, for <c ruder,'' read rudder.

142, — ^9 for " the extremity of the floats of each

paddle wheel is connected," read the extre-

mities are connected.

— 146, — 5, for " board h ; i9" read board; h i.

146, — 14ft for "p q,9f read p p.

163, — 7 from bottom,fbr " requires," read acquires.

172, — 10from bottom, for « c9" read C-

— 1 7 4 , — The o on the escape wheel, is by mistake

made O in the engraving.

.—-176, — $ from bottom, for'1 preceding," read succeeding,

— 1 7 7 , — 22, for u lower,** read upper.

——177, — last line, for " tooth next succeeding the topth

17," read the tooth 17.

178, — l,for " before," read behind.

•180, — 8from bottom, for xxxvii, read jcxxviiu

-—182, — 14/roro bottom, for " 38," read 37.

—.184?, *— 16, for " xxxviii," read xxxvii.

LIST OF PREMIUMS FOE 1821-1822,

Page xxiv, last line but one, for " No. 16S/1 read No- 153.
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ADVERTISEMENT TO THE PUBLIC.

PlIE chief object of the SOCIETY is, to promote the Arts, Manufactures, and Com-
merce of this Kingdom, by giving honorary or pecuniary Rewards, as may be best
adapted to the case, for the communication to the SOCIETY, and through the
SOCIETY to the Public, of all such useful Inventions, Discoveries, and Improve-
ments (whether specified in these Premiums or not) as tend to that purpose; in pur-
suance of this plan, the SOCIETY have already expended upwards of EIGHTY-FIVE

THOUSAND POUNDS, derived from voluntary subscriptions and legacies.
The meetings of the SOCIETY are held every Wednesday, at seven o'clock in the

evening, from the first Wednesday in November to the second Wednesday in June.
The Committees meet on other evenings in the week during the session, for the
purpose of taking into consideration the subjects referred to them by the SOCIETY.

A person desirous of becoming a Member of the SOCIETY, may be proposed ac-
cording to the following form, which must be signed by three Members of the
SOCIETY, and delivered in to the Secretary:

A. B. [Tradef Profession or Designation of the Candidate"] proposed as &
Member of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Com-
merce by

C. D.
IDate] . E. F.

G. H.
Peers of the Realm, or Lords of Parliament are, on their being proposed, imme-

diately balloted for; the names of other persons proposed to become Members are
read by the Secretary to the SOCIETY, and are then inserted in lists which are hung
up in the SOCIETY'S room; they are balloted for at the second following ordinary
meeting. In both cases, if two-thirds of the Members then voting ballot in
their favour, they are deemed Perpetual Members upon payment of not less- than
Tflkty Guineas in one sum, or Subscribing Members upon payment of any sum
noWess than Two Guineas annually.

Ladies are eligible as Members of the SOCIETY, and alone are entitled to vote by
proxy at elections, through the medium of any gentleman who is a Member, on his
producing a written authority for the same.

Members are entitled to vote and assist in all the business of the SOCIETY and
of the several Committees. They have also the privilege of recommending two
persons as visitors at the meetings of the SOCIETY ; and, by addressing a note to
the housekeeper, of introducing their friends on any week day, except Wednesday,
between the hours often and two, to examine the various Models, Machines, and
Productions, in different branches ef Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, fur
which rewards have been bestowed; also to inspect the magnificent series of Moral
and Historical Paintings, executed by the late J. BARRY, Esq. which, with some
valuable Busts, Statues, Portraits, &c. decorate the public rooms of the SOCIETY.

Members have the use of the SOCIETY'S Library, which is valuable, and annually
increasing by the purchase and donation of scientific and useful books, and of en-
gravings. Contributions from Members and others, in augmentation of the
Library and of the collection of Maps and Prints, will be thankfully received, and
duly acknowledged in the annual volume of the Society's Transactions, to a cupy
of which every Member is entitled.



vr Advertisement to the Public.

V To persons inclined to leave a sum of money to this SOCIETY by Will, the
following form is offered for that purpose:

Item,—I give and bequeath to A. B. and C. D. the sum of
upon condition and to the intent that they, or one if them, do pay the same
to the Collector for the time being, of a Society in London, who now call
themselves the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce ; which said sum of I will and desire may be paid
out of my personal estate, and applied towards the parrying on the laudable
designs of the Society.

The SOCIETY desire it to be dearly understood, that as a Body they are not
responsible for any opinion or representation of facts contained in their Volumes.
And the Public are requested to guard against impositions, from persons adver-
tising as having Patents for Articles rewarded by the SOCIETY ; they are also cau-
tioned against purchasing articles sold under the pretended sanction of the
SOCIETY'S name.

The SOCIETY have lately published the 38th Volume of their Transactions, which
may be had by Members on application to the Housekeeper. Complete SETS of
their TRANSACTIONS, or any single Volume, may be purchased at the SOCIETY'S

house: where may be had also,
An Analytical Index of the first Twenty-five Volumes of the Transactions to the

Termination of the Session, June 1807, price 2*. 6d.
A list of the Machines and Models in the SOCIETY'S Repository, to the year

1813, inclusive.
A Catalogue of Books in the SOCIETY'S Library, Is.
A description of Mr. Barry's Paintings in the Great Room of the SOCIETY.

All communications are to be made by letter, addressed to ARTHUR AIKIN, Esq.
the Secretary, at the SOCIETY OF ARTS, &C. Adelphi, London.

And where articles are sent by Sea for the SOCIETY, the Bills of Lading are to be
addressed to the care of WILLIAM VAUGHAN, Esq,, Mincing-lane, London, who has
undertaken to receive them for ihe SOCIETY.



GENERAL NOTICE TO CANDIDATES.

THE great object of the SOCIETY in rewarding individuals is, to draw forth and
give currency to those inventions and improvements which are likely to benefit
the public at large. Candidates are therefore requested to observe, that if the means
by which the respective objects are effected, require an expense or trouble too
great for general purposes, the SOCIETY will not consider themselves bound to give
the offered reward; but, though they expressly reserve the power, in all cases, of
giving such part only of any premium as the performance shall be adjudged to
deserve, or of withholding the whole if there be no merit, yet the Candidates may
be assured the SOCIETY will always judge liberally of their several claims.

The SOCIETY by no means restrict their liberality to the subjects for which pre-
miums are specially offered, but will take into consideration, and will reward, by a
bounty proportioned to its merit, any communication, the subject of which is of a
practical nature, and calculated to promote the public good.

All communications are to be made by letter addressed to the Secretary, and are
to contain full and particular details, according to the nature of the subject, as well
as accurate descriptions of such Drawings and Models as form part of the com-
munication : the Models to be sent carriage paid.

In those cases in which certificates are required to be produced in claim of pre-
miums, they should be expressed, as nearly as possible, in the words of the condi-
tions attached to the respective premiums, and be signed by disinterested persons,
who have a positive knowledge of the facts stated.

The premiums are designed for the United Kingdom, unless expressly men-
tioned to the contrary; but no claim will be attended to, unless the previous con-
ditions have been fully complied with.

No person shall receive any premium, bounty, or encouragement, from the
SOCIETY, for any matter for which he has obtained any premium or reward from
any other SOCIETY, or for which he has obtained, or purposes to obtain a patent;
it being a condition stipulated with every candidate, that all articles rewarded by
the SOCIETY, shall be freely given up to the public, to be made or manufactured by
any person whatever.

All Models, the production of which is attached as a condition to any premium,
sluikupon the delivery of such premium, remain the property of the SOCIETY.

^ B e r e premiums or bounties are obtained in consequence of specimens produced,
the SOCIETY will retain such part of those specimens as they may judge necessary,
making a reasonable allowance for the same.

No member of this SOCIETY shall be a Candidate for, or entitled to receive, any
premium, bounty, or reward whatsoever, except the honorary medal of the
SOCIETY.

No Candidate, not a member, shall be present at any meeting of the SOCIETY or
Committees, or admitted at the SOCIETY'S rooms, after they have delivered in their
claims, until such claims are adjudged, unless summoned by the Committee.

A Candidate for a premium, or a person applying for a bounty, being detected in
any attempt to impose on the SOCIETY, shall forfeit such premium or bounty, and
be deemed incapable of obtaining any for the future.

The consideration of the Claims lor the premiums offered in the present List,
will take place during the Session of the SOCIETY commencing on Wednesday,
the 5th of November, 1821. The several Candidates and Claimants, to whom
the SOCIETY shall adjudge Premiums or Bounties, are to attend on the last
Wednesday in May, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely, to receive the
same, that day being appointed by the SOCIETY for the Distribution of their
Rewards; and before that time no Premium or Bounty will be delivered, except to
those who are about to leave the Kingdom.

ID cases where the SOCIETY may think fit to admit excuses for not attending in
person, Deputies may be substituted to receive the rewards, provided such Deputies
are either Members of the Society, or superior Officers thereof.
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N. B.—The Winchester bushel is the measure referred to for grain; and, as
the Acres of different districts vary in extent, it is necessary to observe, that
the Society mean Statute acres of five and a half-yards to the rod or pole,
and they request that all communications to them may be made agreeably
thereto.

1. IMPBOVEMENT OF LAND.

Gaining Land from the Sea.
1. TO the person who shall have

gained the greatest quantity of Land
from the Sea, not less than fifty acres,
on the coast of Great Britain or Ireland;
—the Gold Medal.

Certificates of the quantity of Land, and
that the experiments were begun
after the first of January, 1816, to be
produced to the Society on or before
the first Tuesday in February, 18*22.
2. The same premium is extended

one year farther, on the same con- .
ditions.

Improving Waste Land.
3. For the most satisfactory account

of the best method ofimprovinganyone
of the following soils, being Land lying
Waste and uncultivated, viz.clay, gravel,
sand, chalk, peat earth or bog, verified
by experiments on not less than fifty
acres of land;—the Gold Medal.

4. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than thirty acres;—the Silver
Medal.

It is required, that the Land, before such
improvement, be absolutely unculti-
vated, and IB a great measure useless,
and that in its unproved state, it be
inclosed and cultivated.

Certificates of the number of acres, of
the quality of the Land so improved,
with a full account of every operation
and expense attending such improve-
ment, the state it is in as to the pro-
portion of grass to arable, and the
average value thereof, to be produced
on or before the first Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

Manures.
5. For the most satisfactory set of

experiments, to ascertain the compara-
tive advantages of the following Ma-

nures, used as top-dressings on grass
and corn land, viz. soot, coal-ashes,
wood-ashes, lime, gypsum, bones, night-
soil, or any other fit article ;—the Gold
Medal.

It is required that the above experi-
ments be made between two or more
of the above-mentioned Manures, and
that not less than two acres of land be
dressed with each Manure.

An account of the nature of the soil,
quantity, and expense of the manure
and crops, with certificates, to be pro-
duced on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.

2 . P L A N T A T I O N S .

Forest Trees.
6. To the person who shall have in-

closed and planted, or set, the greatest
number of acres (not less than fifteen) of
land that is incapable of being ploughed,
such as the borders of rivers, the^Mes
of precipices, and any land that
many rocks, or that is not calcun^PRo
repay the expense of tillage, owing to
the surface bring too hilly, mountain-
ous, or otherwise unfit for tillage, with
the best sorts of Forest Trees, namely,
oak, Spanish chesnut, ash, elm, beech,
alder, willow, larch, spruce, or silver
fir (with or without screens of Scotch fir)
adapted to the soil, and intended for
timber trees, between the first of Oct.
1818, and the first of April 1819;—the
Gold Medal.

7. For the second greatest quantity
of land; not less than ten acres;—the
Silver Medal.

A particular account of the methods
used in making and managing the
plantations, the nature of the soil, the
probable number of each sort of
plants, together with proper certifi-
cates that they were in a healthy and
thriving state two years at least after
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making the plantations, to be deli-
vered to the Society on or before the
second Tuesday in February, 1822.
N. B. With the above Forest Trees,

the seeds, cuttings, or plants, of such
other trees as are adapted to the soil,
and proper for underwood, may or may
not be intermixed.

Oaks.

B. To the person who shall have rais-
ed, since the year 1817, the greatest

> number of Oaks, not fewer than five
thousand, either from young plants or
acorns, in order to secure a succession
of oak timber in this kingdom;—the
Gold Medal.

9. For the next greatest number, not
fewer than three thousand;—(he Silver
Mtdal.

Certificates that there were on the land
at least the number of young Oak
Trees required, in a thriving condi-
tion, two years after the planting,
with an account of the methods pur-
sued in making and managing the
plantation, to he produced to the
Society on or before the first Tuesday
in February, 1822

Oaks, not transplanted.

10. For having set, between the first
of October, 1819, and the first of April,
1820, the greatest quantity of land, not
lesb ian ten acres, with Acorns, with
of^Btout seeds, cuttings, or plants of
otnWtrees, at the option of the candi-
date; and for effectually fencing and
preserving the same, in order to raise
timber;—the Gold Medal.

11. For the second greatest quantity of
land, not less than five acres, set agree-
ably to the above conditions ;—t/te Silver

'Medal.
Certificates of setting agreeably to the

above conditions, and that there are
not fewer than three hundred young
Oaks on each acre, to be delivered to
the Society on or before the first Tues-
day in February, 1822.

Elm.

> 12. For having planted the greatest
number of the English Elm, not less
than eight thousand, between the 24th
°f June, 1819, and the 24th of June,

and for having effectually fenced

and preserved the same, in order to raise
limber;—the Gold Medal.

13. For the second greatest number,
not less than five thousand \—the Silver
Medal.

Certificates of having planted agreeably
to the above conditions, that the
plants were in a healthy and thriving
state two years at least after making
the plantation, and specifying the dis-
tance of the plants, to be delivered to
the Society on or before the first Tues-
day in April, 1822.

Larch.

14. For having; planted out, between
the 24th of June) 1818, and the 24th of
June, 1819,thc greatest number of Larch
Trees, not fewer than five thousand, and
for having effectually fenced and pre-
served the same, in order to raise tim-
ber ;—the Gold Medal.

15. For the next greatest number, not
fewer than three thousand;—the Silver
Medal.

Certificates of the number of plants,
that they were in a healthy and thriv-
ing stale two years at least after they
were planted out, with a general ac-
count of the methods used in making
the plantation, to be delivered to the
Society on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.
N. B. The Larch Trees may be plan ted

either mixed with other trees, or by
themselves, as may best suit the conve-
nience of the planter.

Ash.

16. For having sown or set, in the
year 1818, the greatest quantity of land,
not less than six acres, with Ash for
timber, with or without seeds, cuttings,
or plants of such other trees as are
adapted to the soil;—the Gold Medal.

17. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than four acres;—the Silver
Medal.

Certificates of the sowing or setting,
agreeably to the above conditions,
and that there are not fewer than six
hundred Ash Plants on each acre, in a
thriving and healthy condition, two
years at least after the sowing or set-
ting, with a general account of the
methods used -in making the planta-
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lion, to be delivered to the Society
or before the last Tuesday in Feb
arv. 1822.ary91822.

—^ on
Febru-

Norway Fir.

18. To the person who shall have
planted in the united kingdom, during
the year 1819, the greatest number, not
less than two thousand, of red wood
and white wood Norway Fir Seedlings,
at sufficient distances from each other
to stand for timber trees;—the Gold
Medal.

Certificates of the number of plants,
that they were in a thriving state two
years at least after they were planted
out, with a general account of the
methods used in making the planta-
tion, to be delivered to the Society on
or before the first Tuesday in Febru-
ary, 1822.
N. B. It is recommended to plant the

seedlings of about three or four years
growth, and in a moderately good soil,
somewhat sheltered; the wood from
the district of Christiana is esteemed
the best for carpenters' and joiners' use:
and for spars and ufers the trees near to
Lung Sound are most valued.

Chesnuts.

19. For having sown or set between
the first of October, 1819, and the first of
April, 1820, the greatest quantity of
land, not less than six acres, with
Spanish Chesnuts, with or without
seeds, cuttings, or plants of other trees,
adapted to such soil, at the option of the
candidate; and for effectually fencing
and preserving the same, in order to
raise timber;—the Gold Medal.

20. For the second greatest quantity,
not less than four acres;— the Silver
Medal

Certificates of sowing or setting, agree-
ably to the above conditions, and that
there are not fewer than three hun-
dred Chesnut Plants in a thriving
state, on each acre, to be delivered to
the Society on or before the first Tues-
day in February, 1822.

Walnut Trees.

21. For having planted the greatest

having effectually fenced and preserved
the same, in order to raise timber;—the
Gold Medal.

22. For the next greatest number, not
fewer than three hundred;—the Silver
Medal.

Certificates of having planted agreeably
to the above conditions, and that the
plants were in a healthy and thriving
state two years at least after making
the plantation, and specifying the
distance of the plants from each
other, to be delivered to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in April,
1822.

Securing Plantations.
23. To the person who shall give to

the Society the most satisfactory ac-
count, founded on experience, of the
most effectual and least expensive me-
thod of securing young plantations of
timber trees and hedge rows, from
hares and rabbits, as well as from sheep
and cattle, which at the same time
shall be least subject to the depreda-
tions of wood-stealers; — the Silver
Medal.

The accounts, and certificates of the
efficacy of the method to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in March, 1822.

3. COMPARATIVE
ON RAISING TREES,

Oaks.
24. To the person who shall ascertain

in the best manner, by actual expe-
riment, the comparative merits of the
different modes of raising Oaks for tim-
ber, either from acorns set on land pro-
perly dug or tilled, from acorns set by
the spade or dibble, without digging or
tillage, either on a smooth surface, or
among bushes, fern, or other cover; or
from young plants previously raised in
nurseries, and transplanted: regard be-
ing had to the expense, growth, and
other respective advantages of the se-
veral methods;—the Gold Medal.

The accounts and proper certificates that
not less than one acre has been cul-
tivated in each mode, to be produced

number of Walnut Trees, not less than to the Society on or before the first
fire hundred, since June, 1819, and for Tuesday in February, l$Vi
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Walnuts.
95. To the person who shall commu-

nicate to the Society an improved mode
°f propagating the superior varieties of
Walnuts, either by budding, grafting, or
*ny other mode, except sowing;—Me
Gold Medal.
Certificates that not fewer than fifty trees

have been so raised; with a full ac-
count of the method practised, to
be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in April,

k 1822.

4. CULTIVATION OF CORN AND
CTHEE PLANTS.

Wheat.
26. For the best set of experiments

made on not less than twelve acres,
four acres being sown broad-cast, four
drilled, and four dibbled (the two latter
in equi-distant rows), in order fully to
ascertain which is the most advantage-
ous mode of cultivating wheat;—the
Gold Medal.

It is required that every operation and the
expense of each mode of culture be
fully described; and that proper cer-
tificates of the nature and condition
of the land on which the experiments
were made, together with an account
of the produce of the corn, the weight
per bushel, and also of the straw, be
produced to the Society on or before
t ^ l a s t Tuesday in February, 1822.

Grass Seeds.

27. To the person who shall raise
the greatest quantity of each or any of
the following named grass seeds, viz.—
Meadow Fox-tail (alonecurus prat en sis),
Sweet-scented Vernal-grass tanthoxan-
^um odoratum), Timothy-grass phleuni
pralense), meadow Fescue grass (festuca
pratensis),smooth-stalked Meadow- grass
(poa pratensis), rough-stalked Meadow-
grass (poa trivialis), rough Cock's-foot
(dactylis glomerata), perennial Ray-grass
(wll'ium perenne);—*Ae Siher Medal.

I required that certificates from per-
sons who have viewed them in a pro-
per state to identify that they are one
5>r other of the seeds above-mentioned,
indicating clearly the particular spe-
cies, and noticing the quantity pro-
duced of such seeds, free from weeds
or mixture of other grasses, together

1821.

with proper samples of the seeds, be
produced to the Society on or before
the first day of March, 1822.

Beans.

28. To the person who shall discover
and cultivate, either by the drill or dib-
bling method, on not less than five
acres, a species of Horse-beans or Tick-
beans that will ripen their seeds before
the 21st of August;—the Silver Medal.

It is required that a particular account
of the bean, the cultivation, and the
expense attending it, with proper cer-
tificates of the nature and condition
of the land on which the experiments
were made, together with an account
of the produce, the weight per Win-
chester bushel, and a sample of not
less than a peck, be produced to the
Society on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 182*2. It is apprehended
that if a Bean should be brought into
cultivation with the habits of hotspur
or other early peas, it would in a
great measure escape the danger
arising from the collier insect, or other
insects, and allow more time for the '
farmers to till the land for the subse-
quent crop of wheat.

Parsnips.

29. To the person who shall cultivate
the greatest quantity of land, not less
than five acres, with Parsnips, for the
particular purpose of feeding cattle or
sheep;—the Gold Medal.

Certificates of the quantity of land so
cultivated, with a particular account
of the nature of the soil and weight
of the produce on sixteen perches, and
also of the condition of the cattle or
sheep fed with the Parsnips, and the
advantages resulting from the prac-
tice, to be produced to the Society on
or before the last Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

Potatoes.

30. To the person who shall, in the
year 1822, cultivate the greatest quan-
tity of land, not less than fifty acrct,
with Potatoes of such qualities as
shall be fit for the use of the table in
the months of April, May, and June,
1823 ;—the Gold Medal, of Thirty Gui-
neas.

b
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Proper certificates, along with other ne-
cessary particulars, to be delivered in
to the Society on or before the first
Tuesday in Nov. 1823.

Hemp.

31. The Society, wishing to encourage
the growth of Hemp, in every part of the
united empire, for the use of the navy,
offer to the person who shall have sown
with Hemp, in drills at least eighteen
inches asunder, the greatest quantity of
land in any part of the united empire,
not less than fifty acres statute measure
in the year 1821, and at the proper sea-
son shall have caused to be plucked the
summer Hemp (or male Hemp bearing
so seed), and continue the winter Hemp
(or female Hemp bearing seed) on the
ground until the seed is ripe;—the Gold
Medal.

bZf To the person who shall have
sown with Hemp, in drills at least eigh-
teen inches asunder, the next greatest
quantity of land in any part of the united
empire, not less than twenty-five acres,
statute measure, in the year 1821, and
shall at the proper season cause the same
to be plucked as above-mentioned;—the
Silver Medal.

Certificates of the number of acres, cf
the distance of the drills, of the pluck-
ing of the Hemp, with a general ac-
count of the soil, cultivation, and
produce, to be delivered to the Society
along with fourteen pounds of the
Hemp and two quarts of the seed, on
or before the last Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

N. B. The two preceding premiums
arc continued for one year longer on the
same conditions.

Cultivation of the zcltite Poppy
fPapaver somniferum) and
Extraction of the Opium.

S3. To the person who shall obtain
the greatest quantity of Opium, not
less than 20 lbs. from the white Poppy
(Papaversomniferum), raised by the clai-
mant, in Great Britain or Ireland, in the
year 1821;—/Ac Gold Ceres Medal, or
Thirty Guineas.

Certificates of the quantity and quality
of the produce, with specimens, and
? full description of the mode of cul-
ture, and of the extraction and prepa-

ration of the Opium, to be sent to the
Society on or before the first Tuesday
in February, 1822.

34. The above premium is extended
to the succeeding year on similar condi-

' tions.
Persons proposing to claim the above

premium are referred to Mr. Young's
communications on the subjectjpuhlished
in the 37th and 38th Vols. of the So-
ciety's Transactions.

5. PRESERVATION OF VEGETA-

BLE PRODUCE.

Preserving Turnipsy Carrots,
Parsnips. Beets, or Mangel
Worzel S

3.5. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the best and cheapest
method of preserving these roots per-
fectly sound, and in every respect fit
for supporting and fattening sheep and
neat cattle during the months of Fe-
bruary, March, and April;—the Gold
Medal.

It is required that a full and accurate ac-
count of the method employed, and
the expense attending the process,
together with certificates that the
produce of four acres, at the least, has
been preserved according to the
method described, and applied to the
feeding of sheep and neat cattle; that
the whole were drawn out of the
ground before the first day of Fcb^pry,
in order to clear the greater part of it
previous to its being prepared for corn,
and to save the soil from being ex-
hausted by the turnips or other roots,
and also of the weight of an average
sixteen perches of the crop; be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
last Tuesday in April, 1822.

36. For the next in quantity and me-
rit, on not less than two acres;—the
Silver Medal.

Preserving Cabbages.
37. To the person who shall discover

to the Society the best and cheapest
method of preserving drum-headed Cab-
bages perfectly sound, and in every cc-
spect fit for supporting and fattening
sheep and neat cattle during the months
of February, March, and April;—the
Gold Medal.
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38. Fur the next in quantity and
merit, on not less than two acres;—the
Sitter Medal.

Conditions the same as for preserving
turnips, Art. 35.—And the accounts
to be produced on or before the last
Tuesday in April, 1822.

Harvesting Corn in Wet Weather.

39. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the best and cheapest
method, superior to any hitherto prac-
tised, of Harvesting Corn in Wet Wea-
t h e r ; — ^ Gold Medal.

A full account of the method employed,
and of the expense attending the pro-
cess, with not less than two sheaves
of the corn, and certificates that at
the least the produce of ten acres has
been harvested according to the me-
thod described, and that the whole is
of equal quality with the samples;
to be produced to theSociety on or before
the first Tuesday in February, 1822.

6. DESTROYING INSECTS AND
OTHER VERMIN.

Destroying the Grub of the Cock-
chafer.

40. To the person who shall discover
to the Society, an effectual method, veri-
fied by repeated and satisfactory trials,
of destroy ing the Grub of the Cockchafer,
or •!' preventing or checking the de-
structive effects which always result from
the attack of these insects on corn,

Seas, beans, and turnips;—the Cold
ledal.

The accounts, with proper certificates,
to be produced on or before the first
Tuesday in February, 1823.

Destroying Worms.

41. To the person who shall discover
to the Society, an effectual method, veri-
fied by repeated and satisfactory trials,
of destroying worms, or of preventing
the destructive effects they occasion on
corn, beans, peas, or other pulse;—the
Silver Medal.

The accounts, with proper certificates,
to be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in February,
1822.

Destroying the Fly on Hops.

42. To the person who shall discover
to the Society an easy and efficacious
method of destroying the Fly on Hops,
superior to any hitherto known;—the
Gold Medal.

Accounts and certificates of the method
having been successfully practised on
not less than four acres of Hop ground;
to be delivered to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in February,
1822.

Preventing the Blight on Fruit
Trees and Culinary Plants.

43. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the most effectual method
of preventing the Blight or ravages of
Insects, on Fruit Trees and Culinary
Plants, superior to any hitherto known
or practised, and verified by actual and
comparative experiments;—the Gold
Medal.

The accounts, with proper certificates,
to be delivered to the Society on or
before the last Tuesday in February,
1822.

7. CATTLE AND SHEEP.

Feeding Cattle.

44. For the best experiments on Stall
feeding of Cattle (not fewer than five
head), to be continued for the space of
twelve months, in order to prove the
earliest maturity and greatest propen-
sity to fatten, of the most approved
breeds of cattle in Great Britain, or Ire-
land, specifying the nature of the food
given, together with the daily consump-
tion of each beast, with its weekly in-
crease in weight, and such other obser-
vations as may be deemed of conse-
quence;—the Gold Medal.

A full account of the methods employ-
ed, and of the expenses attending the
same, and certificates of the sundry
matters stated, to be produced on or
before the second Tuesday in Feb.
1822.

Protecting Sheep.

45. To the person who, in the winter
1821—1822, shall have protected the
greatest number of sheep, not fewer
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than one hundred, by hovels, sheds, or
any other means ;—the Gold Medal.

A particular account of the experiments
made, with the advantages arising
therefrom, together with the expense,
and certificates of its utility, to be
produced to the Society on or before
the first Tuesday in March, 1822.

N. B. It is required that the certifi-
cates shall specify the length of time
the sheep were so protected, and the
manner in which they were maintained
during that time; together with the ge-
neral method of managing them.

Cure of the Rot in Sheep.

46. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the best and most effec-
tual method of curing the Rot in Sheep,
verified by repeated and satisfactory ex-
periments ; —the Gold Medal,

It is expected that the Candidates fur-
nish accurate accounts of the symp-
toms and cure of the disease, toge-
ther with the imputed cause thereof,
and the actual or probable means of
prevention, which, with proper certi-
ficates, must be delivered to the So-
ciety on or before the last Tuesday in
February, 1822.

Cure of the Foot'Rot in Sheep.

47. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the best and most effec-
tual method of curing the Foot-rot in
sheep;—the Silver Medal.

It is required that the cure be ascer-
tained by repeated and satisfactory
•experiments, and the method of per-
forming it be verified by proper cer-
tificates, delivered to the Society on
or before the last Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

Preventing the ill-effects of Flies
on Sheep,

48. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the most effectual method
of protecting sheep from being disturbed
and injured by flies;—-the Silver Medal.

It is required that the method be ascer-
tained by repeated experiments, and
that a certificate of its efficacy be de-
livered to the Society on or before the
first Tuesday in February, 1802.

8. BEES.

49. To the person who shall erect,
previous to the first, day of September,
1820, an apiary, containing the greatest
number and heaviest hives or boxes
stocked with Bees, not less than one
hundred;—the Silver Medal, or Twenty
Guineas.

50. For the next greatest number,
not fewer than fifty stocks;—Ten Gui-
neas.

51. For the next greatest number,
not fewer than twenty-five stocks;— Five
Guineas.

Proper certificates of the number of
stocks, and that they have been in
the possession of the claimant during
the preceding summer, to be produced
to the Society on or before the first
Tuesday in March, 1822.

It is expected that the claimant will
give such particular information on
the subject, as may tend to benefit
the public, and enable other persons
to keep Bees to advantage; also that
improved methods be made use of in
their management.

9. AGRICULTURAL MACHINES.

Irrigation of Land.
52. To the person who shall discover

to the Society the cheapest and most
effectual method of raising water in
quantities sufficient to be beneficially
employed for the purpose of irrigating
land superior to, and cheaper than any
other method now in use;—the Gold
Medal t or Fifty Guineas.

A model, on a scale of one inch to a
foot, with certificates that a machine
at large, on the same construction,
has been used, specifying the quantity
of water delivered in gallons per hour,
and the height to which it was raised,
to be produced to the Society on or
before the first of March, 1822.

Paring Plough.

53. To the person who «hall invent
and produce to the Society a Machine or
Plough for the purpose of Paring land
preparatory to burning, superior to any
hitherto known or in use for such pur-
pose, and to be worked by not more
than one man and two horses ;~-fAe
Silver Medal, or Twenty Guineas.
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The machine and certificates that at
least ten acres have been pared by it
in a proper manner, to be produced to
the Society on or before the first of
February, 1822.

Dibbling Machine.

54. To the person who shall invent a
machine, superior to any hitherto known
or in use, to answer the purpose of
dibbling wheat, by which the holes for
receiving the grain may be made at equal
distances and proper depths;—the Silver
Medal, or Fifteen Guineas.

The Machine with certificates that at
least three acres have been dibbled
by it, to be produced to the Society on

or before the second Tuesday in
February, 1823.

Thrashing Machine.

55. To the person who shall invent a
Machine by which corn of all sorts may
be thrashed more expeditiously, effec-
tually, and at a less expense, than by
any method now in use;—the Gold
Medal.

The Machine, or a Model, with proper
certificates that such a Machine has
been usefully applied, that at least
thirty quarters have been thrashed by
it, and of the time employed in the
operation, to be produced to the So-
ciety on or before the last Tuesday in
February, 1822.

PREMIUMS

PO& THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF DISCOVERIES AND IMPROVEMENTS III

CHEMISTRY, DYEING, AND MINERALOGY.

Increasing Steam.
56. To the person who shall invent

and discover to the Society a method,
verified by actual experiment, of in-
creasing the quantity or force of Steam
in Steam Engines, with less fuel than
has hitherto been employed, provided
that in general the whole amount of the
expenses in using steam engines maybe
considerably lessened;—the Gold Medal,
or Fifty Guineas.

To be communicated to the Society on
or before the last Tuesday in February
1822.

Prevention of Smoke.

57. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society the best and
easiest means, superior to any now be-
fore the public, of preventing the emis-
sion of dense Smoke, from the chim-
nies of steam-engines, breweries, and
manufactories;—the Gold Medal, or
Fifty Guineas.

Certificates that the means proposed
. Jjave been found to succeed in prac-

tice, to be produced to the Society on
or before the first Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

Test for Arsenic.
58. To the person who shall discover

to the Society a test for arsenic in solu-
tion, superior to any hitherto known;—
the Gold Medal.

It is required that any communication
in claim of this premium shall include
a method of detecting arsenic, not
only in its usual form of white arsenic,
or arsenious acid, but also in the
state of arsenic acid, and of the solu-
ble salts formed by the combination
of arsenious and arsenic acids with
alkaline substances.

Claims for this premium to be delivered
in on or before the last Tuesday in
February, 1822.

Preventing the Ill-Effects of
Smelting Ores.

59. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society the most
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effectual method of preventing the ill-
effects arising to vegetation and animal
life, from the sulphureous, arsenical,
or other noxious fumes disengaged in
smelting the ores of Copper, Zinc,
Lead, Tin, Iron, &c. in the large
way, and, if possible, of converting
those pernicious fumes to useful pur-
poses, in a manner superior to any
hitherto known, or in use;—the Gold
Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

It is required that a full account of the
process employed, with certificates of
its being successfully carried into ef-
fect, be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in March,
1822.

Fine Bar Iron.

60. To the person, who shall make
the greatest quantity of Bar-iron,
not less than ten tons, with coak,
from coak pigs, equal in quality to
the best iron imported from Sweden or
Russia, and as fit for being converted
into steel;—the Gold Medal, or Fifty
Guineas.

Samples, not less than one quarter of a
hundred weight, with certificates that
the whole quantity is of equal quality,
to be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in March,
1822.

Refining Copper from the Ore*

61. To the person who shall discover
to the Society a method of separating,
purifying, and refining Copper from the
Ore, so as to render it fit for those pur-
poses to which fine copper is now ap-
plied, and by a process cheaper than
and superior to any hitherto known or
in use;—the Gold Medal, or Fifty Gui-
meas.

Certificates that not less than three tons
have been so prepared or refined, and
a quantity not less than 14 lbs. of the
copper so refined, to be produced to
the Society on or before the last Tues-
day in February, 1822.

Refining Zinc from the Ore*

62- To the person who shall invent
and communicate to the Society a pro-
cess of refining Zinc from the Ore su-

perior to any hitherto known or in use,
and fit for the purpose of making fine
brass \—the Gold Medal, or Fifty Gui-
neas*

Conditions the same as in the preceding
premium. '

Preparing Brass.

63. To the person who' shall dis-
cover a method of making Brass
from materials the produce of Great
Britain or Ireland, of superior quality to
that commonly manufactured in this
country, and equal to foreign brass;—
the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A full account of the process, and of the
ingredients employed, together with
their proportions, and certificates that
one ton has been so manufactured,
and a sample of the brass, not less
than 14 lbs. to be produced to the So-
ciety on or before the last Tuesday in
February, 1822.

Improved Earthenware Crucibles,

64. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society a process for
manufacturing earthenware crucibles
which shall be capable of enduring
higher degrees of heat than those now
in use, and shall not be too expensive;—
the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A full account of the process, and of the
materials employed, with satisfactory
certificates of the crucibles having
been found to answer in use, and spe-
cimens of the crucibles, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in March, 1822.

Preparation of Sulphuric Acid,
from Sulphur, without the Use
of any hitric Salt.

65. To the person who shall prepare
the largest quantity (not less than one
ton) of Sulphuric Acid from sulphur,
without any nitric salt, of a specific
gravity not inferior to the best sulphuric
acid of commerce;—the Gold Medal, or
Fifty Guineas.

Certificates that not less than the above
quantity of such an acid has been pre*
pared, together with a sample, and a
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full account of the process employed,
to he produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in February,
1822.

Purification of Coal Gas.

$6. To the person who shall discover
the cheapest method of purifying the
inflammable gas procured from coal, su-
perior to any method now in use;—the
Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A full account of the process, with cer-
tificates of its fully answering the in-
tended purpose, to be produced to the
Society on or before the second Tues-
day in February! 1822.

Refining Whale or Seal Oil.

67. For disclosing to the Society an
effectual method of purifying Whale
or Seal Oil from the glutinous matter
that incrusts the wicks of lamps, and
extinguishes the light, though fully sup-
plied with oil; provided that such puri-
fied oil resists congelation in an equal
degree with the unpurified;—the Gold
Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

It is required that the whole of the pro-
cess be fully and fairly disclosed, in
order that satisfactory experiments
may be made by the Society to deter-
mine the validity of the claim; and
certificates that not less than twenty
gallons have been purified according
to the process delivered in, together
with two gallons of the oil in its un-
purified state, and two gallons so
refined, to be produced to the Society
on or before the second Tuesday in
February, 1822.

Superior Oil for Chronometers
and Watches.

68. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society the best
method of distinguishmg the kind of
oil fittest for chronometers and watches,
ascertained by actual experiment; or
for a superior method of-rendering oil
more fit for the above purpose than any
hitherto in use, and particularly in ren-
dering it less liable to become thick or
rancid;—Me Gold Medal, or Fifty
Guineas.

A full account of the experiments and
of the process or processes employed,
verified by satisfactory certificates,
together with a specimen of the oil,
to be produced to the Society on or
before the last Tuesday in March,
1822.

Glazing common Red Earthen*
ware without Lead or Arsenic.

69. To the person who shall discover
to the Society, the cheapest, safest, most
durable, and most easily fusible, compo-
sition, fit fur the purpose of glazing
common red Earthenware, without any
preparation of lead, arsenic, or other per-
nicious ingredients, and superior to any
hitherto in use;—Me Gold Medal, or
Thirty Guineas.

Specimens of the ware so glazed, with
proper certificates of its having suc-
ceeded, and a sample of the materials
made use of, to be produced to the
Society on or before the first Tuesday
in February, 1822.

Crown Glass.

70. To the person who shall
make Crown or Window Glas9 equally
transparent, and as free from blue
and green colour as the best Ger-
man sheet;—Me Gold his Medal, or
Thirty Guineas.

Certificates that not less than two cwt.
has been made, together with one-
whole plate and two of the largest
squares that can be cut, and a full-
account of the proportions of the in-
gredients, and of the process of manu-
facture, to be produced to the Society
on or before the last Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

Flint Glass.

71. To the person who shall make
flint glass free from veins, and as
dense and transparent as the best now
in use, and quite fit for the purposes
of Opticians;—Me Gold Medal, or Thirty
Guineas.

A full account of the process, with cer-
tificates that not less than two cwt.
has been made, together with 20 lbs.
in plates not less than six inches wide
and three quarters of an inch thick,
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to be produced to the Society on or
before the last Tuesday in January,
1822.

Indelible Ink.

72. To the person who shall discover
to the Society a method of making a
Black Ink proper for writing^uperior to
any at present known, indestructible by
chemical applications, and not materially
dearer than that which is now in com-
mon use;—the Silver Medal, or Fifteen
Guineas,

Certificates that not less than two gal-
lons of such ink have been actually
prepared, and found to possess the
qualities above-mentioned, with a full
detail of the process of making it, and
two quarts of the ink to be delivered
to the Society on or before the second
Tuesday in February, 1822.

Printers9 Ink.

73. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society the best
composition for Printers' Ink, superior
to any hitherto known or in use;—the
Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Certificates that 112 lbs. of such ink
have been made, with a full account
of the process employed, and 6 lbs. of
the ink, to be produced to the Society
on or before the lasl Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

Copper Plate Printers1 Ink.

74. To the person, who shall invent
and discover to the Society the best
composition, superior to any hither-
to known or in use, and fit for the
finest kind of copperplate printing;—
the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Certificates and conditions the same as
for the last premium.

Rendering Leather Water-proof.

75. To the person who shall discover
a method, superior to any now in use,
and of moderate price, of rendering
Leather Waler-proof, without injuring
its texture or pliability;—the Silver
Medal, or Fifteen Guineas.

A full account of the process, and of the
ingredients employed, together with

their proportions, attested by satisfac-
tory certificates, as well as samples of
the leather in its unprepared and pre-
pared state, to be produced to the So-
ciety on or before the last Tuesday in
February, 1822.

Hardening Tallow for Candles.

76. To the person who shall discover
to the Society a method of hardening or
otherwise preparing Tallow, so that can-
dles may be made of it which will burn
as clear and with as small a wick as wax
candles, without running, and may be
afforded at a less expense than any at
present made with spermaceti;—the
Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

Certificates that 112 lbs. of such tallow
have been made into candles, and
12 lbs. of the candles made thereof, to
be produced to the Society on or be-
fore the second Tuesday in February.
1822.

Preserving Seeds of Vegetables.

77. For the best method of preserving
Seeds of Plants in a state fit lor vegeta-
tion a longer time than has hitherto
been practised, such method being su-
perior to any known to the public, and
verified by sufficient trial, to be commu-
nicated to the Society on or before the
last Tuesday in December, 1822;—the
Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Preserving Provisions by Salt
or by other means, from becom-
ing rancid or rusty.

78. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the best, cheapest, and
most efficacious method of preserving
Salted Provisions from becoming rancid
or rusty;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty
Guinea*.

A full description of the method, with
proper certificates that it-has been
found, on repeated trials, to answer the
purpose intended, to be produced to
the- Society on or before the last Tues-
day in February, 1822.

Preserving Iron from Rust.

79. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society a cheap com-
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position superior to any now in use,
which shall effectually preserve Wrought
Iron from rust;—the Gold Medal, or
Fif Guineas.

A full description of the method of pre-
paring the composition, with certi-
ficates that it has stood at least two
years unimpaired, being exposed to
the atmosphere during the whole
time, to be produced to the Society,
with ten pounds weight of the com-
position, on or before the last Tues-
day in January,

Preventing the Dry-rot in
Timber.

80. To the person who shall discover
to the Society a certain method of pre-
venting the Dry-rot in Timber, superior
to any hitherto known;— the Gold Me-
duly or Thirty Guineas,

The particulars of the method of pre-
vention, confirmed by repeated ex-
periments, to be produced to the
Society on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.

Note.—For a method of curing and
preventing the dry-rot in ship timber
see Mr. Bowden's communication in
Vol. 36 of the Society's Transactions.

Preventing the Destructive Effects
from Moths.

81. To the person who sball discover
to the Society a cheap, easy, and effec-
tual method, verified by repeated and
satisfactory trials, of preventing the de-
structive effects occasioned by Moths
and other insects, in furs, woollens, and
other articles, superior to any hitherto
known or practiced :—the Gold Medut,
or Thirty Guinea

The accounts, witn proper certificates, to
be produced to the Society on or be-
fore the first Tuesday in January,
1822

Substitute for Lead Pipes.

89. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society, a Substitute
for the Lead Pipes used for conveying
malt and other liquors from the cellars
to the bars of public-houses;—the Gold
Medal, or Fifty Guineas,

1821.

The substance of which the Pipe is
made must be free from any poisonous
or noxious quality, equally durable as
lead, and of a moderate expense; and
a specimen thereof, not less than ten
yards in length, with a complete de-
scription of the process employed in
forming it, must be produced to the
Society on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.

Substitute for the Basis of White
Paint.

83. To the person who sball produce
to the Society the best substitute, supe-
rior to any hitherto known, for the basis
of white paint, equally proper for the
purpose as the white lead now em-
ployed ; such substitute not to be of a
noxious quality, and to be afforded at a
price not materially higher than that of
white-lead;—the Gold Medal, or One
Hundred Guineas.

A quantity of the substitute, not less
than 25 lbs. weight, with an account
of the process used in preparing it,
and certificates that at least one hun-
dred weight has been manufactured,
to be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in February,
1822.

Substitute for Tar.
84. To the person who shall invent

and discover to the Society the best
substitute for Stockholm tar, equal in
all its properties to the best of that kind,
and prepared from materials the pro-
duce of the United Kingdom, or its
colonies;—the Gold Medal, or One Hun-
dred Guineas.

A quantity of the substitute, not less
than one hundred weight, with certi-
ficates that at least one ton has been
manufactured, and that it can be
afforded at a price not exceeding that
of the best foreign tar, together with
an account of the process, to be deli-

• veredlp the Society on or before the
first Tuesday in March, 1822.
N. B.—Considerable quantities of tar

are produced in Sweden and Norway
from the roots of fir-trees burnt for that
purpose.

Turpentine from the Scotch JFYr,
or Pinus Sytvestris.

85. To the person who shall prepare
in Great Britain the greatest quantity of
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Turpentine, not Ies9 than two hundred
weight, from that species of fir called
theScotch fir, or Pinussylvestris,Linn.;
—the Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.
Certificates of the Turpentine being pre-

pared from such trees of British
growth, together with fifty-six pounds
of the Turpentine, to be delivered to
the Society on or before^he second
Tuesday in March, 1822.

86. For the next greatest quantity
prepared, not less than one hundred
weight, on similar conditions;—the
Silver Medal, or Twenty Guineas.

N. B.—The Society being in posses-
sion of the method practised for ex-
tracting Turpentine from trees whilst
growing, and of samples so procured, in-
formation will be given upon that sub-
ject, on application for that purpose, at
the Society's house.

Preparation of Tan.
87. To the person who shall prepare

in the most concentrated form, so as to
be easily portable, and at a price appli-
cable to the purposes of manufacturers,

^ the largest quantity, not less than one
hundred weight, of the astringent prin-
ciple called Tannin, which abounds in
oak bark, and in many other vegetable
substances;—the Gold Medal, or Fifty
Guineas.
Certificates of the good quality of the

quantity so prepared, and a sample of
not less than 28lbs. to be produced to
the Society on or before the last Tues-
day in February, 1822.

British Indigo.
88. To the person who shall prepare

Indigo, or a substance equal to it, from
any plants (except woad), the growth of
Great Britain or Ireland, at a price not
greater than that of foreign indigo of
equal quality;—the Gold Medal,or Fifty
Guineas.

A full account of the process and ingre-
dients employed, together with their
proportions, and satisfactory certifi-
cates that at least one cwt. oYthe in-
digo has actually been prepared; also
a sample of the same weighing not
less than 7 lbs. to be produced to the
Society oil or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.

Dyeing Si/k or Woollen.
89. To the person who shall discover

a method of dyeing Silk or Woollen, of

any colour, superior to the same pro*
duced by other British dyers, and equal
to those produced by the Continental
dyers;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Gui-
neas.
A full account of the process and ingre-

dients employed, together with their
proportions, attested b£ satisfactory
certificates, as well as samples of the
silk and woollen in its undyed and
dyed state, to be produced to the So-
ciety on or before the first Tuesday in
March, 1822.

Improved Black Dye for Silk or
Wool.

90. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society a black dye
for silk or wool superior in colour and
durability to any at present in use;—the
Gold Medal, or Fifty Guinea?.

This premium is more immediately
intended for the improvement of those
colours known by the name of blue
blacks.

A full account of the process and in-
gredients employed, together with
their proportions, attested by satisfac-
tory certificates, as well as samples of
the silk or wool so dyed, to be pro-
duced to the Society, on or before the
last Tuesday in March, 1823.

Dying with Lac Lake*
91. To the person who shall invent

and discover to the Society a process for
dyeing silk, wool, or cotton with lac lake,
superior to any now in use;—the Gold
Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A full account of the process, with cer-
tificates that it has been found to
answer completely in use, and speci-
mens of articles so dyed, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
last Tuesday in March, 1822.

Preparation of a Red Stain for
Cotton Cloth*

92. To the person who shall commu*
nicate to the Society the most effectual
method of printing or staining cotton
cloth with a red colour, by an imme-
diate application of the colouring matter
to the cloth, equally beautiful and dur-
able with the red colours now generally
procured from decoctions of madder;—
the Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas,
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Certificates that the process, has been
advantageously used on ten pieces
of calico, each twenty-one yards
or upwards in length; one piece of
the calico so printed, one pound of
the colour, and a full account of the
preparation and application, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
second Tuesday in February, 1822.

Preparation of a Green Colour
for printing Cotton Cloth.

93. To the person who shall commu-
nicate to the Society the best method of
printing with a full green colour on
cotton cloth, by an immediate applica-
tion of the colouring matter from a
wooden block to the cloth, equally beau-,
tiful ami durable as the colours now
formed from the complicated process of
the decoction of weld, and the solutions
of indigo;—the Gold Medal, or Fifty
Guineas.

Certificates and conditions as for Pre-
mium 92.

Permanent White Paint for the
Use of Artists.

94. To the person who shall produce
to the Society a White Paint for oil,
superior to any hitherto known, and
not liable to be discoloured by expo-
sure to light or to sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty
Guineas.

A full account of the process, and 1 lb.
of the colour to be produced to the
Society, on or before the second Tues-
day in February, 1622.

Bed Pigment
95. To the person who shall discover

to the Society a full and satisfactory
process for preparing a tted Figment, fit
for use in oil or water, equal in tone
and brilliancy to the best carmines and
lakes now known or in use, and per-
fectly durable;—the Gold Medal, or
•Fifty Guineas.

One pound weight of such colour, and a
full disclosure of its preparation, to be
produced to the Society on or before
the first Tuesday in February, 1822.

N. B. It is required, that the colour
should remain unaltered by the common
exposure to strong light, damps, and
noxious vapours.

Ultramarine.
96. To the person who shall prepare

an artificial Ultramarine, equal in colour,
brilliancy, and durability, to the best
prepared from lapis lazuli, and which
may be afforded at a cheaper rate;—
the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

The conditions are the same as in the
preceding premium for the red pig-
ment.

Colourless Lac Varnish.
97. To the person who shall produce

1o the Society a Lac Varnish equally
hard with that made from shell or seed
lac, and as fit for use in the arts, but
deprived of its colouring matter;—the
Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A full account of the process, and one
quart of the varnish to be produced
to the Society on or before the second
Tuesday in January, 1822.

Statuary Marble.
98. To the person W1K> shall discover

within Great Britain or Ireland, a quarry
of White Marble fit for the purposes of
statuary, and equal to those kinds now-
imported from Italy;—the Gold Medal,
or One Hundred Guineas.

A block of at least three feet in length,
two in height, and two in width, with
an account of the situation of the
quarry, and certificates of its possess-
ing considerable extent, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
first Tuesday in February, 1822.

IV. B. Tn order to prevent useless ex-
pense or trouble to the Claimant in for-
warding so large a block, the Society
will be ready to examine any smaller
specimen of the marble and express
their opinion of its value to the Candi-
date before the block required by the
above premium is produced.

Stone for Lithography.
99. To the person who shall discover

within Great Britain or Ireland, a quarry
of stone fit for the purposes of Litho-
graphy, equa.1 at least'to the stones im-
ported from abroad;—the Gold his
Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A specimen of the stone at least two
feet square and two inches in thick-
ness, with an account of the situation
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of the quarry, and certificates of its
possessing considerable extent, to he
produced to the Society on or before
the last Tuesday in February, 1822.

Mineralogical and Geological
County Maps.

100. To the person who shall complete
and publish the best Mineralogical and
Geological Map of any County in the
United Kingdom, on a scale of not less
than one inch to a mile, containing an
account of the situation of the different
mines therein, and describing the kinds
of minerals thence produced, with sec-
tions of the strata;—the Gold Medal,
or Fifty Guineas.

Certificates of the accuracy of such maps,
together with the maps, to be pro-
duced to ijfie Society on or before the
first Tuesday in February, 1822. The
maps to remain the property of the
Society.

Mineralogical and Geological
Map of Ireland.

101. To the person who shall com-
plete and publish an accurate Mineralo-

gical and Geological Map of Ireland, on
a scale of not less than five miles to an
inch, containing particulars described in
the foregoing premium;—the Gold Me-
dal, or Fifty Guineas.

Mineralogical and Geological
Map of Scotland.

102. The same premium is offered for
a Mineralogical and Geological Map of
Scotland, on similar conditions.

Natural History.

103. To the author who shall publish
in the year 1821, the Natural History of
any county in the United Kingdom ;—-
the Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

. It is required that the several natural
productions, animal, vegetable, and
mineral, peculiar to the county, or
found therein, be carefully and scien-
tifically arranged and described, in
order that the public may be enabled
to judge what arts or manufactures
are most likely to succeed in such
county. A copy of the work to he de-
livered to the Society on or before the
last Tuesday in February, 1822, to re-
main the property of the Society,

PREMIUMS IN POLITE ARTS.

Honorary Premiums for 'Nobility.
104. For the best Original Painting or

Drawing of any kind, by geutlemen un-
der the age of twenty-one, sons or grand-
sons of peers or peeresses in their own
right, of Great Britain or Ireland;—the
Gold Medal.

105. For the best Copy on similar con-
ditions;—the Silver Medal.

106. For the best Original Painting or
Drawing of any kind, by ladies under
the age of twenty-one; daughters or
grand-daughters of peers or peeresses in
their own right, of Great Britain or Ire-
land;—Me Gold Medal.

107. For the best Copy on similar
conditions;—the Silver Medal.

Honorary Premiums for Gentle-
men or Ladies.

108. For the best Original Painting in
oil colours by gentlemen under the age
of twenty-five;—the Gold Medal.

109. For the best Copy in oil colours
by gentlemen under the age of twenty-
one ;—the Silver Medal.

110. For the best Original Drawing
or Painting in water colours by gentle-
men under the age of twenty-five;—
the Gold Medal.

111. For the best Copy in water co-
lours by gentlemen under the age of
twenty-one;—the Silver Medal.

11-2. For the best Original Painting
in oil colours, by ladies under the age of
twenty-live;—the Gold Medal.

113. For the best Copy in oil colours
by ladies under the age of twenty-one;—
the Silver Medal.

114. For the best Original Drawing,
or Painting in -water-colours, by ladies
under the age of twenty-live;—the Gold
Medal.

115. For the best Copy in water-co-
lours, by ladies under the age of twenty*
one ;—*/*€ Silver Medal.
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N. B. As the foregoing honorary pre- dependent on the arts of design, or the
niiums are intended only for the nobi- sons and daughters of such persons, will
lity and gentry; persons professing any, not be admitted candidates in the above
branch of the polite arts, or any business classes.

PREMIUMS FOR ARTISTS AND OTHERS.

Human Figure.

116. For the best drawing in chalk,
pencil, or Indian-ink, copied from any
picture, print, or drawing, by persons
under the age of sixteen;—the Silver
Palette.

117. For the best outline, drawn from
any entire figure of the antique, or cast
in plaster—the size of the drawing to be
not less than twenty-four inches, to be
accompanied with a drawing of a hand
and foot, the size of life—by persons
under the age of eighteen ;—the Silver
Isis Medal; for the next in merit, the
Silver Palette.

118. For the best finished drawing
from any antique figure, or from any
cast in plaster—the size of the drawing
to be not less than twenty-four inches,
to be accompanied with a drawing of a
hand and foot, the size of life, by per-
sons under the age of nineteen—the
Silver Medal; for the next in merit the
Silver his Medal.

119. For the best finished drawing of
an. anatomical human figure—the size
of the drawing to be not less than
twenty-four inches, to be accompanied
with a drawing of a hand and foot, the size
of life, by persons under the age of nine-
teen ;—the Silver Medal; for the next in
merit the Silver Isis Medal.

120. For the best drawing, from the
living figure—the size of the drawing to
be not less than twenty-four inches—
by persons under the age of twenty-
one;—the Silver Medal; for the next in
merit the Silver Isis Medal'

121. For the best original drawing of
an historical composition of two or more
figures—the principal figure not less
than nine inches—by persons under the
age of twenty-five;—the Gold Isis Me-

" dal; for the next in merit the Silver
Medal.

122. For the best copy in oil from
any historical picture, of two or more

figures—the principal figure not less
than twenty-four inches—by persons
under the age of twenty-one;—the Silver
Medal; for the next in merit the Silver
Isis Medal.

123. For the best original painting,
being an historical composition; the
subject—David staying tj>e hand of
Abishai who was about to slay Saul
whilst he was sleeping in the Trench,
vid. 1st Samuel, ch. xxvi.—the principal
figure not less than twenty-four inches,
by persons under the age of twenty five;
—the Gold Medal; for the next in merit
the Gold Isis Medal.

Heads or Portraits.

124. For the best drawing of a head,
copied from any picture, drawing, or
print—by persons under the age ot six-
teen ;— the Silver Palette.

125. For the best finished drawing of
a head, not less than the size of life,
from any bust—by persons under the
age of eighteen;—the Silver Isis Medal ;

for the next in merit the Silver Palette.
126. For the bebt original painting in

water colours of a portrait—by persons
under the age of twenty-one;—the Silver
Medal;for the next in merit the Silver Isis
Medal.

127. For the best copy, in oil, from a
picture (a portrait)—by persons under
the age of nineteen;—the Silver Medal;
for the next in merit the Silver his
* Medal.

128. For the best original painting in
oil of a portrait—by persons under the
age of twenty-three;—the Gold Isis
Medal; for the next in merit the Silver
Medal.

Models.

129. For the best model in bass-relief,
from any entire antique figure, or cast
in plaster, the size of the model not less
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than twenly-four inches, by persons
tinder the age of eighteen;—the Silver
Palette.

130. For the best model in bass-relief
from the living figure, by persons under
the age of twenty-one, the model not
less than twenty-four inches;—the Silver
Medal; for the next in merit the Silver
Isis Medal.

131. For the best restored model of
the Ilissus in the Elgin collection—the
size of the model not less than three
feet—by persons under the a»e of
twenty-one;—the Silver Medal; for the
next in merit the Silver Isis Medal.

132. For the best original model of a
group—the figures not less than twenty-
four inches—by persons under the age
of twenty-five;—the Gold Medal; for
the next in m§rit the Gold Isis Medal.

Landscape.

133. For the best drawing of a land*
scape, copied from any picture, drawing,
or print—by persons under the age of
eighteen;—the Silver Paktte.

134. For the best original drawing of
a landscape from nature—by persons
under the age of twenty-one;—the Silver
Isis Medal; for the newt in merit the
Silver Pulelte.

135. For the best original oil painting
of a landscape from nature—by persons
under the age of twenty-three;—the
Silver Medal; for the next in merit the
Silver his Medal.

136. For the best original composition
of a landscape painted in oil—by persons
under the age of twenty-five;—the
Gold Medal; for the next in merit the
Gold his Medal.

FlowetSy or Fruit.

137. For the best drawing from any
picture, print, or drawing—by persons
under the age of sixteen;—Me Silver
Palette.

138. For the best original composition
in water colours drawn from nature—
by persons under the age of twenty-one;
—the Silver Medal; for the next in merit
the Silver Isis Medal.

139. For the best original composi-
tion in oil, painted from nature—by
persons under the age of twenty five;—
the Gold Medal; for the next in menit
the Gold his Medal.

Animals.

140. For the best fhrawing of any
animal copied from any picture, print,
or drawing—by persons under the age
of sixteen;—the Silver Palette.

141. For the best original drawing
from nature of any animal—by persons
under the age of twenty-one;—the
Silver Medal; for the next in merit
the Silver Isis Medal.

142. For.the best original painting of
a group of not less than three animals
painted from nature—by persons under
the age of twenty-five;—the Gold Medal;

for the next in merit the Gold Isis Medal.

Still Life.
143. For the best original composi-

tion, painted in oil or water colours, of
three or more of such objects as are
usually called Still Life, by persons
under the age of twenly-one;—the Silver
Medal; for the next in merit the Silver
Isis Medal.

Architecture.

144. For the best drawing of any
public building in the United Kingdom,
drawn from actual measurement on a
sheet of double - elephant paper—by
persons under the age of twenly-oue;—•
the Silver Medal; for the next in merit
the Silver Isis Medal.

145. For the best original design in
Greek architecture, forabuildingsuilahlc
to the purposes of a court of justice; con-
sisting of plan, elevation, section, and
perspective view, to the scale of j-th
of an inch to a foot; the drawing to
remain the property of the Society, if
required—by persons under the age of
twenty-five;—the Gold Medallion ; for
the next in merit the Gold Isis Medal.

The following inscription to be en-
graved on these medallions " The pre-
mium given by the Society for the en-
couragement of Arts, Manufactures,
and Commerce, in conformity to the
will of John Stock, csq. of Hampstead."

146. For the best original design in
Gothic architecture for any public build-
ing, with a plan, elevation, section, and
perspective view—each drawn on a
sheet of large elephant paper—by per-
sons under the age of twenty-five;—-
the Gold Medal; for the next in merit
the Gold his Medal.
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Perspective.

147. For the best perspective drawing
from any public building in the United
Kingdom, from elevations taken by ac-
tual measurement, and projected ac-
cording to rule, drawn on large elephant
paper--by persons under the age of
twenty-one;—//w Silver Medal; for the
next in merit the Silver Isis Medal.

148. For the best perspective drawing
of machinery—by persons under the
age of twenty-one;—f/*e Silver Medal;

for the next in merit the Silver Isis Medal.

Enamel Painting.

149. For the best enamel painting
of a head—by persons under the age of
twenty-one \—the Silver Medal; for the
next in merit the Silver Isis Medal.

150. For the best historical painting
in enamel—by persons under the age of
twenty-five;—Me Cold Medal; for the
next in merit the Gold his Medal.

Carving in Wood.

151. For the best carving in Wood,
of fruit, or flowers, not less than nine
inches high—by persons under the
age of twenty-one;—the Silver Medal;

for the next in merit the Silver Isis
Medal.

152. For the best carving in wood,
of one or more animals, the size of.the
animal not less than six inches—by
persons under the age of twenty-one ;—
the Silver Medal; Jor the next in merit
the Silver Isis Medal,

153. For the best carving in wood,
of oue or more human figures, not less
than a foot in height—by persons under
the age of twenty-five;—*Ae Gold Isis
Medal; for the next in merit the Silver
Medal.

Etching of an Historical Subject.

154. For the best free Etching in
historical composition, from a picture of
eminence;—the Gold his Mcdul.

Etching of a Landscape.

155/ For the best free Etching of a
Landscape, from a picture of eminence;
—the Silver MedaL

Historical Engravings.

156. For the best finished Engraving
in historical composition;—the Gold
Medal.

Landscape Engraving.

157. For the best finished Engraving
of a Landscape \—the Gold his MedaL

Engraving of a Portrait.
158. For the best finished Engraving

of a Portrait;—the Gold his Medal.

N. B. In the class of finished En-
gravings the Society requires an aqua-
fortis impression, and a finished proof
to be sent, and to remain with the So-
ciety.

Engraving on Steel.

158. For the best specimen of en-
graving on a steel plate not less than 5
niches by 3 inches in area, and not ex-
ceeding 4th of an inch in thickness; the
plate to be afterwards hardened without
injuringtheengraving;—the Gold Medal.

The Plate, with two impressions from
it, both in its soft and hardened state,
to be produced to the Society. The
impressions, but not the plate, to re-
main the property of the Society.

Engraving en Wood or Metal
Blocks.

159. For the best Engraving on Wood
or Metal Blocks, of an historical sub-
ject, the bize of the principal figure not
less than six inches in height, and the
Block to be at least twelve inches by
nine;—the Gold Isis Medal.

Two or more impressions, with the
Block, to be produced to the Society.
The impressions, but not the Block,
to remain the property of the Society.

Prevention of Forgery.

160. To the person who shall com-1

municate to the Society, the best method
of preventing the impressions of prints
from being transferred from the paper
to plates or blocks for the purpose of
l-eing etched or engraved;—the Silver
Medal, or Twenty Guineas.

The communication, with a full de-
scription of the process, and of the ma-
terials employed, together with the spe-
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cimens, to be sent to the Society on or
before the last Tuesday in February,
1822.

As this premium is intended to in-
crease the difficulty of forging Bank
Notes, and other kinds of paper cur-
rency, it is required, that the process
shall not be too difficult or expensive
for general use.

Lithography.
161. For the best specimen in this

art;—the Silver Medal.

A particular account of the process em-
ployed, with six impressions of the
drawing, to be produced to the So-
ciety.

Medal Die Engravings.
162. For the best Die Engraving

either of a single figure or group, after
the engraver's own design and model;—
the Gold Medal.

163. For the best Die Engraving of
a head;—the Gold his Medal.

The Dies with two impressions or casts,
and the model, in each claim for
Medal Die sinking are to be pro-
duced to the Society, and the impres-
sions or casts to remain the property
of the Society.

Conditions for the Polite Arts.
All performances in the class of Po-

lite Arts, whether for claims or bounties,
are to be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in March, 1822,
and none can be received after that day.

No Candidate, under any pretence
whatever, shall be allowed to retouch or
varnish a performance after it has been
received by the Society.

No person having received a premium
or bounty, shall afterwards receive an
equal or inferior one in the same depart-
ment of art.

No more than one performance in
each class shall be received from the
same Candidate.

All performances to which premiums
or bounties are adjudged shall remain
with the Society until after the second

Wednesday in June, 1822, when they
will be re-delivered, unless mentioned
in the premiums to the contrary.

No performance shall be admitted,
that has obtained a reward from any
other society, or academy.

No performance can be received with
a view to obtain a bounty, which could
have come into any of the foregoing
classes.

It is required, that the subjects for
which premiums are offered, be deli-
vered in without the names, or any ex-
ternal intimation to whom they belong;
that the claimant affix on the front of
his performance whatever mark he
pleases, and that the, same mark be in-
scribed on a paper sealed up, containing
within, the name and residence of the
Candidate, and on the outside the age
and sex, and the number of the pre-
mium in claim of which the perform-
ance is offered; the name not to be dis-
closed unless the Candidate be suc-
cessful, or in consequence of a special
vote of the Society, or Committee.

To encourage real merit, and to pre-
vent attempts to impose on the Society,
by producing drawings made or retouch-
ed by any other person than the Candi-
date, the Society require a specimen of
the abilities of each successful candidate
to be made under the inspection of the
Committee of Polite Arts.

All Candidates in the Polite Arts are
required to signify on their drawings,
whether the performances are originals
or copies; and if possible to send the
originals from which the copies are
taken.

All copies of drawings, &c. are to be
on a different scale from the original.

The Society reserve to themselves the
power of giving a Medal of less value
than the premium offered, or of with-
holding the same altogether in cases
where the performance shall be deemed
undeserving of reward.

In consideration of the great number
of premiums here offered, embracing
so many departments of the Fine
Arts, .no bounty will be given to any
performance comprised in any of the
classes, from No. 116, to No. 163 inclu-
sive.



PREMIUMS FOR ENCOURAGING AND IMPROVING
MANUFACTURES.

Cloth from Hop Stalks, Nettles, #c. Wicks for Candles or Lamps*

164. To the person who shall produce
to the Society the greatest quantity, not
less than thirty yards, of cfoth, at least
27 inches wide, made in Great Britain
or Ireland, of Hop Stalks or Bines, Net-

, ties, or other raw vegetable substances,
the produce of Great Britain or Ireland,
superior to any hitherto manufactured
from such substances, and which can be
generally afforded as cheap as cloth of
equal quality and appearance now made
from hemp, flax, or cotton, and much
finer in quality than any hitherto manu-
factured in England from Plop Stalks,
&c.;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guu
metis.

One pound of the thread of which the
Cloth is made, and thirty yards of the
Cloth, together with proper certificates
that the whole is manufactured from
Hop Stalks, or Bines, &c. to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
last Tuesday in February, 1829.

N. B. The Society is already in the
possession of Cloth made in England
from Hop Stalks or Bines, and Nettles,
which may be inspected by application
to the house-keeper.

Sheep's Wool.

165. To the person who shall prove
to the Society, that he has sold the
largest quantity of Merino Wool, or such
Wool as will answer the same purpose,
being the produce of his own flock, in
the United Kingdom, for the purpose of
being manufactured into superfine cloth,
the quantity of Wool not less than five
hundred weight, in the year 1821 ;—the
Gold Medal.

Certificates, along with samples of the
wool, and of the cloth manufactured
from it to be produced to the Society
on or before the last Tuesday in
March, 1822.

166. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than two, hundred and fifty
pounds;—Me Silver Medal, on similar
conditions.

1821.

167. To the person who shall dis-
cover to the Society, a method of ma-
nufacturing Hop-stalks or Bines, Nettles,
or any other cheap material, the growth
of the United Kingdom, so as to render
them equally fit for the purpose of sup-
plying the place of cotton, for Wicks of
Candles or Lamps;—the Silver Medal,
or Twenty Guineas.

Samples, not less than 5 lbs. weight, of
the Wicks so prepared, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
last Tuesday in February, 1821, with
certificates that the whole quantity is
equal in quality to the sample.

Wicks for Candles,

168. To the person who shall make*
known to the Society the most satisfac-
tory result of a series of experiments
actually made by him to determine the
best thickness of Cotton Wicks for Can-
dles, so as to obviate the defects of those
commonly used ;—the Silver Medal, or
Ten Guineas.

Certificates, that not less than one hun-
dred weight have been so made, and
six pounds of the Candles, to be pro-
duced to the Society, on or before the
last Tuesday in February, 1822.

N. B. The intention in offering this
premium is, to ascertain the proper
thickness or bulk of the Wick in pro-
portion to that of the tallow, and to re-
move the unpleasant consequences and
waste arising from the sparkling, or gut-
tering of the candles in common use.

Paper from Raw vegetable Sub*
stances.

"169. To the person who shall, be-
tween the first of January, 1821, and
the first of January, 1822, make the
greatest quantity, and of the best quality
(not less than ten reams) of good and
useful paper, from raw vegetable sub-
stances, the produce of Great Britain
or Ireland, superior to any hitherto ma-
nufactured from such substances, and

d
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which can be generally afforded as cheap
as paper of equal quality and appearance
now made from rags;—the Silver Medal,
or Twenty Guineas,

Ik B. The object of the Society bein^
to add to the number and quantity of
raw materials used in this manufacture,
it is their wish to include every useful
sort of paper, and to introduce such na-
tural products as can be easily and
cheaply procured in great quantities.
The Society are in possession of two vo-
lumes containing a great variety of spe-
cimens of paper made from raw vegeta-
ble substances, viz. nettles, potato-
haulm, hop-bines, &c. which volumes
may be inspected by any person on ap-
plication to the House-keeper.

Certificates of the making such paper,
and one ream of the paper to be pro-
duced on or before the second Tuesday
in February, 1832.

Transparent Paper.

170. To the person who shall disco-
ver to the Society a method of making
Paper from the pulp, that shall be per-
fectly transparent, and of a substance
and body equal to foolscap, that shall
take and bear common writing-ink with
the same facility and correctness as
Writing paper generally in use;—Me
Silver Medal, or Twenty Guineas*

Certificates of the making such paper,
an account of the process, and one
ream of the paper, to be produced on
or before the second Tuesday in March,
1822.

(INDIA PAPER, see page xxxiii.)

Chintz Patterns for Calico
Printers.

171. For the best original pattern in
a new taste, of light and dark-ground
Chintz for garment work, or furniture,
fit for the purpose of Calico-printers;—
the Silver Medal.

To be produced to the Society on or be-
fore the first Tuesday in March, 1823,
and a copy of the pattern for which
the premium is adjudged, to remain
the property of the Society.

Copper-plate Patterns.

172. For the best pattern, in a new
style, fit for the purpose of calico-printers

for garment-work or furniture ;-^thc
Silver Medal.

To be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in March,
1822, and a copy of the pattern for
which the premium is adjudged, to
remain the property of the Society.

Gloves.

173. To the person who shall make
known to the Society a process equal or
superior to that of the French, for pre-
paring, dyeing, and finishing the skins,
verified by actual experiments, and the
communication accompanied with at
least a dozen pair of gloves made from
skins so prepared;—the Gold Medal, or
Forty Guineas.

Certificates from competent persons,
fully approving of the result of such
experiments, together with the gloves
and communication, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in March, 1822.

• Cat-gut.

174. To the person who shall dis-
cover to the Society the best method of
manufacturing, in the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, the intes-
tines of sheep, lambs, goats, or of any
other animals, into the article called
Cat-gut, equally strong, clear, smooth,
even, and free from knots, as the best
Italian strings, and at a price not ex-
ceeding what they are usually sold for
in England \—the Gold Medal, or Thirty
Guineas*

Certificates that not less than fifty pound
weight have been so prepared by the
claimant, with a full detail of the pro*
cess, and samples of the articles of
various thicknesses, to be produced to
the Society on or before the first Tues-
day in February, 1822.

175. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than twenty-five pounds;—the
Silver Medal, or Twenty Guineas, on
similar conditions.

Hose for Tire Engines, Brew-
houses, tyc.

176. To the person who shall invent
and make known to the Society a me-
thod of making Hose for Fire Engines
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Prewhouses, he. similar to those used
on the continent, made of flax or hemp,
or other flexible material cheaper than
leather ;—the Gold Isis Medal, or Thirty
Guineas.

A full account of the process used in
manufacturing it, with certificates of
its efficacy in practice, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in February, 1822.

Thread for Lace.
177. To the person who shall invent

or discover a method of manufacturing
Thread from flax, of as fine quality as
any used on the Continent;—the Gold
Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Samples of the Thread, not less than one
pound in weight, and of the Lace
made therefrom, together with certi-
ficates that not less than ten pounds
in weight of each sort has been ma-
nufactured, to be produced to the So-
ciety, on or before the last Tuesday
in March, 1822.

PREMIUMS IN MECHANICS.

Gunpowder Mills.

178. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society the most
effectual mode of preventing explosions
in Gunpowder Mills;—the Gold Medal,
or One Hundred Guineas.

Certificates and accounts of the method
having been put in practice in one or
more Gunpowder Mills in this king-
dom, and that it promises, in the opi-
nion of the best judges concerned in
such works, to answer the purpose in-
tended, to be produced to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

N. B. As an encouragement to per-
sons to turn their thoughts to improve-
ments of this nature, if any should be
made on the present method of conduct-
ing the business of-Gunpowder-making
which fall short of the total prevention
of explosion; such bounty or reward will
be bestowed on them as they may ap-

1 pear to merit.

Family or Portable Mill.

179. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society, a mill for
Grinding Corn for the use of private fa-
milies, or parish poor; the construction
to be simple, the mill to be easily
worked, and superior to any hitherto in
use;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Gui-
neas.

The Mill, and certificates of its having
.been used to good effect, to be pro-

duced to the Society, on or before the
last Tuesday in February, 1822.
Cheapness and simplicity will be con-
sidered as essential parts of its merit;
and the Mill, or a model, to remain
with the Society.

Machine for Raising Coals, Ore,
$c. fyc.

180. To the person who shall invent
a machine for raising coals, ore, &c.
from mines, superior to any hitherto
known or in use; and which shall pro-
duce the effect at less expense;—the
Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

A model with a certificate that a ma-
chine at large on the same construc-
tion has been advantageously used, to
be produced to the Society on or be-
fore the second Tuesday in February,
1823.

Improved Walking-wheel or
Crane.

181. To the person who shall invent
an improved Walking Wheel or Crane,
on which the weight or power of any
person or persons shall be applied with
the greatest safety and effect, and so
contrived that the power can be varied
according to the greater or less weight
to be raised or lowered;—the Gold Me-
dal, or Thirty Guineas.

A model, with a certificate that the
machine at large lias boon em ployed
to good effect, to be produced to the
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Society on or before the second Tues-
day in March, 1622.

Machine for Raising Water.

182. To the person who shall invent
a machine on a better, cheaper, and
more simple construction than any
hitherto known for raising water out of
wells, &c. from a depth of not less than
fifty feet;—Me Gold Medal, or Thirty
Guineas.

Certificates of the performance of the
machine, and a model of it, to be
produced to the Society, on or be-
fore the last Tuesday 'in February,
1822,

Extinguishing Fires.
183. To the person who shall produce

to the Society a method for preventing
or extinguishing fire in buildings, supe-
rior to any now in use -,—the Gold Medal,
or Thirty Guineas.

Certificates of the method having been
practised with success, with a full de-
scription thereof, to be delivered to
the Society on or before the last Tues-
day in January, 1822

Boring and Blasting Rocks.

184. To the person who shall discover
to the Society a more simple, safe, cheap,
and expeditious method than any
hitherto known or in use, of Boring or
Blasting Rocks in mines, shafts, wells,
&c.;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Gui-
neas.

Certificates of the method having been
practised with success, with a full de-
scription thereof, to be delivered to
the Society on or before the first
Tuesday in February, 1822.

Heating Rooms for the purpose of
Manufacturers.

185. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society, a method of
Heating Rooms, superior to and cheaper
than any hitherto known or in use, for
the purpose of manufacturers j—the Gold
Jrledal9 or Thirty Guineas.

A model or complete drawing and de-
scription of the method, with certifi-

cates that it has been successfully
practised, to be delivered to the So-
ciety on or before the last Tuesday in
March, 1822.

Improved Ventilation.

186. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society a mode of
permanently Ventilating the apartments
in hospitals, workhouses, and other
crowded places, superior to any now
known or used;—the Gold Medal, or
Fifty Guineas.

A model of the apparatus, and a full
account of the means by which the
effect has been produced, with proper
certificates to be delivered to the So-
ciety on or before the last Tuesday in
February, 1822.

Ventilating Coal Mines.

187. To the person who shall invent
and carry into practice a method of Ven-
tilating coal mines so as effectually to
prevent the accidents liable to arise from
the accumulation of carburetted hydro-
gen and other gases;—the Gold Medal.

A full account of the process, with certi-
ficates of its efficacy, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in February, 1822.

N. B, The Society will be very glad
to attend to any communication, which,
though not completely effecting the ob-
ject, appears to offer an approximation
to it. The Society wish particularly
to refer candidates tor this premium to
the communication made by Mr. Ryan
and published in the 34th vol. of the
" Transactions/' and will consider them-
selves obliged to any person who will
furnish any information with respect to
the attempts which have been made to
introduce Mr. Ryan's mode of ventilat-
ing coal mines into actual use, and of
the success with which this method has
been attended.

Preventing Accidents from Stage
Coaches,

188. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society a method of
preventing accidents arising from Stage
Coaches \—tht Gold Medal, or Thirty
Guineas*
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Ample certificates of its efficacy, and a
description of the method with models
of the machinery used, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in February,

N. B. The Society wish to impress
strongly on the public the necessity of
turning their attention to the above pre-
mium, from the number of accidents
that daily occur; and suggest whether
they might not in some degree be pre-
vented, by an alteration in the manner
of placing the luggage.

Preventing Accidents from Horses
Falling with Two^Wheeled Car-
riages.

189. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society a method,
superior to any hitherto known or in
use, preventing accidents from the fall-
ing of Horses with Two-wheeled Car-
riages, especially on steep declivities;
—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas,

A jnodel of the apparatus, and a full
account of the means by which the
effect has been produced, with proper
certificates that the same has been
used with success, to be delivered to
the Society, on or before the second
Tuesday in February, 1822.

Improving Turnpike and other
Roads*

190. To the person who shall discover
to the Society the most effectual and
cheapest method, verified by actual ex-
periments, of combining1 the materials
ordinarily employed in making or re-
pairing Roads, so as to form them of
the hardest consistency by their ce-
menting properties, or by an artificial
mixture of earth, stones, &c. altered by
heat, or any other mode, so as to form
an even, hard, and durable carriage-
road ;—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Gui-
neas.

It is required that an accurate account
of the method used, and every ex-
pense attending it, together with
satisfactory certificates of its being
effectual, be delivered to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in
March, 182?.

Raising the Bodies of Persons
who have Sunk under Water.

191. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society, a cheap and
Portable Drag, or other machine, supe-
rior to those now in use, for the purpose
of taking up, in the best and most ex-
peditious manner, and with the least
injury, the bodies of persons who have
sunk under water \—the Gold Medal, or
Thirty Guineas*

The drag or machine, to answer the
purpose intended, to be produced to
the Society on or before the first
Tuesday in March, 1822.

Preventing prejudicial effects to
the Persons employed in point'
ing Needles.

192. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society a mode of
obviating the prejudicial effects that at-
tend the operation of Pointing Needles,
by grinding them dry, during which the
particles of grindstone-dust, and steel,
being thrown into the air, and received
with it into the lungs, occasion asthma,
consumption, and other painful disor-
ders ;- the Gold Medal, or Thirty Gui-
neas.

A model of the apparatus, and a full
account of the means by which the
effect has been produced, together
with proper certificates of its practi-
cability and adoption, to be delivered
to the Society on or before the second
Tuesday in March, 1822.

Preventing Explosions in Steam*
engine and other covered Boilers.

193. To the person who shall invent
and discover to the Society a method of
rendering covered boilers used for steam-
engines and other purposes, safer than
any now in use, and less liable toMacci-
dents from explosion;—the Gold Medal,
and not less than Thirty duineas.

Ample certificates that the method has
been found to answer its intended
purpose, to be produced to the So-
ciety, on or before the last Tuesdaj
in February, 1822,
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An Original Screw.

194. To the person who shall invent
and make known to the Society any
mode of producing an original screw
more perfect than any hitherto known;
-—the Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

A model, or complete drawing and de-
scription of the method, with a screw
not less than twelve inches in length,
to be produccil to the Society on or
before the last Tuesday in February,
1822.

Working Drawings of a Steam-
engine.

195. To the person who shall produce
to the Society the best working drawings
in plan, elevation, and section of a con-
densing steam-engine in its most im-
proved state, with a full detail of its
several parts, and an accurate description
thereof;—the Gold Vulcan Medal, or
Thirty Guineas.

The drawings and description to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the
first Tuesday in April, 1822, and if re-
warded, to remain the property of the
Society.

PREMIUMS OFFERED FOR THE ADVANTAGE OF THE
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED EMPIRE.

Taking Whales by the Gun-har-
poon. %

196. To the person who shall strike
and take the greatest number of Whales,
not fewer than three, with the Gun-
harpoon ;—Ten Guineas.

Certificates of the striking such Whales,
and that they were actually taken in
the year 1820, signed by the master,
or by the mate when the claim is
made by the master, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in December, 1821.

Taking Porpoises.

197. To the people in any boat or
vessel, who, in the year 1821, shall take
the greatest number of Porpoises, not
fewer than thirty, on the coast of Great
Britain or Ireland, for the purpose of
extracting oil from them;—the Gold
Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Certificates of the number, signed by
the persons to whom they have been
sold or delivered for the purpose of
extracting the oil, to be produced to
the Society on or before the last Tues-
day in February,

Porpoises or Sun-fish taken on the coast
of Great Britain or Ireland, in the year
1821, not less than twenty tons;—the
Gold Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Certificates of the oil having been made
from porpoises or sun-hsh actually
caught on the coast of Great Britain '
or Ireland, and two gallons of the oil
as a sample, to be produced to the
Society on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.

Curing Herrings.

199. To the person who shall send
to the Society the best sample of White
Herrings (not less than a sixteen gallon
barrel), with certificates that not less
than fifty barrels, equal in all respects
to the sample, have been cured in a Bri-
tish or Irish vessel or port, by the per-
son by whom the sample has been sent
to the Society;—the Gold Medal, or
Fifty Guineas.

Samples to be produced to the Society,
on or before the first Tuesday in Ja-
nuary, 1822, with certificates that the
conditions of the premium have been
fulfilled; together with a full descrip-
tion of the process employed.

In the S7th and 38th volumes of the
Transactions, will be found valuable

198. To the person who shall manu- communications from Mr. Denovan of
facture the greatest quantity of Oil from Leitb, un the cure of British herrings, to

Oil from Porpoises9 or Sun Fish.
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which the Society particularly wish to
direct the attention of such persons as
intend to claim this premium.

Exporting British - cured Her"
rings.

200. To the person who shall import
into the Hamburgh or other continental
market previous to February, 1822, the
greatest quantity of white herrings cured
in British or Irish vessels, not less than
500 barrels, in quality at least equal to
the best Dutch herrings, and which in
the Hamburgh or other continental mar-
ket shall produce prices at least equal
to the best Dutch y—the Gold Medal, or
Fift Guineas.

201. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than 300 barrels;—the Gold
Isis Medal, or Thirty Guineas.

Proper certificates and samples of the
herrings to be produced to the Society
on or before the last Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

The same premiums to be continued
one year longer on similar conditions.

Curing Mackarel.
202. To the person who shall, be-

fore January, 1822, cure the greatest

1, not less in number
than ten thousand, in the best manner
and to the satisfaction of the Society,
the same being caught in the British
or Irish seas, and cured in a British or
Irish vessel or port;—the Gold Isis Me-
dal, or Twenty five Guineas.

203. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than five thousand;—the Silver
Medal, or Fifteen Guineas.

A sixteen gallon barrel of the mackarel
to be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday in January,
1322, with certificates that the condi-
tions of the premium have been ful-
filled, and that the whole were cured
in the same manner as the specimens,
together with a full description of the
process employed.

The same premiums to be extended
one year farther, on similar conditions.

N. B. Specimens of cured mackarel,
which promise to afford a most valuable
article of trade and food, even superior
to herrings, have been sent to the So-
ciety, and have induced them to turn
the attention of the public thereto, by
offering the above premiums.

PREMIUMS OFFERED FOR THE ADVANTAGE OF THE

BRITISH COLONIES.

Nutmegs.

204. For the greatest quantity of Mer-
chantable Nutmegs, not less than ten
pounds weight, being the growth of his
majesty's dominions in the West Indies,
OM any of the British settlements on the
coast of Africa, or of the several islands
adjacent thereto, and equal to those im-
ported from the islands of the East In-
dies;—*Ae Gold Medal, or Fifty Gui-
neas.

Satisfactory certificates, from the go-
vernor or commander in chief, of the
place of growth, with an account of
the number of trees, their age, nearly

*» the quantity of fruit on each tree, and
the manner of culture, to be produced
on or before the first Tuesday in Ja-
nuary; 1823.

The same premium is offered for the
year 1824.

kali for Barilla.

205. To the person who shall have
cultivated, in the Bahama islands, or
any other part of his majesty's domi-
nions in the West Indies, or any of
the British settlements on the coast of
Africa, or the several islands adjacent
thereto, in the year 1821, the greatest
quantity of land, not less than two acres,
with a Kali equal to the Spanish Kali
for the purpose of making Barilla;—the
Gold Medals or Thirty Guineas.

206. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than one acre;—the Silver Me-
dal, or Fifteen Guineas.
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Certificates signed by the governor or
commander in chief for the time
being, of the quantity of land so cul-
tivated, and of the state of the plants
at the time of signing such certificates,
to be delivered to the Society, with
samples of the kali, on or before the
second Tuesday in February, 1822.

The same premiums, on similar con-
ditions, will be given for Barilla grown
in 1822 and 1823.

Destroying the Insect commonly
called the Borer*

207. To the person who shall com-
municate to the. Society an effectual
method of destroying the insect com-
monly called the Borer, which has of
late years been so destructive to the
sugar canes in the West India islands;—
the Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

The discovery to be ascertained by sa-
tisfactory certificates, under the hand
and seal of the governor or commander
in chief for the time being, and of
some other respectable persons, inha-
bitants of the islands, or other place,
in which the remedy has been suc-
cessfully applied; such certificates
to be delivered to the society on or
before the first Tuesday in February,
1822.

Cultivation of Hemp in Upper
Canada.

208. To the person who shall sow with
Hemp the greatest quantity of land in
the province of Upper Canada, not less
than six arpents (each-four-fifths of a
statute acre), in the year 1821, and shall
at the proper season caus£to be plucked
the summer Hemp (or male hemp bear-
ing so seed), and continue the winter
hemp (or female hemp bearing seed)
on the ground until the seed is ripe;—
the Gold Medal, or One Hundred Dol-
lars*

209. To the person who shall sow
with Hemp the next greatest quantity
of land in the same province of Upper
Canada, not less than five arpents, in
the year 1821, in the manner above-
mentioned ; the Silver Medal, or Fifty
Dollars.

Certificates of the number of arpents,
the method of culture, of the plucking

of the hemp, with a general account
whether sown broad cast or in drills,
the expense, soil, cultivation and pro-
duce, to be transmitted to the Society,
certified under the hand and seal of
the governor or lieutenant-governor,
together with 28 lbs. of the hemp,
and two quarts of the seed, on or be-
fore the last Tuesday in April, 1823.

Cultivation of Hemp in Lower
Canada.

210 — 211. Premiums exactly similar ,
in all respects to those held out for the
province of Upper Canada, are also of-
fered for the province of Lower Canada.

Cultivation of Hemp in Nova Sco-
tia and New Brunswick.

212 — 213. Similar premiums in all
respects are also offered to the provinces
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

Importation of Hemp from Ca-
nada. Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick.

214. To the person who shall import
to this country the greatest quantity of
Marketable Hemp, not less than one
hundred tons, in the year 1821, the pro*
duce of Canada, or of one of the above-
mentioned provinces;—the Gold Medal.

215. To the person who shall import
the next quantity, not less than fifty
tons;—the Silver Medal.

Certificates, satisfactory to the Society,
to be produced by the master of the
vessel on or before the first Tuesday in
February, 1822, to testify that such
hemp was grown and prepared in Ca-
nada, Nova Scotia, or New Brunswick,,

Substitute for Hemp.

216. To the person who, in the year
1821, shall discover and produce to the
Society a substitute for Hemp, equally
cheap, durable, and applicable to all the
purposes for which hemp is now used;
—the Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

A quantity of the substitute not less
than one hundred weight, together
with the proper certificates from the
governor or commander in chief, if
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raised in any of the British colonies,
or from the Secretary of the Board of
Trade, if raised in the East Indies, to
prove that the same has been used
with success, to be produced to the
Society on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1822.

N. B. The premiums from No. 207,
to 216, are all extended one year farther,
on similar conditions.

Silk.

217. For the greatest quantity of silk
proper for manufactures, not less than
one hundred pounds weight, produced
by any person in the Isle of France,
Ceylon, or Malta, or islands near or ad-
jacent thereto, in the possession of Great
Britain, in the year 1820, from Silk-
worms bred there;—the Gold Medal, or
Fifty Guineas.

Specimens of th$ Silk, not less than one
pound, with an account of the method
in which the Silk-worms were mana-
ged ; the kind and size of the mulberry-
trees from whence they were furnished
with food, and particulars respecting
the culture of the mulberry trees for
that purpose, to be produced to the
Society on or before the first Tuesday
in March, 1822.

218. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than fifty pounds, on similar
conditions;—the Silver Medal, oi Twenty
Guineas.

Satisfactory certificates from the govern-
or or commander in chief of the dis-
trict where the said Silk was produced,
and of the several particulars above-
mentioned, to be delivered to the
Society along with the samples re-
quired.

N. B. The same premiums, on simi-
lar conditions, will be given for Silk
produced in the year 1821.

Cocoa Nut Oil.

219. To the person who shall, in the
year 1822, import the largest quantity
of Cocoa-nut oil, not less than fifty tons,
and of the best quality;—the Gold Me-
dal, or Thirty Guineas.

t* Proper certificates, with the bills of
lading, and samples of the oil, to* be
produced to the Society on or before
the last Tuesday in February, 1822.
1821.

This premium is proposed, particularly
with a view to encourage the use of
Cocoa-nut oil, in the making of gas for
the purpose of illumination, such gas
having been found much superior to
those commonly in use.

Wool from New South Wales.

220. To the person who, previous to
February, 1823, shall import into Great
Britain or Ireland, the greatest quantity,
not less than two tons, of fine wool, the
produce of New South Wales;—the
Gold Medal.

Proper certificates, with the bills of lad-
ing, and samples of the wool, to be
produced to the Society, on or before
the last Tuesday in February, 1823.

221. For the next greatest quantity,
not less than one ton, on similar condi-
tions;—the Silver Medal.

Fine Wool from New South Wales m

222. To the person who shall produce
to the Society the finest sample of wool,
the produce of New South Wales, supe-
rior to the best Saxon or Spanish;—the
Gold Medal

Not less than 14 lbs. of the wool to be
produced to the Society on or before
the last Tuesday in February, 1823,
together with certificates, that at
least 5 cwt. equal to the sample has
been imported by the claimant.

Extirpating the Stumps and Roots
of Trees.

223. To tHe person who shall invent
and discover to the Society the best
method, verified by actual experience,
of raising out of the earth and removing
the stumps and roots of trees which
have been left after felling the timber,
so as to clear the land for the purposes
of cultivation;—the Gold Medal, or
Fifty Guineas.

Certificates that the method has suc-
ceeded with at least fifty trees of
large girth, and a full description of
the means employed, to be delivered
to the Society on or before the last
Tuesday in February, 1829.
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PREMIUMS OFFERED FOR THE ADVANTAGE OF THE
BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN THE EAST INDIES.

India Paper for Capper Plate
Printing.

To the person who shall commu-
nicate to the Society the best account
of the process employed in India or
China for the manufacture of paper used
in England for Copper Plate Printing,
and known by the name of India Paper,
together with an account of the materials
from which such paper is made;—Me
Gold Medal, or Fifty Guineas.

Specimens of the paper, not less than
one ream, with samples of the mate-
rials in their raw or unmanufactured
state, and satisfactory certificates
signed by the Secretary of the Go-
vernment or Board of Trade of the
respective settlement, to be produced
to the Society on or before the first
Tuesday in March, 1823, or 1824.

Bhaugulpore Cotton.

225. To the person who shall import
into the port of London, in the year
1820, the greatest quantity, not less
than one ton, of the Bnaugul pore Cotton,
from which Cloths are made in imita-
tion of nankin, without dying;—the Gold
Medal.

the Cotton not less than
five pounds weight in the pod, and
five pounds carded, to be produced to
the Society, with proper certificates,
signed by the Secretary^f the Board
of Trade of Bengal or BRnbay, or by
the Governor ot the Colony whence
the article is exported, on or before
the last Tuesday in February, 1822.

Annatto.

226. To the person who, in the year
1821, shall import into the port of Lon-
don, from any part of the British settle-

. ments in the East Indies, the greatest
quantity of annatto, not less than five-
hundred weight;—the Gold Medal.

A quantity of the annatto, not less than
ten pounds weight, to be produced to
the Society, with proper certificates,
signed by the Secretary of the Board
of Trade of the respective settlement,
that the annatto is the produce of
such settlement, on or before the last
Tuesday in February, 1822.

True Cochineal.

227. To the person, who in the year
1821, shall import into the port of Lon-
don, from any part of the British settle-
ments in the East Indies, the greatest
quantity of true Cochineal, not less than
two hundred weight;—Me Gold Medal.

A quantity of the Cochineal, not less
than three pounds weight, with pro-
per certificates, signed by the Secre-
tary of the Board of Trade of the re-
spective settlement, that the Cochi-
neal is the produce of such settle-
ment, to be produced to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in Fe-
bruary, 1822.

N. B. The premiums from No. 22S
to 227 inclusive, are all extended two
years farther on similar conditions. v

BRITISH MARBLES.

THE SOCIETY considering that it complishing their object would be, for
would be beneficial to the Commerce the present, to make them more gene-
of the United Kingdom to bring the rally known in the Capital, have cooit
British' Marbles into general use, and to the following Resolution:
that Jhe most effectual method of ac- Resolved, That specimens of British
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Marbles be exposed in the Society's fully received and preserved by the So-
Rooms, in the Adelphi, for the inspeo ciety, as materials for future inquiries,
tion of the public under the following As the exertions of the Society can be
regulations: generally beneficial only inasmuch as

1st, That all the specimens be exact their views are seconded by the public,
to a given size, vis. eight inches high, the Society request, that all proprietors
six inches broad, one thick, and polished of Marble Quarries will favour them
on one face. with a specimen of the Marble, worked

2nd, That a book be kept, containing to the exact size above-mentioned, with
the number of each specimen, and de* the description of the quarry as above,
scribing the situation of the quarry, the that the same may be entered in the
name of the parish where situated, the book to be preserved for the use of the
distance of the quarry from a beaten public. By such arrangements, it is ex-
road, and the distance of that road from pected, that the interest of the pro-
water-carriage, with the name of the prietors of the quarries will be pro-
donor and proprietor. Any remarks on moted, and the use of British Marble
the qualities of the Marbles, or on the much extended. A variety are already
lime produced from them, will be grate- exhibited in the Society's Rooms.
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R E W A R D S BESTOWED BY THE SOCIETY DURING THEIR SESSION

WHICH COMMENCED ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY IN NOVEMBER,

1820 , AND CLOSED ON THE SECOND WEDNESDAY IN JUNE, 1 8 2 1 .

IN AGRICULTURE AND RURAL ECONOMY.

1. To C. Fyshe Palmer, Esq. M. P. of Oakingham, Berks, for sowing 216
bushels of Acorns on 240 acres, the large Silver Medal.

2. To C. Fyshe Palmer, Esq. M. P. of Oakingham, Berks, for planting 280
acres with 893,420 Forest Trees, the large Gold Medal.

3. To C. Fyshe Palmer, Esq. M.P. of Oakingham, Berks, for planting 30,700
Oaks for Timber, the large Gold Medal.

4. To Thomas Wilkinson, esq. Fitzroy-square, for sowing S40 bushels of Acorns
on 260 acres, the large Gold Medal.

5. To Sir W. Terapler Pole, Bart. Shute-hoitse, near Axminster, for raising
896,000 Oaks from Acorns, the small, or Ceres, Gold Medal.

6. To Henry Potts, Esq. Chester, for planting 194 acres with 528,240 Forest
Trees, the large Silver Medal.

7- To Edward Dawson, Esq. Aldcliffe-hall, near Lancaster, for embanking 166
acres-of marsh laad from the Sea, the large Gold Medal.

IN POLITE ARTS.

Honorary Class.

1.—ORIGINAL.

1. To Miss Emily Coppin, Norwich, for an original Oil Painting of Fruit, the
large Gold Medal.

3. To Miss Barnard, Bury St. Edmund's, for an original Painting of Flowers in
Water Colours, the small, or Isis, Silver Medal.

3. To Miss Harmer, Sloane-street, for a Chalk Drawing from a Bust, the large
Silver Medal.

4. To Miss Elizabeth Elford, Bickham, near Plymouth, for an original Water
Colour Drawing of Flowers, the Silver Isis Medal.

2 . — C O P I E S .

5. To Mr. James Watts Peppercorne, South Cottage, Vauxhall, for «& Historical
Drawing in Pen and Ink, the large Silver Medal*
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* 6. To Mr. R. Hayter Jarvis, Long Acre, for an Historical Drawing in Chalk, tip
Silver Palette.

7. To Mr. Edward Knight, Grand Hotel Chambers, Covent Garden, for a Landscape
in Oil, the Silver Palette.

8. To Miss Emma Davis, Surrey-square, for a Portrait in Oil, the small, or his, Silver
Medal.

9. To Miss Anne Beaumont, Newman-street, for a Portrait in Oil, the large Silver
Medal.

10. To Miss Stephens, Dorset-square, a Landscape with Figures, in Oil, the Silver
Palette.

11. To Miss Emma Maria Smith, Upper Conway-street, Fitzroy-square, for a Land-
• scape in Pen and Ink, the Silver Palette.

12. To Miss Myddleton Biddulph, Russel Farm, near Watford, for a Portrait in
Chalk, the large Silver Medal.

13. To Miss Hartman, York-street, Portman-square, for a Holy Family in Chalk,
the Silver Palette.

14. To Miss Caroline Walter, Devonshire-place, Portland-place, for a Figure ia
Chalk, the Silver Palette.

Class for Artists and Others.

1 . — O R I G I N A L .

15. To Mr. I. Wood, High-street, Whitechapel, for an Historical Painting in OH,
Satan starting from the Touch of the Spear of Ithuriel, the large Silver Medal.

16. To Mr. Robert Oliver, South-street, Manchester-square, for a Landscape in Oil*
the small, or his, Gold Medal.

17. To S. Mountjoy Smith, Great Marlborough-street, for a Drawing in Chalk from
a Bust, the Silver Palette.

18. To Mr. T. S. Engleheart, Bayham-street, Camden Town, for a Chalk Drawing
from a Plaster Cast, the Silver Palette.

19. To. Mr. W. Watts, High-street, Hampstead, for an Historical Painting in Oil,
Ubald and the Sirens, (from Tasso), the large Gold Medal.

20. To Mr. W. Fairland, Princes-street, Blackfriars, for a Chalk Drawing from a
Bust, the smaller, or Isis, Silver Medal.

21. To Mr. S. Nicholson, Liverpool, for a Landscape Composition in Pencil, the
large Silver Medal.

22. To Miss Rose Emma Drummond, Rathbone-place, for an original Portrait
in Crayons, the small, or Isis, Gold Medal.

'S3. To Miss Anne Eggbrecht, Frith-street, Soho, for a Chalk Drawing from
a Bust, the Silver Palette.

24. To Miss Georgina Huntly, Newman-street, for a Group of Portraits in
Water Colours, the Silver Palette.

25. To Mr. H. Courtney Slous, Bayham-street, Camden Town, for an Oil Painting
of a Boar Hunt, the small, or Isis, Gold Medal.

26. To Mr. G. Presbury, John-street, Fitzroy-square, for a Chalk Drawing of the
Ilissus, in the Elgin Collection, the small, or Isis, Silver Medal

27. To Mr. Penry Williams, Newman-street, for a Chalk Drawing of the Ilissus,
in the Elgin Collection, the large Silver Medal.

28. To Mr. J. Eggbrecht, Frith-street. Sobo, for a Chalk Drawing from a Bust,
the small, or Isis, Silver Medal,
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S9. To Miss Cotton, Chicheley, near Newport Pagnel, for an Oil Painting ©f
Flowers, the small, or Isis, Silver Medal.

2 . — C O P I E S .

30. To Mr. F. Woodington, Queeir Anne-street, for a drawing of figures in Indian
Ink, the Silver Palette.

31. To Mrss Caroline Vendramini, Brompton-row, for a Drawing in Chalk of an
Historical Subject, the large Silver Medal.

32. To Miss Is. Murray, Paragon, Kent-road, for a Head in Chalk, the Silver
Palette.

33. To Mr. I. Scarlet Davis, Southampton-row, for a Head in Pen and Ink, the

Silver Palette.

34. To Miss Turner, Warren-street, Fitzroy-square, for a Portrait in Indian
Ink, the Silver Palette.

35. To Miss Jane Drummond, Church-street, Soho, for a Portrait in fixed Crayons,
the large Silter Medal.

36. To Mr. R. F. Cahusac, Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane, for a Pen and Ink
Drawing of Two Dogs, the Silver Palette.

37. To Miss Welsh, David-street, Baker-Street, for a Painting of Flowers on Velvety
the large Silver MedaL

38. To Miss Caroline Hanning Evatt, East Hill, Wandsworth, for a Copy in Oil
of West's Tobit, the small, or Isis, Gold MedaL

39. To Mr. F. Y. Hurlslone, Great Queen-street, for an Historical Painting in
Oil, the large Silver Medal.

40. TaMiss Charlotte Wroughton, Bedford-street, Bedford-square, for a Portrait in
Miniature, the large Silver Medal.

41. To Miss Biffin, Strand, for an Historical Miniature, the large Silver MedaL

Original Architectural Designs*

The subject, a Building suited to the use of the Society of Arts, &c.

49. To Mr. C. Ward, Store-street, Bedford-square, the Silver Medallion.

43. To Mr. Edward Taylor, Salisbury-street, Strand, the large Silver MedaL

44. To Mr. George Jackson, Lower-Brook-street, the small, or Isis, Silver MedaL

Models*

1 . — O R I G I N A L .

45. To Mr. C. S. Smith, Norton-street, Fitzroy-square, for a Group of Two
Figures, the small, or Isis, Gold MedaL

46. To Mr. T. Smith, Norton-street, Fitzroy-square, for a Single Figure, the
large Silver Medal.

47. To Mr. T. Carline, Shrewsbury, for a Single Figure, the small, or Iris, Silver
MedaL

46. To Mr. C. F. Bielefield, St. Martin's Lane, for a Bust, a Portrait, the small, cr
Isis, Silver MedaL
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49. To Miss Anne Wyon, Vauxhall Walk, for a Composition of Flowers in Wax,
the small, or his, Silver Medal.

2 . — C O P I E S .

50. To Mr. J. Preece, Upper Mary-le-bone-street, for a Copy in Plaster of the
Laocoon, the Silver Palette.

51. To Mr. C. Delatre Theakston, Winchester-street, Pentonville, for a Copy in
Plaster of the Laocoon, the small, or Isis, Silver Medal.

52. To Mr. Frederic Mace, Queen's-row, Pimlico, for a Bacchanalian Figure,
the large Silver Medal,

Medal Die Engravings.

53. To Mr. Ben. Wyon, Vauxhall Walk, for a Group of Two Figures, the small, or
Isis, Gold Medal.

54. To Mr. A. S. Firmin, Strand, for a Head, the small, or his, Silver Medal.

Etchings and Engravings.

55* To Mr. W. De la Motte, Royal Military College, Bagshot, for an Etching of
a Landscape, the small, or Isis, Silver Medal.

56. To Mr. James Bromley, Trevor-square, Brompton, for an Etching of a
Landscape, the Silver Palette.

57. To W.Bromley, Esq. A. R. A.f Trevor-square, Brompton, for a finished His-
torical Engraving, the large Gold Medal.

58. To Mr. George Hayter, Wimpole-street, for an original Etching from a Pic*
ture by Titian, the large Silver Medal.

59. To Mr. J. Bromley, South-street, Chelsea, for an Etching of an Historical
Subject, the large Silver Medal.

60. To Mr. T. F. Ranson, Judd-place, West, for a finished Engraving of a
Portrait, the small} or Isis, Gold Medal.

61. To Mr. George Steart, for Improved Tablets for Drawing on, the small, or Isis,
Silver Medal.

IN MANUFACTURES.

1. To Mr. W. Salisbury, Brompton, for Matting made of the Typha Latifolia (or
Bullrush), the small, or Ceres, Silver Medal.

IN CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

1. To Mr. W. Bishop & Co., Pistyll, near Holy well, for the Discovery of Mill-stone
of a superior quality, in Halkin Mountain, Flintshire, the small, or Isis, Gold
Medal. '
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IN MECHANICS.

I. To Mr. N. H. Nicholas, Lieut. R. N. Temple, for a Semaphore, the larite
Silver Medal.

g. To Mr. P. Barlow, Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, for his Instrument
to correct the local Variation of a Ship's Compass, the large Gold Medal.

3. To Mr. B. Rider, Redcross-court, Borough, for a Machine for Cutting Tips for
Hats, Ten Guineas.

4. To Mr. C. Brandt, Jennyn-street, for a Spring Crutch for a Pendulum, the
small, or Vulcan, Silver Medal.

5. To Mr. £. Baker, W hi tech apel road, for a Bullet Mould, the small, or Vulcan,
Silver Medal.

6. To Jos. Goodwin, Esq. Carlton Palace, for a Spring Cross for Horses, the small,
or Vulcan, Silver Medal.

7. To Mr. G. Witty, Frances-street, Holloway, for a Fire Escape, Ten Guineas.

8. To Henry Earle, Esq. George-street, Hanover-square, for a Bed for Patients
under Surgical Treatment, the large Gold Medal.

9. To Mr. James Story, Theobald's-road, for a Portable Oven, the small, or Vulcan,
Silver Medal.

10. To Mr. Jacob Perkins, Fleet-street, for a Method of Ventilating the Holds of
Ships, and Warming and Ventilating Apartments, the large Silver Medal.

I I . To Mr. Jacob Perkins, Fleet-street, for Instruments to ascertain the Trim of a
Ship, the small, or Vulcan, Gold Medal.

12. To Ben. Rotch, Esq. Furnival's Inn, for an Arcograph, the small, or Vulcan*
Silver Medal.

13. To Mr. S. Lake, Alfred-place, Bedford-square, for a Double Door Hinge, the
small, or Vulcan, Silver Medal.

14. To Mr. James Allan, Blewitt's-buildings, for his Method of dividing Circular
Arcs, the large Silver Medal.

The Thanks of the Society were voted to J. C. Curwen, Esq. M.P. for a Commu-
nication on Draining; and to George Reveley, Esq. Queen's-square, Bloomsbury,
for a Commuuication on the Use of Soap instead of Oil in setting Cutting Instru-
ments on a Hone; which were ordered for publication in the next volume of
Transactions of the Society.

%• Since the last DISTRIBUTION, One Hundred and Thirty-nine New
Members have been Elected.
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height, and at the distance of several yards from each other;

also 10,000 oaks, which had been three years bedded* That

1M7, I planted 23,000 oaks, above

tines about five feet apart,

ly prepared by the instru-

•yme in the- accompanying communication;

and th. ebruary 1818 I planted out 7,000 four years

old plants.

I am, Sir,

I. Aikint Esq., &c. &c. &c.

Secrttcti S'c. CHAULEB FYSHE PALMER.

CERTIFICATi;
i

WE whose names are hereunto subscribed, do hereby certify

that we are well acquainted with the plantations, and that we

lieve the foregoing statement to be true and correct.

Tr MonitEs

J. WI:BU.

W. LANK.

JOHN ROBERTS.

HOIINE.

W }l TJIICKET.

JOHN CHTTRCHMAV.

WILLIAM LANK, JUB.

En TH.

JOHN Bit OWN.
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II.

KAISING OAKS FOR TIMBER.

The small or CER )LD MEDAI (Ids Ses-

fcdlo Sni Wi LLIAMTEMPLER POLE,

Ba rt. of Shute- h , Devon, /

having raised 896,000 Oaks from acorns.

A CERTAIN time being fixed by the Society for the recep-

tion of claims for the several premiums offered for planting, it

would be manifestly unjust towards those claimants who have

complied with this condition, to admit as competitors with

them, those who, from inadvertence or any other cause, have

tailed in this respect.

Sir W. Tern pier Poln was unfortunately in I

first communication not having arrived till tlm

after the appo Under these circumstances, the

Committee, to whom the matter was referred, cam> fol-

lowing resolutions, which were adopted by the Society

" It is the opinion of this Committee, that Sir W. T

Pole^s claim for raising oaks, though otherwise entitled to the

highest premium, cannot tec I, his communication not

having been made within the prescribed time; but in consi-

deration of the importance and extent of his plantations, they

tnmend to the Society to present him with ti

JaL
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Th^y farther tecommentl to y to instruct the

v to write to Sir >ler Pole, expressing the

liig! i of the public spirit which

suggested anil carried into cscciu hly important and

valuable plantations, !ity res-

pecting the tii lould have pre-

vented them from ai hest premium,

lidb they Feel to be pre-eminerj

The tallowing communication received from

W. T. lMcon the subject:

Shute HQUPO, nrai Ax mil conshirc,
• I .

-.pectin!!

by the Society a incc

I beg leave to e, that tin I planted, in

the richest garden ground, about 98 bushels of prime acorns,

collected from the fin i my pi

which are the largest in this county ; that I thereby found em-

ploy ir many w! orit,

clitit I can pn> om sun udnursery-

n, that T have, at th< imputation, at the

leas i the l lough I should

ik within that

ic to bi'g for tii ;iry certificate,

that you will i re the
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ISt,

to transmit you &cntc of my having

planted such a number of oak trees, as I

entitle me to the Gold Medal offered by tl, \rts,

a premium I should greatly esteem, and which could not

to encourage my future exertions.

I am, Sir,

W. T

BRTU Is.

Wethcundi t do hei rtify, tl

our judgment ami there iur-

series of Sir William Templer Pole, Baroi

iuite, and comity of Devon, at least 89b\00i' oak

a of nearly thri growth, from acorns; that the trees

kept perfect! j

ced in i secure manner; that lie

acorn from

ir WiUiom Tempi lias

a his nu than any gentleman or nurs

in the -west of England. We also ceriiiy, that on an

he has planted out upon his estate annuall 1,000

forest I has

planted out aba id that he has 0,000 trees

of sorts ready to go out in IS

PI
•ToUN Re
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III.

PLANTING FOREST TREES.

The large GOLD M E D A L O / / / ; - the pre-

mium offered, was this S- rded to

CHARLES FYSHE PALMER, Esq., M. P., of

Wokingham, Berks, for planting 280 acres with

893,420 FOREST TREES. The following com-

munication has been received on (he subject from

Mr. PALMER.

SIR; !i, 1830,

ENCOURAGED by the appt< which my former exer-

tions in planting Forest Trees met from your putriotic So-

vT and ambitious ol meriting tlu> honourable distinc-

tion of its notice, I take the liberty of b} icty,

in addition to the usual certificates, some details of the pro-

cess I have adopted^for converting what was a barren and un-

profitable portion of forest into thriving and valuable plant-

ntio>

Tl ploughs which I used in 1816 to prepare the

forest land for the reception of plants, were so constructed-as

their being worked at the same time; and as the

accidental failure in t the plon

the labour of both teams, I applied during the Sum-
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mer of 1816, to the construction of other implements, by wl

the labour am! n reduced to one-fourth, and

I have been enabled to carry on my work as extensively with

half the number of horses required in the preceding year.

It had always been my object, as a planter, to remove and

clear away the heathy surface of tin land, and to loosen

ground beneath it to such an extent as would allow the

tender fibres of the roots to extend themselves, ^vithout ob-

struction, until the plants attained a size and strength sufficient

to force their way into the soil.

For this purpose I constructed a cutter or sha- i tri-

angular form, two feet in breadth, and armed at the point

and sides with the best and hardest mater t Mr. Gal-

loway of Holborn could manufacture. To this instrument I

fastened two turn- id the beam and hand!

common pi of four horses I have

been able u ihe heathy surface with great ease and

lion, and to leave a clear space of two feet in br

My next object was, to loosen the Interior of the ground

that had been thus pared ait

of lu

the reception i

very strong plough, wir uy turn-board ; and ha

lengthened I to fifteen inches, I

a vi ghshare, with fins an

about cigh; id worked it with six horses, such

commo gricultural pur J>ccn

able to mate this instrument pt the soil to the d.

en inches, and to proc roughly 1* the

ground at a slow but regular this
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eighteen pence per thousand, the price commonly paid by

nurserymen.

This mode of planting, and the construction of the imple-

ments which 1 have used during two succe in pre-

paring many hundred acres of waste hind, I beg leave to sub-

mit to the notice of the Society, and to point out the advan-

tages immediately resulting from them.

The firsts, that the ground 1 been well pulverised

in the first instance, the plants, in case of failure, can be re-

placed with little i of lahmir,

condly, th< re thus secured in a great

degree, from th uctive effects of fire, by which both my-

i'and my neighbours had greatly 1.

The trees in each line stand at the distance of feet

apart, and the different lines at five i'cet from each other.

Number of Trees j nn 2*S0 Acres of Forest Land,

calculated to repay the J

'inckampatead, Ba

itch Fir

Norway Spruce 110,000

08,700
Willow .

000

k

Ash 3,200

700

CHA.



RTIFICATI

;ued, do hereby certiiy the plantations

above d be in a healthy and thri ite,

M O R&ES, Mi ' f Wakingli

J A M i BB,

EDWARD HOHK

r. LANTJ,

A own CHIT mm MAN— Inhabit*

and Parish oj am.

In order to con

my plantations ha '̂c been made is, notwithstanding the depth

or rather the looseness of the soil, wholly un6t for cultivation,

1 beg leave to ha illpiecetthe

commissioner for n ihe inclosure, and another signed by

principal inhabitants of Wokingham. I also subjoin n

Mr, A nwing the result of au attempt

made by him to bring a portion of this forest land under

culture.
rd, Apr

I heSrcbj >d planted by -. Yy,

uf Wokingham aud Fiachamp-

stcad, in tlu not fit for cultivation.

B. SM

8.

'»u, for Board

of Arts, that I icly )>'

oak. Charl

•
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late part of the Wimt ost; and with

the exception of i\ few small parcels, arc wholly unfit for the

purposes of cultivation. By much the greater part is consi-

dered not to exceed in value from five to six pounds }

for the fee simple. One hundred acres, part of which is in-

cluded iu the said plantations, were purchased at auction at

something less than live pounds per acre.

JOHN BOI of Wokwghaniy Solicit

DWABB HoitNE,

W M . L A K E — Churchwardens of 1)

IIoLTON,

THOMAS CIIEAK'

P. BBOWKE—Member* of

Wbkingliar,

JOHN CHURCHMAN, a n Inhabit<m t of U

hanu

AV.B. Ti lerkof Wokiiighm

DEAR^Ul; Hoi iay 3, ifl

1 HAVE been fiivoured with your letter of inquirii

to my farming the heath-laud at Wokingham, purcli

under the ! ;ct, and situate adjoining to that you

have planted, and I should haw

c been from home.

You arc i that my purchase consists of 80 acres of

land, of about th' :;e quality of the Heath. 1 selected

acres of the best • as good

tny of the Heath, if I except narrow slips adjoining the

old inelosures, which for time out of mind have been trodden

and manured by the cattle going thither for shelter both from

heat and cold. T /enehed 18 indies

i p l o w e d ;itiii
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of.trenching, plowing, aud Bowing, was about (M. 10s. pet

id seed alwut ft*. 6d. The whole produce of the

acres might be about ten bushels.

I then chalked the land at an expense of 41. per acre, and

planted-potatoes, about ten bushels 10 the acre, the cost of seed

and planting amounting to about 1/. per acre, the produce of

which was brought away in a small cart, probably about 20

bushels, from the five acres. In some few instances the pota-

toes were as large as an egg, hut in general from the size of

a walnut to that of a pea; and in many spots, where there was

a vein of sand, they had not vegetated at all. I then trenched

ten acres more, and limed it, at the expense of 5/. per acre*

and sowed turnips, but the crop was not worth turning sheep

into; and last year I sowed rye, and sold the crop standing at

] /. per acre, but grew so weary of my ill success, that I have

now planted the whole with seedling larch, which I flatter

myself will, by their growth, repay me the money laid out in

attempting cultivation.

I do, however, think, notwithstanding the little prospect

there may be of cultivating with success a large portion

of this heath land, that some spots may be found, and

piece of mine amongst the number, which might yield a

provided they were so situate as to be well manured

and chalked, and trod with cattle; but the money which must

necessarily be sunk in the operations, would more than ]

chase the fee of the land hi its improved state, without taking

into calculation the cost of erecting building h ate in.

pensablc to the improvement of the land to any extent.

I am, Sir,

H. W.VLI

To Chu
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Plate I.

bbing up the earth to a consider

heath and turf were pared oft* the surface by a plou

wood-work of which consisted of a beam and handles of the

iuction, shows

%. 1 (a a the handles, h the beau turn-

two feet thn

thick, the lower edges and front an ;

t of the beam is supported OH

lies diameter. Thedrj

employ on the

» • the points or fronts of the tuni-

fun The cutter, fi, a flat plate of iron

ghths of an inch thick, having the i

On tl:

in tl 5. Tli

by four to passing through each ti.

the two othc: lirougli

n hoot

wood b

iy

to tho

two iroi
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in the wood-work

in h ; it rally

.1 and am

<\ to tbe wood-work

In order to prt

liking too d

Etched I

through a mortise in the beam, by which Ii

regulated a; part in fig. 5

much of the turn-furrows wer on.

the surface had 1

its, the ground was lo<

plough, fig. 7; it consists oi'

the former

ing, for ully oJ

nd coulter oaf

the usual construe;

the

Tli
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N° IV.

PLANTING FOREST T

The targe S I L V E R M E D A L , the second Pre mium

this Session a <l to UKKRY

POTTS, Esq. of Chex; rr plat

k 5^8,940 Forest Trees. The following torn-

tticatitm has 'he subject front-

Mr. POTTS.

I BEG leave to transmit to you an account of a plantation

made by me, between the months rf October, 1817, and

April, 1818, on some mountainous land in the parish of

Llanferres, in the county of Denbigh, containing one hundred

and ninety acres, which I shall tcel obliged by your laying

before the Committee of the Society for the encouragement of

tfactures, and Comnv

The land in question consists of a ridge of limestone TCK

running nearly north and south, and sloping from the summit

!id west. Between the rocks there are large

is of good red soil, consisting of about one hundred and

twelve acres, well adapted for the growth of deciduous forest

j, though, from their elevation, not capable of improvement

by the plough. -The remainder of the plantation consists of

rocky and uneven ground, in which there are, ho inter-

spersed many considerable patches of soil suited for planting,

and tlu oes and fissures of the rocks appear (jm!



some plantations in the neighbourhood belonging to me,

formed on similar sites) to be also favourable to trees.

I
T his plantation was made by :bald Dick

and Suns, of II ean-burn, near Ha wick, North Britain.

In the more favourable situa; ihe plants were put duwn

at the i! of tour feet from each uthcr, and were of

riptions, vi,

t One-fourth transplant

if Beeti nd Elms.

One-fourth, one and two year transplanted Scotch 1

lalf transplanted Larches of different si/

TV larger trees were all pitted.

In the more exposed and rocky plac*

about three feet and a half apart, or as dose to each other

the nature of the ground would allow of, and

tally two years old seedling larch am:

chiefly nicked in. The number of trees planted was—

.400 Ouks, 9 to 15 inch

6,100 Plant., H to 2 feet.

4,400 Ditto, 18 inch

..tchEl

9,000

20,860

900 S . 7 to 12 inches.

960 Birches, 12 to 18 inc!

960 S 15 to 21 inci:

•4,000 E years old,

»HK) Ditto - 1 year -

120,600 I 18 inch

6 b

'0 Scot

.000 I.

52X
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Th.

made,

a verj

I have taken grt. n froi

•

125 roods of th<. alls bei I plai>t he

outside to prt on the project;

Inn tb< d good qt

6 inches apart, which have beea nr-

ing well. On t;

^

lands, it is well protected by good hazlc and

thuru

I transmi. m and

.is to the kinds and nun.

present appearance, and from my bailiff, confirming their ac-

count as to the number of tx also fro

(.*n

ident in the parish of L the pi

the plantation and the

In the Spring of 181H, I als

Ian , in the parish o no

irs old transplanted larch and

thi nf four or (bur feet and a hi

'ofied with a stone wall high, on

the mi protect

by p< 1 a three loot

• y -

aid other
up with t



this Mr, tgers, oJ man, sup-

pljr .:niainder were taken out

TIv ral succ

pui,

plied me with 19,Gi

of my own nurseries.

,1 are doing well.

Betwt month of October, ISIS, and April, 1819, I

vo woods belonging to me, which had bee

by a fall of timber. One of

is in the parish of Llauferres, and c

some.of the old timber having been

think that abo>

slid: ;ind trees of considerable size are now growing

upon it. The plants I put down wa ily oak, beech,

and larch, two feet high, a icd about four

feet asunder. These uom gr< well. The

other wood, so replanted, a a farm called Maes y Groes,

in the adjoining parish of Kilken, and county of Flint. It

consists of several dingles, containing together 25 ai

sheltered, and particularly favourable to the growth of oak

trees. The most valuable timber having been cut down

abou L-ars sir farm came into my posscj

the fences were much neglected, and cattle suffered to broust-

the young shoots alien,

and no young trees had been planted to replace those that

had been cut down. In tin I found i I im-

mediately proceeded to repair tl and to caust

young tuned, and the underwootl

away, so as to allow of the wood's being regularly repl.r

This was done with oajis, from two to thr

the distance of nine feet rroi

tilled up with bi t unore, am about

calculate that



;s round the two last-mentioned plantations .ire o:

•. and arc made secure against trespass by

semi rtificate from Mr. John

Chester, nurseryman, of the nui I by him

to me between the months of ber, 1818. Vbruary,

1819; and -s certi is to

c bavin _> planted out, and as to the number

• ken from my own nursery 4 and tl nt con-

dition of the two I ntioned plantations, and

around the

Though these two plantations were not made at the same

the ye; that formed I ,rs. I)K

and Sons, and may not ii. come within I us of

Society's offer of a premium for the planting of

nor be considered as entitled to that or any ot.

mium, I trust I shall IK A for having mentioned them

I also take the liberty of adding, that I

oment of my property and tit »f the couu-

by covering the unproducti\e land with timber. I liave,

in the course of the last year (1S20), inclosed and

about nine acres of a well-sheltered dingle, in Llanfcn

two- d transplanted

ilantixl larches and Scotch fir

:it the distant* et apart, as nurses; and

the 1819 and 1820. I also planted about

(being t' a large trat wish, and totally unpr

ductive lund in the same parish, which hu

stoi ir-old seedling Scotch i

larches, in «id aldt

acres of the land last n a p Ian ted about t

17, but i I attri

circumstance of the pla: .ther

n



which was by makin formed

reoeptacK gr during tl

loots of the trees rotted. Tht ore

"ked in, and seem iwsecd.

T â

A.

Seer- i

CERTIFICATES

the Honourable the Society of

and Manufactures, Adc'

Archibald Dickson, the younger, of

near Hawick, in the count burgh, nurseryman,

do hereby certify, that in the month of November, 18

together with Archibald Dicka nes Dii

.y my co-partners, contracted with Henry Pot

Nquire, to plant for him with forest trees, 1

acres" of land, in the pariah of Llanferres, in the county

of Denbigh ; 112 acres of which appeared to be well calcula

for the growth of deciduous timber, and the remainder chiefly

adapted for larch and fir trees. The terms of our engagem

were, that on the above-mentioned 112 acres, the trees should

be planted at the distance of four feet apart from eacl

and on the remainder, at the distance of three feet and a half,

or ire of the ground would

certify, tt the month of December, 1817, and

course of the following we actually plant iim

«.•—

17

.

4,400 Ditto, 1£

7,660 Scotch



S60

900

960

.000

120,1

Tii,*00

151
-000

12 to 24 inch-

Silver I to 12 inch

Birches.

nish Ct

(ch Fin nsplan;

Dii - - fi to 1

} I fij month ier,

, I viewed the plantation so formed; that the trees ap-

> be growing well, and that all vacancies occasioned

1 been pro} and that there are now

growing and in a thri\ be in the s>aid plantation, at least

number Is and other

ccs round the p1' :i appear to be well and substan-

tially bind hh day of Januai

L821. iiDALB DICKSOX, jun.

be Soc:

and Manufactures, Adelphi, Lond<

I, ' >* of Glanrafon, ish of Llan-

S in the county of D io ccrtiry, that I ani

parish of Llan-

ide by He i the

1, or



(1 to be in

and the plantation pr« :ecome

I funht y, that I hx-

woods belonging to M

y Grot's Woods, which h mted by him.

Thai mng trees which have bt1

well as i r plantations belonging to l!

Nant Stab

tea, appear

cured from trcspfr my ha-

iuai'y, 1821.

and Manufacturer

y of Denbigh, Jo

plantation in tha b, made by Henry Pol .

amounting to ah
!I, and seem 1 form

u unded by stc

trees ai ra-

ted from i iy haii' ih day of

A-

'o t!
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the following forest trees, which were sent to h; . i n

Llanferrcs, in the county of Denbigh:

I

ich.

300 Oa

500 Sycamoi

2,000 Spruo

1,500 Bev

500 Aid*

00 Birch.

,000 Larch IV

500

19,600

And in the month a .nuary and

February, 1819, I :ilso supplied Mr. Potts with the under-

mentioned Forest Trees, which were also sent to his estate at

Llauferres.

>,250 Larch.

6,000

1,050

I

more.

19,800

ty hand, this 16th day of Januarjtt|8Sl.

Jo 'GERS.

To nourablt1 t: ty of

and Mauu Lond*;;

I, Thomas Ellis, of

agent to II< nry Totts, of th*



reby Certify, that I was directed by Mr. Potts to i

irkrnen employed by

ing for hii, ract of land in LI a;

Spring of the year 1818. That the \

part of the land wer* deeiduo

! larch of the 1 i intern

the di

plants usi. rocky and fly

i :iear to each ol iid

admit of. And (.hat 1 that >ut

three thousand tret

planted. That I re all healthy and well root,

and were very well plan: \m\ I

all vac lent hn ^u-

I promi

I also ccr-i :mnd t; arc

good and substantial, two sitU

by stone v

one b

are well p!

The third

the length of one bundled and twi

on the foi

inclosi.il It

thin tlu

from e;

1 are £

oek i n Iwr, 1817? and 11 i

• •
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Stabal, in Utanfci

am: t the distai rom four to four feet and

half asunder. This plantation is well protected from cattle

by ft stone wall and a hi posts and ra

three-feet wall. I also within the same* period filial up th

vacancies in several n tions belonging to

Potts, at Maes y

where, in the parish of J tainin^ -ent

acres, by carefully replacing the trees that «

transplanted oaks, beech, and other forest tn teh 1

received nineteen thousand six hundred from Mr. <Joh

man, and the remainder were t.

out of Mr. F LJanferres. 1

that all these plantations are well secured from tr.

cattle, and the trees I planted have in general lived, and are

doing v. \nd I further certify, that in the winter of th

year 1818, 1 rccci m the said John Rogers, ninot

thousand eight hundred forest tn .:ieh, with -five

thousand oaks, beech, hirt-h, ai:d other trees taken o\

Fotts's nursery, in ) res, •were planted by rat, or imd

my direction, between the month of October, 1818, and the

month of April, 1SH)

which had been cut • rw

ailed Cocii

in Uai idj containing nine acres of land; tt

pla: . ash, e!mJfbeccb, a*i

ware planted a from each other ; bu I

in part of this wood were leii standing for ornamc! vhol

wood was not replanted, bui 3y befieve that there we

Thai the other

s y Groes farm, in t!
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into Mr. I1 lly pruned,

id the underwood cut away, so as to allow of the land be

rly replanted. In some parts a few old trees remained,

with a considerable number of saplings, but I believe that I

whole quantity of land replanted by me hi at least eigh-

teen acres. This was done with oaks, two feet high, set at

the distance of ni from each other, with larches, beech,

and sycamore, intermixed as nurses, making the disti on

and a half. I have frequently gone en

these woods, and replaced such trees as have tlied or been at

dentally injured. I have seen them this day, andct hat

the whole are in a thriving state, and likely to make a valua;

plantation of oaks. The iences have been carefully attended

and asc all in good condition. I also certify, that in the

month of January and February, 1820. I inclosed, 1

Potts^s direction, nine acres of land in a well-sheltered dingle,

near Brynrodin, in the parish of Llanfei; rticularly cal-

culated for the growth of oaks, with stone walls and stroug

quickset hedges and banks, and planted thr h two-

ur-old transpla .rt,

.relics, Scotch firs, and beech between I it four feet

MI ml IT, and that these mg reroar-

about twenty-live ae> . near Pan

d, on ir-okl needling

larches and Scotch Is -, and aide

d i'rui

set! my baud
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SOW!

large GOLD S the turn

was ti I to THOMAS WI

KI , of i / Square, 1

So w: 40 Bus H ELS o F AcoRxs ott 260 Acr

The foil mm tit c

on, m Mr.WILKINSQJ

SIR;
toy Square,

January Stli, Ifl

As a candidate for the GoU <\ by the Soci

for sov ins, I bog leave to transmit a c.

tificatcof my having plar.- b aeon

months of October 3, agree-

ably to the conditions of the

flattered should tli a jt worthy of the premium.

I purchased the the

Spring of that year, and t which is p&u chiefly

|

!i heath, bilberries, and other mountain ber

with some furze, fern, the whole is very much encum-

d with large loose stones peculiar I hbourhoad,

with which the wall, as described in the appendix cer-

tificat built, to iuclose part of the land planted, from
the £ '.flies-hill, whidx is considered the highest ground



AC. ULTURE.

ise at the same time .planted 140 acres, in add

to the 120, which are not included in the certificate, for the

reasons stated in the append.

Any further information upon the subject, in addition to

the certificate and appendix, which the Society may thmk ni>

-cessary, will with pleasure be communicated, by Mr. Samuel

Smith, of No. 10, (Jray's-inn-squxure, who has the mans

ment of the esfci whose direction and ham

i>ectiou the whole was carried into execution.

Jikin.

Tno>

LTIFICA1

::, the undersigned, do hereby certify, that Thomas

WSkuuoi 1 upon his Ga1. ite (on the south-

east side of the Stiperstones-hifl), in the parish of

iber and December IS land with Acorns

ng upon the said lands com

derably more than 300 young oak plants on eac; which

lu»\ dually preserved in order to raise timber, and.

now in a healthy and thriving state (specimens arc sent) ;

that the said lands are properly and securely fenced, and are

unfit for husbandry. The soil varies considerably, but

cHy of a loamy textur

W M . J V
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[ilembcr aotfi, l

In adii - ofland planted with

TIit> lUnseu, Ksq., upon his Gattcn (on the

south-cast side of the Stiperstones-hiU), in

ing-hope, and county of Salop, in the'months oi' (

ovember, and December 1S18, and ibr which he is a c

didatc Ibr the Gold Medal, given by the Soci*

planted 140 acres more, upon the same estate and nt t

iame time, making together 260 acres planted with acorns ;

but the 140 acres being a good deal covered with underwood

of hazlc, birch, alder, some oak, &c. : it cannot be certified that

there arc now growing 300 young oak plants on every acre, as

they cannot be seen, except in the bare places where they ap-

l^ar in great plenty ; and there can be little doubt that ti

are many more than that number, as the whole of the land

planted at int« be indies, to three

t asunder, in tl;

The acorns wert a comp; <ach

inted hatchet in his hand to i

, and a pocket banging before to c /orns

The men proceeded in , as close asin.

could conveniently walk, making a hole in an oblique direc-

an acorn i he

an it to cover it.

:er walked behmd the men,

formed their work projicrl

placed ground with m

line* to
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return, the overseer again removed it into the line of the last

in.

The men planted, upon an e, about 14 quarts pet

ach. There i 10 bushels of acorns planted upon

orns w;> per

;hcl; planti* r bushel; average .ere,

.liiiij acorns and planting, C £0d.

r tl;

To prevent the dep in, the aconr

I with 11 dried with common sulphur,

ioos to their being planted.

\11 the land planted is quite unfit ibr the purposes of hus-

ndry, bein ly steep sides of hills, and boggy ding'

vered with heath, &c. and full of large loose atones ; it

.veil adapted for the growth of oak (being principally of a

loamy texture), and both the oak trees and stools growing

, and the young plants, have a very healthy ap-

id thrive well.

To secure the above lands from trespass, stone walls, 5 feet

6 inches high, have been built to the extent of 1,900 yards,

and with deep ditches made, 9,000 yards in

th. The wet and bogg^ places have been drained by open

ilitcS. 1 4,000 yards.

Green, Ski/nat.

•urn , 10 Graifs'Inn-Sijuare, London.
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VI.

'J'h, it M E D A L of the Society, bt

(he second pi m offered, on

at ! to CHARi HE PALMJ

/. P., of Wokingham, 1> 16

BUSHELS <

in. has be, cct

. PALMI

SIR;
Wokingharo,
b

I a premium has been offered by the Society IOT I I

CGuragement d

>et bct̂  *' October 1818, and the fii

9, thej|i quantity of land with acor

in ordf. I beg

the Autumn 1818, I collected GIG bush<

bushel containing about 8,000 acorns), which were planted in

months of October, iber, and December of that

year, and in the Spring of year, in the following

forest Und, not capable of husbandr

nuui i the first place, loosened to a pro

i\s of mat run

which abed in n\y cor. on



i

planting forest trce>1 which ac this paper. The

acorns were then set a yard asunder, in lines, j j means

tul pan

mode I am on the whole disposed to pn by thus

the ground sufficiently to insert the becomes imk;

in a soft poroxis medium, peculiarly favourable to the pro;

of the root in its mo*-

The great extent of the plantation obliged me to employ

<>mcn with guns, ar , different

places, in order to frighten a\ and other bir.

th >e of which, when con tint; ugh tin-\\ .ud

Spring, added to other sufficiently obvious reasons, induces

me to recommend the planting of acorns in ing only,

at that season tl Q be divided

between the farmer and is at a lie ne-

cessity of guardi 1 i'rom

-luring more t! t months. The plan! coint

up ire healthy and thriving, and if pro-

will pi

timbci he incorrigible barrennesii

soil as reg-.. .1 prod

Winter, I nd

them aho\ p on a dry flpi

during the st Gnost I co or

any other I

A. Jik

Secretary
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ilTIFICATE.

WE whose names are hereunto subscribed, do hereby cert i

that we are well acquainted with the plantations in question,

and that we believe the foregoing statement to be true and

exact, ami that there arc not fewer than 300 young oaks on

each acre planted.

THOS. M O HUES, MrttisU

J . W E B B .

W. 1

JOHN KOBEK

E. Hoaxi:.

J. B- T R I C K '

JOHN CUT

E. SMITH.
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EDWARD DAW SON,

Udcliffe flu

-
I I . for tii

couragement oj ewLum oilered in -

of their Usi I tram:

tlcates required h

deemed tx:

Ti of which I ihe

honour to submit to inmittee, ( of 166 acres,

3 roods, 8 pcrchps of land, known by i

Marsh, ab- uit fro

Lune, and ont

of about three acr *ore be*

tached a arc to t on the i

was. e

great n

secied by a deep pool. tiy

u1 w a t e r j ^ ^ CAM*

VOL. xx iJ



My first operation was, to convey the Ian,

pool into the I.tine, which was done by opening

new channel through part of the old inclosures, from nine to

Is in length. This cut was

walled and covered with stone, "and terminates with u hewn

culvert of tl. rds in length, and two feet

ire.

; the Sth ol ast, the embankment was commenced.

It runs parallel with the Lune, which is in that part about

a mile and a half in breadth at high water. The highest tides

vith a south-west wind, which causes them to set in with

considerable ice. Tl ch of the embankment is

.^,010 yards; for the first 200 yardg at the north (or higher)

end, I satisfied "pe of 5 horizontal to 1 per-

pendicular ; in the next 1,400 yards, the slope is 6 to 1, and

where the pool formerly discliarged itself, it is for 300 yards

7 to 1; thi ider being on higher ground, is 0 to 1 ; its

height averages about 8 feet 6 inches, the greatest perpendi-

cular height \n feet 6 incJ n hole of the insult

slope is 2 to 1. It is entirely composed 6f sand, with tht

ception of the deep part, which is formed of clay, the sand

being there worn away by the violent reflux of the tide. Its

contents are as follows :—()9,4^5G cubic yards of sand, covered

by 53,078 superficial yards of sods or turf 4 inches thick,

employing 3,824 horses, an g it had

been completed in one day.

In order I mem to the poor of this neighbour-

hood, I contracted with five dilferciit persons; the whole was

completed in August, many difficul- .rding it, from the

unusual quantity of ruin during the Summer months. On

i violent storm of wind rais» ide, and

is of material, wl. aid have totally

discouraged the contractors, who hu> id could



not have sustained the loss, had I not reimbursed them. I

am thankful to say the high tides in ;nber and October

have not mnde the slightest impression, and the whole of the

work carries with it every appearance of stability. I apologize,

Sir, for the length of this communication ; the desire expu

in the rules of the Society, that a detailed account should be

given of works oi'tlm kind, must plead my excuse

I am, Sir,

c. &c. &c.

EDWAIU.. JN.

The Equinoctial tid* September, were the highest

in the last twenty-four years.

November tOlh, 18

is to certify, that Edward Dawson of AJJeliiFe R

during thi mcr of the present year, effectually

11 and secured from the overflow of the tide, all that tract

oi' land, near Lancaster, call

It. ATKI

the IJ r the County Palatine of Lan-

caster.

I DO hereby certif} !ward Dav

1, has, during the Summer of t

and effectually secured from the overflow of_the sea, all

tract of knd? u

Marsh.

THOS. BOWES, Deputy I

canter.
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7. P.

ommu ull

of an EXPEEIME DRAINING

i, January

U-

I have d he Soci<
1 paper on Drainin .oulii b dered as worthy of

•n of t! Atly flatten

I have left tl, and numbers of

poor people out of employ mart. I hope to have the honour

ing my rasped m soon. I disposed of the rice

I hnvc planted th< in

ov

all,
diuary 17lh,

l>y the Society of Arts, for the

impr . and every useful undertal

einb i iAi^

am



for the profitable ap-

plication of capital to labour.

Dv ,ud

• towar raanent tin sent of

•i upon -joint, the

it may profitably be to accomplishing

t>r till a El

fjuld I ha-

recent

brought this j>oint ion.

It may appeal axsidu*

ould not ; .1 A pretty

curt- .mote of t!

projier JraiD;igi r oa any oue crop;

so in truth was the a

1 of 40 aci i, was

ropped

and in the I turnips

to the long-

uinued wet, whieli pro\
\orth of Englaml: it ha

ret

be produa other . arcely reached

Hand;

y no m

:'ann al. r q^more nrop'r li>r the purpose.

•
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The loss, therefore, on 12 ton of bulbs, was eighteen pounds,

Idea the tops, which at SU. 6d. a ton, would have amounted

to 1/. lO.s., making a total of 19/. 10*. •

Seventy-two rods of drqjas (seven yards to the roil

immediately cut, the cost of which was 5*. a rod, or 18/.

Had the drainage been executed previous to putting in the

crop, it would have been more than paid for by the produce of

the present year.

That good often results out of evil, was never more fully ex-

emplified ; and with such a striking instance before me of the

advantages resulting from completely freeing the land i

water, I was powerfully stimulated to undertake the re-drainage

of a field of eighty acres, adjoining the Schoosc Farm-

buildings, and within hun half a ,>f (he town of

Workington.

I was still further excited hy the daily and hourly appli-

cations for labour, arising, 1 m the decreased and

decreasing capital of the farmer.

The scale of labour has annually been declining, which

cannot but be a matter of deep reg> I to the

country.

The nation has witnessed scenes u( great distress during

the years of scarcity ; but these bore no comparison to the pre-

sent times.

The hope of the privations being temporn e courage

to bear up against them : but now the future has nothing to

invigorate exertion, or inspire fortitude. Numbers are daily

forced into the ranks of pauperism again will. Industri-

ous habits are ed, and with them that providence and

fo^Pbugjtt^iich is the basis of the happiness and respeetahili

of the wV jfclasscs. In order, not only to continue in em-

ployment! poal hands, but t<

othi on when t! labours of tlu



LI I ,

determined on nndert -draii

Walriggs, a field of eighty acres, which had been drained

about 18 years h inner then considered to be

effectual.

The main-drains, as far as they go, were well don

ie have been m in many instances in the

drainn. bey all run into t; nrroiind

the whole, from which cry side

of the field. The collateral drains were only twenty iu<

deep, set with three stones, in the form of a triangle,

about eight inches of cover upon the top. A drain of 20

inches was then thought to be and all that

aimed at, was to cut off 1 ngs, no regard being paid to

carry off the rain-water, which is so injurioi iy land.

bsequcnt experience has shown that, in mov

stratum which holds the wati

be below the bottom of such shallow drains; that to do the

work effectually, die drain must reach the stratum where the

wet re*

The importance of deep ploughing was not hcretofor

known, or provided I'-

ve years ago 11 ! was deep p! d been

foreseen, that in many instant plough was Likely to come

in contact with the head of the drains: this did hapi

and the consequence has been to render the land

near] ire am

greatly

The annexed plan wili in wtiich

work has been executed. It was c

vd the second jv

The cv as it requires practice to keep the

the i Bad h* ue thr

. md



hit

id employe imber

of worm

quarries, which were for#n;i :tnd. The depth

to four ; nty

inch and tv rora. The

drains have a cavil he bottom of

ones

to the I with

sinai

ijury is done b i i lied to

within ten inches i

stone to fill a roil of a

To furnish such >rmous quantity of stom> ght

hundred and fifty-nim Icrtaking of

no small di . and could not have bit ] in the

, had m In coal countries

there are strata known I: and

rattler, which i is a sub-

hat will not bear t to the atmosphere, but

rattler does not fall, ai

bulk.

Recourse id many humi

cart-loml* of both were collet a the caal-

rom the

0

1
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•

ad I

1 EJ real cost a art, do

us leav<

/. *.

14 10
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drcd and fifty pounds ; calculating icld throe Winchi

ter bushels per acre more of wheat, at 7A1, per busli would

be fifty-two pounds ten shillings and ten-pence per acre ; for

the clover for two ye; more, making a probable increase

of produce, without any i of 252/. 10*. Thus,

in a five years course the whole expense will, in all probability,

be repaid, and an annual permanent increase of rent, to the

amount of 60 per cent, gained.

Wet is more destructive to pasture than it is to grain and

green crops; and as pasture is the most material object near to

towns, draining, in such situations, is a more profitable im-

provement than in any other situation, and will consequently

justify a greater expense.

When once dry land is well laid down to pasture, the im-

provement is permanent. If flooded with v miot

remain for any length of time in pasture, but must be again

brought under tillage. On wet soils, improvement is almost

labour in vain—-costly at all times, but now ruinous.

Should the Society deem this undertaking as meriting their

attention, it will be highly gratifying to me, who owe them

many and great obligations.

The ambition of meriting the honour of their rewards, •'

directed my attention to agriculture, and I trust the t*

has not altogether been without its advant the publi

I am, Sir,

1 (.'UBISTIAN 1
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i.

DRAWI1S VVM FOB AUT1-

The smalt o<

voted io Mr. i

nth Don Haih; for h

LINO-STEREO TABLET ^OLI D LIXEN TAU-

0 a A v, Cnllowing co \

on has been re<

ct, and sj ns of both pla

and tatted, are placed in the Repository o

etety.

Down,
1819.

tail lJ

BEG you will !:iy bet

I, invented and maim-

ired by If the SCK lould

o conMiki in an



much pi Iso m t ung any

•thcr information if rcquin

S

Tl the

former fini

the full touch of a pencil hich

a much rr iting in water-

other ii

I be sold to the pu jual pri<

I tor the pasted c vady manu-

t purpo

Til rs, or Card-BoartJ
several

paper together, in the manner a

board, ai;. them to a smooth fat- ss-

ing and rolling. T y operacion, and t

nd nicet) 1 good draw ing-

care iul, the boar.. i of the p;i

it will be

Bat
which

it man1 ion a fiivouritc draw-

parti-



n of th

lie ruin

that druwin^

rooi)

sam< :on, ha sined quite peril

accounted for, from ti

mild

of the drawing and writi)

are of a hollow

made of an h

greater elasticity of ti

unit of the flax: the c

surface, and a porous spongy s

thai li an adherer

of using fine linen raps only in the man

would product

ufacturershaving recourse to the aid oi

ing or whiten

the uxyniuru!

fiiir to the

riatic acid.

upon it.

The Lino--

of any required thickness^ in

can po&sibly take pi;
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fully selected; and consequently without the

aid of the oxymuriate of lime, or any bleaching process w

De Montalt Mills, Bath,

S IR ; trch -illi, 18S0.

Ix compliance with your favour of the 28th ult. I herewith

transmit some samples of the grey and other tinted Tablets,

manufactured from linen rag A in the pulp,

which I shall thank you to lay before the Committee of Polite

Arts for their inspection. I believe the colour^ are perma-

nent , having made many experiments to prove the stability of

the colouring materials. The who! ictured last

Sum: td I regret I cannot at present send more s:nr

from the circumstance of the stock being nearly all dis-

posed of.
I am, >

I.

In describing the manufacture of the Lino-StCTeo Tablet,

nay be necessary, in the first place, to point out therequu

;serials, or utensils, and then explain their uses, confining

myself to the technical phrases employed by manufacturers in

n order to be more clearly understood.

\ mould of the required di

ailar to those used for making paper, but considerably

I supported by additional bars underneath,

as to enable it to cany, or bear a t ight or pres-

sure on the face ofit, without bagg

2 inches in t! in the fluid pulp on the ;

tht . ami to regulate the retjuir.

or tablet; ii or 4 of these deckles, of differ -ill

be



v R i

enough to admit the mould and its campres

tl in the most on '>n, near the >r in

lieu of it, a weight tied by a pulley over the bridge, laid

on the vat; but I cons- sirable,

4 st manufacture possib.

procured, of the requin are in< ibly necess::

: rolls or cylinders of large dimensions, su<

are used by the rollers of fine metals, made either of iron or

brass, fitted up with the greatest truth, and highly poli^

on ti ice, must also be provided, exclusive of all the

other requisites in a well-couducted paper manufactory.

The Process.—^In selecting the raw materials for the manu-

facture of the Lino-tablets, great care is taken to reserve the

and pi; < rags only, rejecting all muy

calicoes, and every other article made of i

are then carefully sorted, overlooked, and cleansed, was

and beaten into pulp in tl ! mam I by }•

manufacturers of the first class.

The pulp being ready, and diluted in the vat by the proper

roportion of pure water, the workman dipping his first mould

into the vat, takes it up filled with pulp to the top oi

deckle, and holding it horizontally, and gently shaking it,

r to subside, leaving the pulp very evenly

the face of the mould; having rest moment or

two on the bridge of the vat, the con with

carefully laid upon t! or tab

both 1 in the small press close at hand, whi

is submitted to a very gentle pressure, in

proportion ofeAlu water .niig iu



then withdrawn, the com;

the mould upside i

hands <•

felt.

another fell

the second

till all the ft i anotlu plank

placed, and I

^gon to th< it undergo etc

pn

The tabh and to lur dhesion

to bear handling with cai rom the felts, and

placed one upon another, so as to form packs; th are

to be submitted 10 the action of the till more

wat nd

parted again, and t

care to in

the tu suifici ;iooth; they ore then carei'ully

dried, sized, pic tUing-mi

cylinders,

e them The ab<v the

plain G (bl-

ng additional particulars arc to

Th

usual v, t int

.

of i

the 1 to b(

and r half an hour or \

col*



the whole being ;l to tl to fine

pulp, and then wrought ini

The dyeing n s I chi of are Mang:,

hark, Qm of

iron, and acetate of nlumu mibination of tin

matt rial* produces a i'dnibs, gr ilours,

&c and I belie v. jjeimaucnt or than can be pro-

duced by any other mcai

The advantages to be obtained by this mode of manufacture

er all othets, are gufficicntly explained in my i

I an». s

A. /.

II.

(if tl

HAVE tO h will d

ament sent herewith, and which I n Arco-

graph, to tli 1 find

worth their coi
•



Th

he \tw •

hid

d the i;

dicating t.li»

on ii

it'the

bloc!

inent work.

into tl to th limb is an an

ith- it c a fiducial i

a point is market! at 90 degrees from th :iat

when the \

the two limbs i

' which damp th<

(juntlra

rc drawn by t re f d e

of;



'» tht; u-

surmoi
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fANUFACTURES.

MATTING HADE OF THE TYPHA LATIFOLIA.

77/c small or ( f the ty was

this Li AM S A I

BURN . and other

articles made oftl IFOLTA (greater

tail). Specitm trticki

in the R< iy,

X H V, material of which matting, and the rush-bottoms |

th< illcd) y made, {% ilu* scirj

lat! known ,Und by the n;imc bull-

rush, and in Durham at rland by that of po

deep slow streams, ai; irticularly

abundant in the neighbourhood of \cwport ! in Buck-

re.

w-pof



inufoct ;reater than that district

can supply, and in oo;

made from I i ir the

article , and at an exorbitant price.

Prior t , induced !>•

laudable <1

uployed p<- pply the leaves

oft

purposes a by

the iie parish a to

employ some of their paupers in collect

the typhn from the marshy grounds about I. nd

Claphaiu, and afterward ato

mats, bask ir-faottoo

Samples of tlv »id bcl<

cicty in December 1S1T, ar that with equal skill

in manipulation equalh i be produced from

the scirpus and from the typba. It being, hi a mat

of considerable i m p ivc durability

ncvs oi iry

wear, of the

it Dutc! v. (wi. a inibr one of Mr.

Salisb tde in the

iber 1817. Thtir r«

ie wear they wen

and or up and examined

by linutc i ,jn,

the ad there was no

:i of each.

\\"uh regard rocuring and j
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found, by experience, that flour over-heat* the

nical phrase is, will never produce bread so light as that

which is ground cool,

In some parts of the valley of the

mg districts in which the fresh-waft tone occurs, U found

iliceous rock, in detached masses or blocks, of various

known on the spot and in commerce by the name of Buhr.

It is a substance intermediate between hornstone and chalce-

dony, and inanei ;alities which

peculiarly fit it for grinding wheat. All tl ilour required

for the supply ol auropolis and of the other Large towns

in this island is prepared ' is of mill> icli

buhr, a circumst ing us dependant on

foreigners for so i 1 an article, is the occasion in time of

war of enormously enhancing the price, and s\. g our mil-

lers to great inconvenience.

The northern shore o£ the I Jit is the only district

in this country in which tk water limestone has hitherto

been found, but it does not appear to contain any buhr-stone.

The cntrochital chert or hornstone (vulgarly called

nc) winch occurs interstra; mountain lime-

stone in Derbyshire, as it resembles buhr-stone in qua-

lity and texture, has a n made trial of for

grinding-stone, but always unsuccessfully oi

fragility and softness.—>

In the year 1 mas Hooson, •

on Halkin mountain a bed Iain clay,

which, on exposure to tl <und to

more delicate than ai lance oi \su nature

hitherto foun. ab-

stanoes which hv

Gbtaincd froni mJ



•.op, and Mr.

firm of

which is called ^le, b\ from a

land rock, frith which rod

.ed to a depth

id th<- is rxk, now

tl earthen v

or ed with it. For thij-

tons

shir

quarrying t

uchital hoi

• comm

; indinif -h a

in appearance (aft*

bu:

and il

•

angle of about t\v avc



vvtnci:

ing b

But these quarri t many

\cd by ;ore

ihxs, and promise to i

4 oats, <v

The buhr-stone 1

aiddle of the eastern ilkin nioui id

on thi . into which

bed of al»iit four yards thick, bet* DOT of a compact

La It

dips esstwardly, like all tl in,

which consist of lime-stone rock and chert. Thebuhr-stratu

illy of the same quality as the small mill-stone sent

herewith, and attested by Dr. Traill (cert at

. r, and hit

ire

1 the cora!

troehites being j in sbme

while in the chief parts of the bed the c tin;

from ach buhr, which ap-

pear n, their

! irnpu; -cas tlv

;«l exoeedii rd.

qua; (1 have

n proc

of 1

distance of :> n& qu;t now
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having then had sufficient trial made of th<

not in possession of certificates sufficient! on

lich to rest their claims to the noi

able to adduce pi the

Ilalkin buhre are fully equal to tl ich, and i

cases art I rust

that the ii looking to t! c of the

discovery, will \ rouble that uu-

I
intentionally , and again take the matter into their

request permission to lay b the nc-

rtificat
to E :tt !

hoklir heir hoj the

i
.lit of i made by them id of the 1

ir, and to ate

conuci

t one i liable or ui urml.

I
ae of the bul- LC quarry were

(as before rted into millstones, aud put out

three years ago :; tfl, in tl

that " 1 illy
wheat, but cl tones, in which V. d ;

it at first 1 i for wheat, but afterwards

ad raoi neatly, mr-

pose ; and. 1 ig then
dkiiIsomv hich w TOUT ofit he did nut tnot at s (I as rough,



;r, but no

ould distinguish bet the two. We then had the

falkm stones regularly fat fuss

found them ever since equal to tl ry

act wlv

Others of tin t>out the winn isetl

mu sly by a millwright, >ade a Large pair of

millstones of Halkin and French buhrs, fixed in akernati

and these wer p more than t! ago at I

mills, near Dunham-o%-cir-Hill, in

Peers, the present t »f this null, entered ou

rhree years ago, and I iie stoi

rough state, and requir- get them to a pro)

iace, • !icy ground wheat a

. aud 1

the Halkin ami ixed to

ju! nd as well, and i

cool as tliL* Fi m for all JIUT]1

oansidt

.

large buhr got abou I

>t ii I it

to a mil

Th
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any

>y a corn and fiour d

: tough

are satisfy

• ran
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port of the stones ; but Mr. Goodwin of Liverpool (a mutual

friend of Mr. Pilling, and of the proprietors of the quari

th.it he lately had a conversation on the subject at Mir-

!d with Mr. Pilli I " that the steles were not

*|uitc so uniformly porous as the sample biihr, and had rather

chipped in feeing; thai nendedof ry time they

were faced, and n S t i r *'•

worked.1"

[iV. B. It is intended to send up Mr. Filling's own report,

by way of supplement, as soon as it can he procured.]

In September 1820, a pair of Hnlkin millstones was put

up at the Aughtou water-mill, near Onnskirk, Lancashire,

occupied by Mr. Richard Rawsthorn, sen. who lias been a

practical miller all his life, and is 74 years old, and he statt

tha iswer better than French, for they grind

and make fine Hour, cut !. jroad, and crack as

fine as any French ston

In iber 1820 a Halkin millstone was also put up at

a new windmill at Knotty Ash, near Liverpool, and 3

Marr, the tenants, declare, that ** they laid down a pair

French bnhrs, and a short time after laid down a French and

Haiti T work equally well as the French;

have been d d still

improv ,ell or better thai *lo,

and cut very broad hran, and prcser\ -clour as well as

any French

iudson and Co., of the K Milk, Leeds. By a

roni them it appears

t no JK >roof can be had of their grindi

ho have prej for

ironi which th Tonii s good opinion ua-



icies in compa; ich bul

ion that they are likely to an-vw

In nber 1 !km xn.

ed t . of the PI

blin; but they wen while

yet been put to WOT]

hey hi.

• ime of the first millwrights and millers, wh

.1 to tl.

•ftj sup' luabihtv

the

In Jl

ud own I there, h:.

.(inch millstones whi

tion, i i the runner, and . 3 Hal kin I

!UJ certifit work

by these better than by the other pair of French stones

in the mill; tl ur k

ml of good coiou the stone 1.

The (

ready to do

cs abo\

:y, an*,

i or in;

the last year,

posed <

lull

.urn
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John D umbel I, ttey Mills. Warrington, Lan-

>hin\

Mr. Pratt, Saredon Mil1, near V

. Harrington, Liv

poi

ry,

Vorl.si:

. IIuJ: rfc-

shirc.

on Water-Mill, near Onr

Lancashi

Mr. Marr, Knotty Ash Windmill, noir tiverpo

Richard U Dublin.

Esq., D -ire.

They have therefore ofiered to the Society all the evidence

which it is possible to produc aat when the \

ous tcstimonia" A from per-

s who have had no . thouj

[iprobat . tl

ty will be pleased to honour the HalJtin Bui

sanctic

The several sampW all; in the pn ort arc

tl in the Repositorj' of the Soci>

oompanied the communiejitio:

i-hich the following, a the most important



I SAVE this day examined the small v;

buhi m£ l\[ inch !»ut

to be sc >ndon for I

and her. . that it is a I of the rock in

the quarry on Halkin mountain, which I visited I • ; a

f stone of a quality equally this

specimen, may be procured from Mr. Bishops quarry on

Halkin, in Flintshire.

Tfl TEA; . D.

N II.

A F T E R having tr

sufficient time, we are a :id

and faithful report of their quality ; and

ir to do, with as much brevity he

importance of t

The 5 n of grind n rtxlur

degree

let words, to i ic best and the

flour, out of a given quantity of i

lie mere good quality of a stone caj;

th is ; for we must now call in the aid of

••t fcheg r of a millt

stones, or the obliquity and

thing else compared with

i we t

grounded upon

tutes an important branc!



need not wonder, that so few understand the real principles of

corn grinding. We hove, how • iicve, that we

have considerably impru

se obser that though the quality

of the stones may be equally good, tke*i produced will

be different, according as the work is lly put in or

otherv he work and \ the

we cai y ascertain the qua! lie

effects produc

We will i nhservations to the stones in

question. After twice or them up, we were

afraid that they would not stand tl 11; but tl

s soon • « now find that they WCJ: tlingly

little, ami tli at the c Te now

proceeded to ascertain the quality of i. J with

our French stones, and for this purpose, wt the meal

tones as it came from the mill

bran thus re- | >laced by itself, and

is means we had an opportunity of comparing the wb

together. This we have repeated n<

and the result has always been, <>' from the vea

glance, that the bran produced from the Halkin buhxe,

not only cleaner, but of a more uniform cut; and tl. :ot

been perceived by millet , but by every person that 1

accidentally come into the mill.

This we thinl re suffii

the Halkin bubrs; but, that bt might be

removed, we had ret Bowing ment:

^1 the best Fr< in ihe mill, made by the

late Mr. Gardiner of Liverpool, who wa& .mous for his

Icnowlcdgi that tl might

be the more acc\ of wheat on

each pair of stones. aipossil t̂art it from che
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wheat that precedes and suet • ith that degree of nicety

that is required, without running the stones empty and

thereby injuring them very considerably. But we weighed 480

pounds of meal;, ground by each pair of stones, from the si

:t, weighing 57 pounds the bushel. These two parcels,

after remaining a week, were weighed again, to see if any ac-

ion or diminution of weight had tdk- but the

weights were precisely the same as before. The two parcels

of 480 pounds each v ed, and the result was as

the Halkin Buh- 00 pou

Flour from the French Buhrs 384?

Difference in favour of the Halkin Buhrs G

.periment, the velocity and work of the

stones being the same, the quality of the huhrs may be as justly

otn the effects, or quantity of flour produced, as any

ether cause in philosophy from its <

main, S
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a circular iron pi into the block p p, about

half its thick u iving a circular ring of [Mjwter melted in

it, to make a soft surfm receive the point of die kii;

(shown iu fig. 4, and iu se4pon fig. 5 ) ; t f, the screw which

down the pasteboards to be cut, on the noec of

ich, a gauge-plate (suited to i is

hung I sw nuts, shown separated in fig. 5;

be formed of two semi-cylindrical pieces, or sad-

dles, which carry the handle and square arm j / , and are fitted

to move easily on the cylindrical part of the screw

•d in fig. 6), by which means the knife tp w

is kept steady, and obliged to advance perpendicularly through

the pasteboard, while it revolves round the screw t as a centre;

ing block on the arm y, which carries the knife w,

and fixes it to cut tips of any required diameter, shown also in.fig.

7, a !c being let into the arm^, to regulate the diameter

of t lid be \ujed) to hold

»gether, till a!: reulnr I cutout of

them; 6g. 9, a scraper to take the bu the surface of the

7id 11, i turn the nuts ai

hich goes casi art of the

up by :o the nut

crews into the neck

-ge-platc hangs on the nose of the screw,/, so

as to rise and &11 witl point of the screw t

comes through the n point < ing

ind (»]

ng con

jiluw-i
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The common dimensions of my portable stone oven arc j

the following, feet 6 inches wide, 2 feet 3 inches high.

It is composed ygste firestone, cased with iron. I

quires no separate compartment for the fuel, which must be

placed in the cavity of the oven, and be renewed from time to

time, till the si usJ white hot internally. This will

place in an hour and a half, and will employ about a

of coals, the oven being previously cold. If it still re-

mains warm (for it will be a long time in growing quire cold),

the consumption of fuel will of course be proportionably I

en the oven is become sufficiently hut, the door of the ash-

pit and the chirm to be closed upT and the bi>

to be introduced.

The weight of the orcn is 6 cwt., aijd the price charged

for it is

It was used by Captain Parry, on board the Heels, in

the Winter 1819-SO, as appears by the annexed

ERTIFICAT

Lumlo
January llth, I

reply to your h instant, desiring to ku

my opinion ;>ortable stone oven, embarked on board the

Uj on t] expedition to the Polar regions, I I

to acqu m, that it was constantly used during the

iterof 1S19-20, upon the main .hatchway of the

lower-deck, answering the purpo.- the s!

inany's bread, and of warming the dock in part during
lat periled. It is, t\i

be
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Plate III.

Fig. 1 shows th out of the iroi:

parts separated; a a and It b are two ixre-stoncs, which are

1 together and form the dome of tl ; in co

qncooc of t! if one or both uf them crack from

the heat, the fr will most probably not coincide, and

the part will not fall to pieces ; c c, the lower part or floor of

the oven, having an ash-pit at d to admit air to the fuel

through the gv mouth ; h h, the iron

case which holds the stom 'ur, and into which they arc

cemented ; i", the door linet! tone; k, the door of the

ash-pit; I ron eo\ :h a chim coincii

with the opening «, in the stoni . a damper in ihc

chimney •

Hn of the iron case h k, and of the floor -

The parts «e drawn to -'r uf the real size.



III.

HOD 01 HIRECTING TDK LOCAL

IUATION OF A SHIFS COM!

TA LDAianrffl compUt f the

this S(.s$ioit

Mr. PET lilt BARLOW, P I P at the Royal

Mi I Aca< Woolwich,

OK ASCERTAINING I \L

&C. ON Ti

IMPASS. The foil

tnditt

(his appar

fy.

. and to iX

to the fiiv lilic,

i ill those an individual has .succeeded in

ng any new and useful principle, the more that prin-

Unown, the more rapid will 1

with it >bation and to cncoi I re-



ward every useful invention or discovery, I feel very

of submitting to its notice a method which 11.

for correcting the local attraction of a ship's gu: aer

iron on the compass; a subject which has for «

gaged the attention of the most able navigators and philoso-

phers of this country.

That the ballast, and other iron in ves

description, and particularly in

influence in disturbing the natural direction of the compasi

seems now so obvious, that we arc astonished it did not Ion

ago attract the attention of the many able English naviga-

tors, whose names do honour to the country which gave tlv

birth ; yet so fur was this from being the case, that when, tl

circumstance was first noticed by Mr. Wales, in one of hi

voyages with captain Cook, neither the one n«r the other

these intelligent observers was able to account for the ano-

maly they had » t. They found that with the shi

liflerent points of the compass, the needle point

in different directions, deviating as much as E

the cause of the anoxnah icd unaccounted for, till

ii Flinders at length discovered it to be caused by the

local attraction of the iron of the vessel, and to be dcpci

as to quantity and direction on the dip of the needle.

The more recent obs' i of Mr. Bain, who ha.-

li&bed a very useful work on the subject,* and uf captain.-

and Sabine in t!n ige of discovery towards the Nort}

have confirmed, in a great measure, preceding dedut •

have shown the great necessity of dt some method

correction. In Baffin's Bay, the local

uerable, as to c. i at ion of near!) txording as

observation was made with p*» html ]
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to the rectangle of the sine of twice L' M', and the cosine of

£ M' (E being the east point of the horizon), so that the devia-

tion being known for any one situation, it may be computed for

any whatsoever.

Having established the above laws, by the tiiost satisfactory

experiments, I next ascertained the law for different distances,

finding it to be very accurately as follows; viz., the tangent of

the deviation is inversely proportional to the cube of the dis-

tance, the angular position being the same.

And when different iron balls arc employed, the tangent of

deviation is directly proportional to the cube of their dia-

meters. But what is the most remarkable is, that notwith-

standing the above law seems to indicate that the tangents of

deviation are as the masses, yet balls and shells, whatever

may be the thickness of the latter (provided it be not less

than ^ of an inch), having the same external diameter, give

the same results.

The power of attraction, therefore, resides wholly on the sur-

face, and the law becomes, the squares of the tangents of de-

viation, are directly proportional to the cubes of the surfaces.

Lastly, I ascertained that all those laws which were deduced

from experiments on balls and shells, have equally place in

iron bodies of the most irregular forms, and ultimately in

ships of war carrying the usual equipments of such vessels.

Hitherto I had proceeded on the foundation of experimental

results, and had carefully abstained from advancing any thing

which might be considered hypothetical; but seeing the beauti-

ful uniformity and simplicity of the laws above stated, I could

not refrain from concluding, that the remarkable fact of the

plane of no attraction being perpendicular to the direction of the

dipping needle, was not accidental or peculiar to these latitudes,

but that the same had place in every part of the world; and

it was on this ground I proposed the method which I have
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coincide with that centre of attraction. And since a

ball of iron at a small distance, will produce precisely the

same effect as a larger ball at a distance proportionally greater;

if we consider a line to be drawn from the compass to the

centre of attraction of the vessel, and if we fix in that line,

but nearer to the compass, a small ball or plute of iron, the

will be the same as that of the former (the

distance being properly adjusted); and being so in one situa-

tion, it must continue so in all, because the line joining the

re of attraction with the pivot of the needle will be con-

stantly fixed, as regards the vessel itself, at all times and in

all parts of the world.

> be a little more particular in my description, let C (fig.

2 Plate II.) represent an azimuth compass in a certain situation

in thevessel, viz.oneselectedfor making observations on the sun's

amplitude and azimuth,* and let S be the centre of attraction

of the iron of the vessel; let also P represent a plate of iron,

having its centre in the line joining S and C, which let

DS suppose to be fixed at such a distance, that its action on

the compass may be the same as that of the iron at S ; then

obvious, since the plate, the compass, and the vessel all

move together, that it will continue in all directions of the

vessel and in all parts of the world, to produce the same effect

as the distributed iron, whatever changa may take place in

the dip, and in the magnetic intensity. This, then, consti-

tutes the principle of my method of correction, i

IVhtn a vessel has received on board her guns and §

iier be warped round point by point, to ascertain tl

1 Formerly azimuth and amplitude observations, were matle in any

part of the vessel, but since the effect of the local utiraetioo has been

known, navigators are acquiring Uie habit of taking them at a certain

fixed pi ••
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of her local attraction,* and let the situation of the plate

be determined (!>y the directions that follow), so as it may

produce the same effect aa the iron of the ship; and conse-

quently, so that when the plate is applied, the effect may be

doubled. This being done, let the plate be laid aside, and

when at any time it is desirable to ascertain the effect of the

guns, &c. on the comp«r it be applied to its assigned

tuation, and observe how many deg? the

die out of its prior direction, and just so much will the

drawn the same from its true magnetic bearing be-

fore the experiment. This being ascertained, and the eoi:

of the vessel corrected accordingly, the plate is to be removed

and laid aside, till some new circumstance renders its applica-

tion again neccss;

These directions, however* must be considered as only ap-

plicable when the plate is attached to the binnacle compi;

as I have proposed in my Essay; when it is applied to the

azimuth con< \e improvement to which I wish to draw

tht -ion of th« the tl s are then some-

what diilorent, although th -ho sam

fore I describe ti hould observe, tl laid

the above proposi tmiralty, and my communi-

cation being by that board submitted to the the

Board of Longitude; and Sir George Cock burn, Mr. t

and some other gentlemen belonging to the Admiralty, having

done me the honour to be pr : a series of my *

ments on the 24 pounder above mentioned, on' re im»

me ^iven for trying them on board some of H. M- ships.

It was in i icnce of n - on board

id profiting by ti ! and theoretical
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p e n from the binnacle to the azimuth compass, a

more susceptible of nice observation, besides possesshv

advantages, not to be obtained in the former case.* The

lowing are the directions which I left with captain Hnnholn-

lew and the other officers of tl \ for ttstng the pi

n an azimuth, or amplitude of the sun, or any other

heavenly body, is taken for the purpo.se of determining the

riatton, the observation is to be made as a

ately repeated again with the plate attached, and the di;

euce in the two bearings will be the local attraction.

For example: Suppose the first observed bearing to be

! the same with the plate attached 701 30' ; then

70 30

67 0

8 30 local attraci

67 0

3 30

nuth.

un: Let the amplitude, by observation, be 13* 30', but

with the plate only 10* 3tf ; then

13 30

10 30

3 0 local attraction. Itt ;>0 true compass ampli-
tiu:

At other times, to find the local attraction, take the bearing of

the ship's head or of any other part oi

compass; then observe the same again with the plate attached,

See Note 2.
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!1 be the local attraction, it being un-

tood that, in all c hen the first observed bearing is

diminished by the plate, the diflerence is to be added to the

first benrii! I when the first angle is increased by the

plate,, the ti ubtracted.

T! the directions which arc nccc i using

the | rust they arc such as cannot be misunder-

stood by entitled to be cor a practical

periments were made by order of t

on board 1L .V. tmay, captain It. 11 nil, suod the same

dirct > now upon a long and in-

yagc i: :ern hemisj it may be some

time buil ;ir from her able

.

om the I have already received the most s

account, by a | «-ho, with the

other officers oi' that ship, touk the greatest inte the

subject), an extract of which I have annexed to this memoir.

11 now only remains tor me to describe the nature of

plate and the mode of* adjustment. > the p!

roulw piece of iron, having a !

';ct is its cent it upon may con-

two thi i* scr wutl of

board between them: tlngj h o w

tg it sotm

without ii \a to \

t by any fall or bk*

four or five pout

in the \
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The best method of determining the proper situation of the

to proceed as beli«

First, warp the vessel round point by point, and on each point

take the bearing of an object on shore, while a person on shore,

i the same spot, is taking the bearing of the compass on

board; by which means it is obvious the local attraction at

y point will be ascertained; for, independent of the latter,

the bearings at each observation ought to be diametrically op-

posite, or differing by 180°; and what the difference ext

or falls short of this, is due to the action of the iron on Iword.

This being determined, let a log of wood (A B, fig. 4)

having no iron about it, be taken on shore, and let holes be

bored in it at 8, 9,10, &c. inches from its top. the

brass horizontal rod R, which is to carry the plate; this pin

being inserted in one of the holes, and the compass set on the

top of the log, place the plate on the pin, at any distance (as

shown in the figure) j now turn the log about point by point,

and by removing the plate from the pin at every observation,

ascertain the deviation produced by the iron ; then, if these de-

viations, at every point, be the same as those found to obtain on

board, the plate is properly adjusted; but if this should not be

the case (as is the most likely to happen), shii't the height and

aice of the plate, and try the same again, and after a few

trials, the exact position will be determi ihat the devia-

- on board, and on shore, agree other.* This

beiiK irately the depth of the centre of

the plate below the pivot of the compass, and its di from

the vertical ig through the came; then cam !e to

be bored, and a socket to be introdut •« of

the tripod used for the azimuth c<

hen t! drawn



,

plate may be at the same depth !x?low, and d

tirtical ^through the pivot of »i

was determined on shore, and it will be the fixed >i mat ion

luired The plate and pin are of course both mineable,

and are laid aside except at the time of making the observa-

tions above described.* It only remains to add, that a

important that the place of observation in the vessel should be

constantly the same, it will be advisable to have three small

holes made in the deck lor Hxing the position oj ;'eet of

the tripod.

If, as may sometimes happen, the observations cannot

le from this fixed station, it will he to no purpose >

bg this plate; and all that can be done will be to repeat I

observation again in the proper place the first opportunity.

"\tract of a Utter from Litui M o///. M

to Mr. BARLOW, Royal Military rfcadeir

II.
Di T«i

ire the writing to you affords

, and I trust if you should think my communication

premature, you will cxcu and attribute it to

the pleasure I di m your in carrying me beyond

my bounds. I shall state in full detail all the circumstances

which i>ur plate anil as 1 think yon will

be pleased to hear how admirably it his su.

I have found in every instance, that, with the nee

J s

148, Lea



iriations arc very closely detenu

course a groat object. I have a of the

whole, which I on our i

Jtice of ou ror in

the t ;cs by which \ ccasioucd by local at-

:on, I have made a point of comparing them with your

plate and compass on every point we stecmU and of ivg

In soiru cost I have found

tion by the starboard com; st when the ship's

head is south, whit from the mass or quantity

of i

rtc has.

mal

nnstaiice « such an error in the

vehcen

la or ro;

at m»

46' L-hronomctcr V- taking this as

si coin- W.

nation . in !

tributed to a currt

tha

true i-



V. which

i do under an)

ces,
JBelieve n;

16 presc

lot- i» to b. Jly u*«
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the
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ECHANICS,

wi a Report to the Admiralty icfo th

nade on board H. M. S Levcn, By P E T E R

BAHLOW.

pril 19th, 18!O.

T H E Lcven having dropped down to Northfleet on the 15th

instant, I went down on the 17th, for the purpose of making

a series of observations before the guns should be brought on

board; these observations were conducted as below :—

First, finding that there would be great difficulty in warp-

ing the vessel round in the tide way of this place, I proposed

and it was agreed to proceed in the following manner :

I toot on shore an excellent azimuth compass, by Messrs.

\Y. and J, Gilbert, which I had procured for the purpose, as

also a theodolite by Schmalealder. With the azimuth, the

bearing of a distant object was taken, and found to be N.

35° 50' E., and the theodolite was then adjusted to the same

reading, viz. 35" 50' from zero, by means of which the zero

of the theodolite was brought to the true magnetic north, and

consequently the bearing of any object might now be deter-

mined without any farther reference to the needle. Is

course be understood that the theodolite d immediately

over the spot wK azimuth compass was firs (L

The latter instrument was now taken on board, for the

purpose of the experiments, while Lieut. Mudge remained on

shore to take the bearing of the pedestal,* or pillar, on

h the theodolr.

The ship now beginning to swing to tl ord

was given " look out ;* at which signal Vidal, at the

• i iholomew had oi -1 to be erected
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h compass on board, kept ]\I ige, on in the

iue of the sights, while tin gentleman kept in the same

way, Mr. Yidal in the field of his let Being th

prepared, the word " stop'* was given, at which, eacli regis-

tered the bearing of the other, at the same instant. These

bearings, independent fraction of the vessel, ought

to have been diametrically oppo id consequently the dif-

ference between tl leadings, was the error due to the at-

traction of the iron on board.

The first observation being registered, the word " look out'1

as again given, and then the word and tl

was repeated as often as possible while the vessel i

at. Boldy taking every time the bearing of the ship's

, by the ship's azimuth compass at the capstan. The

vantages of this method are, that both beariug on

board, and on shore, are made to depend upon the same eum-

and thus the errors arising from the use of uilici

.re avoided, as are also th< -iug from the parallax

a distant object while the mgmg, a source of

ax which must lun iis

kind.

The only thing actually necessary in this case is a fine free

azimuth card and needle : thai out to the

navy a: ^ish, th while i no

to depend upon

j ' of the true mag jrth.*

The experini ferred I

gu> got on board; I i repeated

the l (hh of April, after they had been a The

following are the results of both series of obser —
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ird II, Mi S\ ] -KVI:N. <U Northjltct) At

I9M, 1 •/>. BARLOW mid the Ojju

the above vessel.

1

1

4

7

• f i rm or f
HUil,
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N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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+ 0
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•

0

0
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0

Q
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I

u

a

e
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-
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mouth Harbour, July H&th 1 rt BASIL H A L L ,

. IJAHLOW, ofth try Academy.
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1. All the numbers in the preceding Table marked th,

-e in which two or more observations were made at the

same point, «nd the mean of the two talten- In the oO

we ha*l not an opportunity of making more than one obser-

vation.

2. Where the apparent, or observed easterly bearing

the true easterly bearing, the error or local attraction is

marked + (plus) ; and when the former is less than the lit

the error is marked — (mini

3. With the ship's head at ihi? object on sh

could not be seen.

V TE 2.

IT may be proper here to offer a few remarks on the advan-

tage which will, 1 concci'. e from attaching the plate to

the azimuth instead of to the binnacle compass.

In the first place, as there are always two binnacle or steer-

ing con; placed abreast of each other, they must in

sarily bo situated either very considerably out of the fore and

aft line of the vessel, or be placed so near as to influence ea

other's direction.

For these reasons, these compasses seldom agree with ^

other; viz. in the latter case, in consequence of their mutr-

action, and in the former, on account of each being e.\]

to a different system of local attractions. Therefor*

render the method which I have proposed in my 1 tfec-

two plates must be employed, viz. one to each compass.

Moreover the motion of the vessel renders exact observations

e compasses very difficult tot impracticable.

Whereas, with a good azimuth compass, the picest ob
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may be made, anil the s!ii it ions tl ; to

which we may also add, that the di of the needle

being, with this tnstnxme med by observation on a

.m object, as, for example, the Sun. no error will arise

from a change in the direction of the course during the ob-

iTvatkm; while in the other case we have no mark of direc-

ion but the tubhrr-Um, which is, we 1 \, in nearly a

intinual state oi' oscillation, from the con motion

of the ship itself.

3.

Is my Essay I ha*. nbed the plate as being double,

and those which I have sent out in the Lcven and Con way

are of that kind. But I have since found that a sing

plate may be vevy safely employed, provided we give U suffi-

cient thickness

The double plate was employed by me in consequence of

observing, that in sin sheet iron, certain parts omuii.

a degree of partial magnetism ; and by using two plates, and

ascertaining their strong and weak points of attraction expe-

rimentally, and combining them according:

point of one in contact with the strong point of the oth.

idal actions were ueutraliied. But by using ii

weighing about 6 lbs. to the square foot, the d plate mj

dispensed with, the partial action in sheets of this thick-

tess producing no anomalous cflect upon the needle, at the-

distance at which tht*y arc placed in the experiment.
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[y reference1 Eo lircctions for fixing the p

the same errors as the shiji it of the

comi i the trials by

which ti ed, it will be sui; hese

deviations at t; til ami

for i

those given by the v .: any three points i;

circle (besides ponding to the meridian

mu>; y be the same at c\ nt. It will, how-

to ma! iirce points, at some

from the chang. ! >e reiul

the more obvious. I

r to tii

or south -lions are too iuc -bio to render the

increase or tier from a change of position suffi-

ciently i in course be the same use the

purpo^

ill, however, this is by far the most difficult part of

the process Ty unacquainted w

i, and the best wny in si nil] be to pur-

chaa thst is, a plate whose effet

been experin nined for Tarious posir

and at point



is only necessary :• iltuded

will only answer > af the needle, at the place

ere the ex ip, and at that

place where the : are the same or nearly i

In order to ascertain how far any correction was necessary

this respect for the various British ports, I •

mission of the Honourable Coranii

allowed a small in order to visit our various naval

lions and I tin the actual dip of the i

:. This peri' ivas most readily and <:•

ilially given by that honourable bo whom both on t!

1 on other occasions I am highly inde' nd Cominis-

iuungham, of rd, ha* di-

ppoint a !iandsot:

manm ;i-

eoc homes long-boat, a

Nation th 1 conduce to

my ̂

nis pro ill our naval

as d

or-

rcction foi

and table all port in the

Brit is!

i in our north-

an bed, tl

by actual experinu

Joni who



1 have the honour of presenting to the . anil at' which

figures 5, anil 6 ai ion and plan. T rJ ible,

in whid d an upright spindle S s, which passes through

the vessel, and about which it may be turned in any direct

at pleasure; D is a brass plate fixed on the deck of the vessel,

and divided according to the points of tl, >ass, the North

and South points being fore and aft. H is a hand, or in

moveable on the spindle; C is the ( rrecting

plate, and R tli hicb it is attached to the pedest

the con i; obliq uely down ward*

from C is that in winch racttou of all the

guns, and of the other articles of iron contained in the model

falls, and in this line the centre of attraction of the plate 1* m

also situated, and at such ncc from C that itspowt;

the needle is equal to ••' all the other iron at a gn

distance in the Xow, to illustrate the natur

he mod pivot* till

tbe compass shows nov U the lubber-line in the

^compass box an b of the card coincide; the

vessel is then in tbe meridian, and th> able index

deck must be set also to point north.

nd is directed

•i, if there were

iron on board, the COD. uuld

shov mt abov

shoi i be abc
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and in the same way th<j attraction at any other point DO

be observed, the plate during such time being I id;

and if at any of those points tht vill be

found to double the quantity of the error.

To illustr application in real p turn

ressel abo ing first adjusted it), till the apparent com

by compa' or any other proposed point, ivith<

irding the incl <xk ; and now, to find the t

apply the plate, and observe how man . it attrv.

the needle, which in the modi md about

half a pa be apparent course by com: II be

iow E. •'. he attraction iwn the

lorth end forward about 5{ deg. or a half po: he iron of

the vessel had therefore done tl e before the plate was

applied; consequently, the trn :id by

looking to the index on

ictually the c< ti. Tl. !1 be tl

)thcr poi ccpt that the quant i a tract ion will be

different, being most at t! the east and

west, and les approach the meridian. In other pa

if the world, h< I be the points of

and th< ill IK at t1

W, ; but !! always continue

ive the lame at t ! will therefore in all

cs furnish a ready method of correction.

The ai of a model is seldom to b,

and lees perhaps in B.

was there I

;d to obtain in the large

It will lx

of
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deviation, at different distances, is reciprocally, as the cube of

those distances, and that the tangents of the angles of devia-

tion, are also proportional (directly) as the cube of the like

linear dimensions of similar masses; if, therefore (as in the

model), the magnitudes of the masses are proportional to the

general dimensions, the deviations ought to be analogous, and

even equal to those in a vessel at large; and a few experi-

ments on the model will show that this is not merely the case

theoretically, but that practically the agreement is much

closer than could possibly have been anticipated.
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IV.

IMPROVED BULLET-MOULD-

The small or Yui.c.v

Session voted to Mr. EZEKIEL BAKER, of

Whitechapel-Roadi London, for an I.UPROVJ-

MOULD AND NIPPER FOB BULLET Tlie

following communication has been received on the

subject from Mr. B., and the Instrument has

been placed in tl nmtory of the Society.

34, Whiiechapcl-road,

SIR; b. 8, 1821.

I TAKE leave to request you will lay before the Society,

for i eouragi ' its, &c. a new invented Bullet

Mould, which, after infinite labour and very considerable

expense, I have brought to perfection; and in claiming the

merit of the invention, I trust the following explanation of the

improvement will be satisfactory to the Society:

First, The mould lias a much larger countersink on the

top. and of course holds a greater quantity of melted lead,

which, as it sinks in the mould, ts that hollowness

which is generally found in balls case from moulds in the

usual way, and consequently renders them far superior.

Secondly, The steel-cutter on the top of tt '* s

considerable imprt on the old cutt will N" in-

stantly seen by cutii
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with each of the cuttc ition cm king off

it the s erv-

ballj cor.: y, the labour

re foro tl to nip] im-

oiF the

advantage of^ cul alls true i

manner, and rendering the bulls the

more perfect, must be instantly perceptible, and I trust will

meet the approbation of the Society, who must be aware of the

etttial importance of the invention to all fire-arms, but

more particularly so to rifle barrels, which require the greatest

accuracy.

Thirdly, Agahu itter is pi -midl cup to hoK

the ball, which renders the process of cutting off the neck

more easy and expeditious.

Four: ider the mould is placed a solid stud, for the

pur in a vice, when opportunity offers,

by which the balls will be cut easier, and much faster than

when simply held in the hand.

Having thus briefly described the new mould, and

plained the advantages of the invention, I ha\ >u

1 submi t it to th< tiou of t he Socie» am mi

D receive their approval before I offer it to publ ic '

notice. I will not de ta in you longer by recap i tu la t ing the

advantages I should individually have experienced by an

ear nor the labour and expense which would

ha\ 11 be hap] r-

!JC required by the

KIEL B A K E H .
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HORE

>ILVER MEDAL of t!

this & d to NICOLAS HARB

itoLAS, Esq. of the Inn for

Imp rovement on the VERTICAL S E M A PI I <

and for his method of adapting a shifth

to Te leg rap h ic Com mur • the j

insuring ///. Modi / of Mr.

> naphi

the Society.

'>rc of Lieut. Nicolas is repi

in the lower part of Plate It cons,

to which are attac' .nns, or wings, plact

equal tli from each othc; h arm, Uj

cords, or appr< macBiii

remaniing in a vertical, oblique, or horizontal ] .the

valu lion or number indicated



upper pair thousands. In the three lower pairs only i

I
iges arc require as is i from inspec-

tion, require or. Thus , to display figuri

ilic right arm is elevated to the , ,rked I, and

left arm is dropped behind the mast, so as to becoiv

in a similar maun . and 4 are displayed. N°* 5, (>, a:

require the exhibition of both arms, the left one ! i the

position 4, and the right one brought into the position

1, 2, or 9 8 requires the the

left arm alone, and N° 9 requires both arms. The upper

pair, by means of six pos^ indicates all numbers from one

to sixteen, so that a single exhibition of this semaphore will

the entire series from 1 to 16999, being a range an

sufficient for all telegraphic purpose-

. utility of a si

ions, that it woult!

point out its advantages.

Jea on which the following method is tbnm

:ed by the sec: ler used by Bttoi A as

that wa I t© be efficacious, loped th nge-

i a similar plan, >ur-

pos.

by u of am
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It

b\e may be chang ilacing the Ui; tiding p

paper, like a perpetual almanack ; but it would perha^

sufficient, if the index Hneoflarge figures should alone be n.

ahle. If the others nre so, a

figure is nov repea

Table.

1

2

3

4

5

r>

7

8

9

I

i

*

i

s

I

c

i

7

7

6

*

9

8

8

3

7

3

3

*

3

4

ft

4

4

6

ft

*

8

5

In using this table. tmbet may be i , andean be

changed at pleasure.

Suppose the key, for example, -to be the day i

multiplied by 172, the day the 93rd, and the figures of the

Table in regular rotation. The real key wUl becom

and it is to be thus used:

Let the real numbers to be signalized be G7G4—5S98—

fig—1048—385—4391- Trm
in the perpendicular line of index
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figures in the table; then look for the f

. in the line of small figures para- lie forri;

-dow t! >f the :

to be noted down. The n

md the ne.v in the

manner, the corresponding figu:

which is also to be noted down. •<> on, tUl tbt

finished, when it is to be begun anew, and continual till the

message is concluded. The most simple way of t\ linj

the fictitious numbers is the following :

Key . . ;S4

teal Numbers i
Fictitious Numbers, 1

i. e. the numbers ]•'..
to be signalized. )

3784

5398

9324

20

G5

10

It is to be particularly remarked, that as the introduc

the cipher in the table, would be frequently attended with

iconvcniencc, it is alt omitted, By attending to the

)1 lowing rule, confusion will not i, but the

rangement will be more complicated to those who might

attempt to decipher a communication without possessing the

Dy. Whenever the omission occurs, the real figure is to be

placed amongst the fictitious ones ; and in deciphering n mes-

sage, the 0! i will indicate that the figure signalusd is

real one. In the examp figures so circun.

re marked thus*.

To decipher a messagi ce must l><

by looking for the figure 2, the fir

number, in the line horizontal to the figure 3, the firv

key ia the index perpendicular ]i gurcs, and that ui
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the 2, is to be noted down as the first ftf the message intended

to be conveyed : thus,

378+ 378 ^*3 7

mfacrs signalized 2548 9324 60 8081 349 6351

Real Numbers G764 6398 20 1048 385 4391

, Sir,

&c. &c &c.

NlCOL [COLAS.

; cmplc, F«b.
1831.

N* VI.

CRUTCH FOR PENDULl

The smaller or Vulcan SILVER M E DA I, this

r. C. URANDT, I it-

st red, London, for an ADJUSTING CHUTCH

FOR CLOCK Tht fol , com cation

fa; ! from Mr. B. on the sn

Invention is / in i

ry of fy.

rmyt -stri

•

i will have the goodness to I

neouragement of Arrs, Manufactures

and Commerce, of which I have the honour to be a member,

a model of an adji. ratch for clock my invention,

the simple, easy, and manner by which you may set
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a clock in beat, has flattered me that it would be worth the

Society's consideration. The difficulty of putting common

clocks in beat, is occasioned by the necessity of bending the

crutch, which can never be correctly done, whereas this is done

by one simple adjusting screw.

I am, Sir,

&c. &c. &c.

CHARLES BRANDT.

Reference to the Figures of Mr. BRANDT'S Adjusting Crutch,

Plate IV.

T H E stem of this crutch is formed of two lengths d d and g g,

figs. 6, and 7 loosely bound together, by means of a screw A,

the insertion of which is at the lower extremity of the upper

piece, and about half an inch below the upper extremity of

the lower piece. This latter, therefore, may be considered as a

lever, of which the screw is the fulcniip. A moderately strong

spring is secured to the upper piece of the stem, so as to act

at d, on the short arm of the lever, and tending to throw it

out of a vertical position. A mill-headed adjusting screw f

passes through the nut e, and thus acts on the lever in a

direction opposite to the spring, enabling the artist to obtain

precisely the degree of obliquity required to put the clock

into true beat.
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VII.

SPUING CROSS FOR HORSES.

The small or I'm'ran S was (his

'ted to JOSEPH GOOD Esq. second

rk of the Stable for a

ROSS, BftEA] R' EfoRS

The following communication it

fro* and the M.

ha the Repository of tht ///.

srit ;

Carllon Palace, April 30,

IE SocU .rts, &c. having been pleased to consider

the in. lent I X to the Colt^Breal

»ss worth a place in their valuable volume, I lend you

brief account of the advai r to arise from

viz. an important auxiliary to the Colt-breaker, in a>:

to the animal the first rudiments of mouthing and bit!

and, in proving those mouths that have

been rendered i. i the proper use of the bridle.

< cross to obtain these ends is an o' o, though

lot in general use with colt-breakers ; the method adopteil

them, is to fasten the bridle reins on the saddle with a cir-
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angle, thus confining the head to a fixed point; and, to lighten

them sufficiently, the nose is brought in with the head d"

towards the breast; in this restrained awkward position the

colt fixes his mouth on the bit, bearing hard on it without

any change of position for a considerable time together; but on

any little relaxation or movement of the mouth, he relapses

into the same state again in a tew seconds ; in this way the

mouth is rendered callous and insensible to the proper use of

the bridle, and the head is brought too low, and, for the most

, disposed to bear hard and heavy on the hand of the rider

or driver.

In order to • 'liencies, the cross i

brought into use; by means of it, the reins were confined at

convenient height above the saddle, which had an advan-

tage over the brdinary method in being able to

and neck to any desirable height. The reins, however, being

still a fixed point on the cross, the colt invariably resumed

the inconvenient position of the old method. In order to

counteract this inconvenience, springs fixed to the cross have

been considered a useful expedient; although their em-

ployment has been very limited, and in the only instance

uhich has come to my notice was but little calculated to

answer the intended purpose. Under : cumstances, I

resolved on bringing the machine into a more suitable 1'orm.

1 Living done so, i£ through the medium of tlu

should be found as useful generally as it is considered in this

Mishmentj the end I have in view will be obtained.

I wish, however, to be understood, that I do net, in propos-

of the Spring I Iculated

..persede the still of iho rid; it being admitted,

that : highly

culr of tlv and all



pliant airs an

obtaim

lirfircncc (• n GOODWI ing

bird's-eye vic» -oss, perfo-

rated by loops to allow the play of I

through them to the springs c c ; b b% guides through v

the lower part of prings </

central spring i to hold the bc:i

the k»

he arn>

show he lundwl,

to prev ins from clmflng. In the lower figure the

cross is repv frorn inspfctio

which i1 , that thougli the horse can inc>

freely in any direction .;n remain at

[itch \u





VIII .

BED FOR SURGICAL PATH

7/*; lay >LI) M E D A L I

SI s u v KAHLE

street, Hanover-aqua rgeon at

trtholomew*a Hospital, for < • FOR P A -

T. 77ff

folio i

Mr. E. and a Model of the Bed h n plat

the Repository of ty.

SIR;
28, Georgosireet, I

ill oblige me by submitting the appwra! ii will

to the inspection of the members of

your Society. It was originally constructed for frac

the thigh bone, especially when broken at its neck, clos-

the hip joint, but 1 nee been adapted to other all

It will be right here I such ai o by far

the mo*, lit to treat of any that occur to the human

. and an apparatus has long beer X, capable of}'

Hmh in a .mg

no subj reater
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approved method of treating fractures of the thigh. This

diversity of sentiments is a sufficient proof, that perfection in

this department has not yet been attained; but if any addi-

tional testimony were required, the numerous unfortunate

cripples we daily meet in the streets, would afford abundant

evidence. The fact is generally admitted, that no apparatus

has hitherto been constructed, to which very material and

valid objections may not be made, in particular cases, and

under different circumstances, a detail of which, would be

quite foreign to the objects of this Society. After premising

thus much, it will appear bold in me to suggest any new

plan of treatment; yet I flatter myself, that on a careful exa-

mination and fair and candid trial, the machine now submitted

to your inspection will prove a practical and important

improvement. One principal object requisite to the perfect

union of broken bones, is uninterrupted rest, and this cannot

be obtained in fractures of the upper part of the thigh, where

the patient is obliged to be disturbed whenever he obeys the

dictates of nature, an objection to which every apparatus

hitherto constructed, is more or less liable. This appeared

to me, at a very fearly period of my professional career, to be

so great a defect/that I endeavoured to obviate it by inventing

a bed for that purpose, for which I received an honorary

medal from your Society. Further experience has enabled

tee to make great improvements, and to render it far more

simple, less expensive, and more efficacious. The early

fruit of my labours having been fostered by the Society of

Arts, I think it but right to offer it to their considera-

tion in its present more mature state. To enter into

any discussion on the nature of different fractures, and of the

causes which give rise to difficulties in their treatment, would

be out of place here; but avoiding as much as possible all tech-

nical term|^ I may briefly state the principal objects desiruble
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to be attained in the treatment of fractures of the thighs. In

the first place, the pelvis should be immovably fixed ; for so

central is the hip-joint, that the slightest motion of the trunk is

immediately communicated to the upper part of the thigh-bone.

Secondly, the position should be the irksome possit

as patients are often obliged to remain in the same position,

without moving for many weeks, or even months together.

The position itself should be such as to keep the limb extended

- s proper length, and to preserve the fractured part in close

opposition, without making any undue pressure on any part,

which painful excoriation and uleeration are often produced.

Next, the foot should be supported, so as to prevent it from

turning out, from its own gravity or from the pressure of the

bed-clothes; and lastly, it is particularly desirable, that the

limb should be so placed as to afford every facility to frequent

parison with the healthy limb.

The trials to which I have already submitted the accom-

panying apparatus will warrant me in stating, that it will be

.found to fulfil all these indications. In the first place, the

lvis will, from its own gravity, remain fixed at the bottom of

• rmed by die superior and central inclined planes, and

the aperture made in the central parts, readily admits of the

patient relieving himself, and being properly cleansed, without

the least movement of cither trunk or extremities. Should it

be desirable in young persons, or under any particular cir-

cumstances, to secure the pelvis more firmly, it will be easily

accomplished by two broad straps brought from the edge of

the aperture, and passed round the upper and inner part of

the thighs, which should cross each other behind the pelvis,

and be fixed to bud F the math

This addition will however be rarely required, except in froc-

tur. thigh, bom

certainly, that on the back i -^ plane, with
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firmly supported on a level surface, is the one which can be

gest endured; and here I may mention, that at the

time of my writing this, a patient I n for eight weeks

unbent on one of my beds, who h. r once complained

of the least uneasiness, but on the contrary, has been perfectly

cheerful and happy. Next, the knee being bent over a double

inclined plane, affords the best means of making permanent

extension, by placing a fulcrum under the ham, and making a

lever of the leg, whilst the foot is securely fixed to the foot-

board. Thus all the advantages arising from the bent position,

namely, the relaxation of the most powerful muscles, and the

permanent extension afforded by the straight position, are

united, without the patient being subjected to the inconve-

niences of either, and without the aid of splints or bandages

to the broken limb. The gradual curve fonned by the matt;

is exactly adapted to the natural arched form of the thigh-

bone, and is the least likely to cause any derangement in the

length or direction of the broken limb. The fixing of both

feet prevents the possibility of moving the pelvis, which a

patient is apt to do when one is left at liberty. The juxta

tion of the limbs affords constant opportunity of minutely

comparing them, and of observing whether they exactly cor-

ond. The apparatus for fixing the feet, at the same time

supports the bed-clothes and maintains the whole limb in its

proper position.

I have stated that this apparatus was first constructed for

fractured thighs, but I have since employed it, with marked

advantage-, in avi'r. .scs of the and it is par:

larly adapted to diseases of the hip-joint, aVul many a

injuries and diseases, where permanent i

In app it to cases of diseased ipiw

• added a trap-door and moYeablc portion of
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the upper inclined plane, similar to the one in the central

portion, which J for the i ion of the faces.

The exact situation of this upper aperture, must be regu-

lated by the individual case to be treated, as disease n

occur in any part of the spine. This addition will be found

most useful in enabling surgeons to apply leeches, and dress

issues or sctons without at all disturbing the patient, and thus

interrupting th •rativc efforts of nature. For the addi-

tional comfort of those who are capable of mental recreation

from study, I have .add ing table and reading d<

which ivill support a book over the f head, without any

effort on his part. In constructing this bed, I have as much

possible studied to combine simplicity and economy with

convenience and utility. The whole apparatus I have had

made by Mr. Cook, of 8, Denmark-street, St. Giles's, for five

guineas, and it is probable, that when more have been made,

tliey may be manufactured at even a lower price. In conclu-

sion, I shall take the liberty of strongly recommending its

adoption on ship-board, where so much difficulty must neces-

sarily attend the proper treatment of complicated ai

and gun-shot wounds, when ightest motion must often

renew and render fatal hamorrhages, which might perhaps be

restrained by uninterrupted rest. When the apparatus is not

wanted for any accident or disease, the inclined planes may be

• ind it v in a small commodious bed, not

occupying more space than a common hammock. I beg to

apologize for the length of this letter, and

am

Hi

dcclini

of t tlcmen
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who have either employed it themselves, or witnessed its ap-

plication in different cases. I may however state, that I have

shown it to many of the most respectable men in the profes-

sion, who have all expressed themselves well satisfied with its

simplicity, and the prospect it afforded of being extensively

useful.

DI It ; Uiwi-Miuare,March I

I HAVE had great pleasure in examining the bedstead with

a double inclined-plane, and have since seen it practically ap-

plied to an important case of diseased spine; it appear

me to accomplish the very essential purpose of absolute rest iu

such cases, as well as those of fractures and other diseases of

the upper part of the thigh and pelvis, more completely than

any contrivance we have yet had the use of; but the parti-

cular advantage it appears to me to afford, is that of aJlov.

the necessary applications to be made, and the necessary

charges removed without disturbing the patient, or the

whose recovery depends on complete rest,

I remain, Sir,

c. &c. &c.

T. Coi

Dartmouth. iih,
Dl II.

ALLOW me to express my real and candid opinion of your

ntion, the doublc-incliued plane bed. The principle on

which it is constn: ud on which it at most e.\

fractures of the bones if the

thigh, cert, ascs of the hip-joint. 1 as dis-

and injur; It cannot indeed be exceeded

whenever uninterrupted rest i etas of the
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trap-doors, the aJviue and vesical discharges pass off without

trouble or inconvenience, sine minima aut lecti aut vestis

inquinatione; ami if sctons or issues arc required in any part

of the back or neck, they can be dressed and kept clean by

the same contrivance, without the slightest motion nf the

patient's body, which is certainly the greatest desideratum in

all such caKcs. When any of the above accidents happen, and

, patients arc placed on a common bed, the fractured limbs are

necessarily disturbed whenever the call* of nature occur, to

their great injury, oftentimes preventing a nice ooaptation of

the broken ends of the bones, and thereby frequently causing

great deformity of the limb ; all this your improved apparatus

most completely obviates. It is therefore my decided opinion,

founded not only on the instance in which I witnessed youi

application of it to a near relative of my own, but on the

experience which I have since had in my own practice, that

when once these beds shall be made known to the faculty,

their use will become general.
I remain, Sir,

&c. &c. &c

D! 11 us wick-square, mb March, 1881.

I HAVE no hesitation in expressing my decided approbation

of your apparatus, for the treatment of fractures oi our,

efficacy of which I have recently witnessed in a case

of the most unfavourable description. It appears to me to

afford perfect security against shortening limb, and

: too with very \iv lience to the patient; which

can be said of tin other apparatus, or ] itmcut that

has cooie under my observation.

main, £

G.
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vol

28, George- >ver-
. Oct. aoih.

e of the Transactions has not yet gone

press, I may perhaps be allowed to address a second letter to

you on the subject of i ilid bed. It may perhaps be

satisfactory to the members to be apprised, that since my

communication, it has been extensively era] In the wards

of St. Bartholomew's, and has essentially contributed to the

recovery of several complicated accidents, and compound frac-

tures of the leg and thigh. Iu diseases of the spine, requir-

ing the use of issues, it has been employed with advantage at

the same institution ; and at the present time, there are four

cases of this description under treatment. It has also been

adopted by several other hospitals, and by many practitioners.

In my own private practice, I have 1 found it afford the

greatest comfort and security ; and in one case of diseased

spine, by adapting the apparatus to a very easy chariot, I was

enabled to remove a patient who had beea ten months con-

fined to bed, a distance of one hundred and eighty miles in

two days, without her experiencing any inconvenience. To

ent any possible mistake, I shall subjoin some directions

be observed by persons employin pparatus.

1 am, £

Secretary, *$v. «.V. H E N R Y E A R L E .

Dr jvr twin;, d.

DURING long confinements to bed, particularly when it

necessary to preserve the same position for weeks and even

months together, it is of essential importance to the comfort
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t>f the patient, and often to the ra '.' the practitioner, that

great attention should be paid to render the bed a3 permanently

leyel and smooth as possible. This I consider of so much con-

sequence as to merit the attention of the surgeon, who ought

never to place a patient under such circumstances on atij/ bed,

until he has himself minutely examined it. To some gemle-

meu this may possibly appear unnecessary ; but I can practi-

cally assure them, that this little preliminary trouble

very often save them much subsequent anxiety and vexation,

and mainly contribute to the happiness and comfort of their

patient:

In constructing this apparatus, I have bcstowetl considera-

ble pains in endeavouring to alleviate the sufferings of persons

labouring under complicated accidents aud diseases ; in doing

so, however, I have by no means exempted the surgeon from

that part of his duty which I have above alluded to, and in

th« employment of this bed, I would particularly call his at-

tention to the following directions: The mattress should be

either of horse-hair, or well stuffed with the best wool, and

should be nailed round its edge to the upper division of the

frame. A blanket and sheet rihou eparatcly strained

over the mattress, and carefully sewed all round its edges :

this will prevent any subsequent wrinkling, and by sewing

first the blanket, and then the sheet, it is obvious that the

latter may, if necessary, be detached without at ail disturl

the former. The whole apparatus is made narrow, both to

facilitate the operations of the surgeon and nurse, in dres»

or cleansing the p i prevent him from shifting

from the central aperture. Half a blanket, and • single

breadth of sheeting will in all cases be sufficient; and

in fitting them to the central aperture, as well as

spinal opening when used, it is far better only to make

from the four coi
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The loose edges should then be turned down, and hewqd at

the lower part of the opening. By this plan, any has

of (he edges of the aperture wilJ be avoided.

If the cose about to be treated be u compound fracture, and

is a probability of profuse discharge, it will be well to

add sonu- oil silk, or a draw sheet, under the part affected. If

the case be a disease of the spine, the trap-door and mtr-

pad should be accurately adapted to the pu he patient

he placed on the bed. In fractures of the lov

the length of the limbs should be taken, and the central por-

tion and foot-board lengthened or shortened accordingly.

implicated cases, where both upper and lower <

are injured, the addition of the shelf for art of the

arm will be found a great comfort. This was employed with

itage in the case of Turner. he forgery

on the Dank of England, who fractured hid elbow and hip-

joints. The position best adapted lor fractures of the thigh,

is shown in the right di •

found best for afi' ihe spine and hip- •

The position shown iu fi^., nb the lo

division horizoatal, is the one in which 1 toed com-

pound fractures of the leg.

In lincturcs of1 the knee-pan, it may be elevated, as shown iu

the It dotted lii 2, in

order to relax the po>

In placing a pati

to fix him with tin- - opposite the cent;

and ti

duce the :

lecunik-ii

the u Iu i

to be Tcry rari

, thai

I haw

f.
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found it necessary at first to employ a catheter; but this diffi-

culty is far greater when miy other apparatus is emplo\

and, generally speaking, the proper employment of this bed

will obviate it altogether.

acriptitm nf Mr, EARLE*» Bed for 1 *Plate IX.

T H E apparatus consists of a strong fixed frame a o, which

is rabbeted, as shown at h 4, figs. 1 and 2, to receive a moveable

one of the same length, but about 3 inches narrower. fl

movcable frarrk led into three parts, connt

the superior one c upport

the head and trunk. The middle division d d, which is ilia

shortest, is adapt -he thi. 1 is capable of ben

^thened, or shortened, as seen at w ar, figs. 5 and 6. The

inferior one e^ffs is intended for the ] This lal

part is divided up the middle, for the con%

the position of cither shown in fig. 1. The i

vision < he prop< tor fractured thigli left

division fft for fractures o pan. The moveable frame

is connected with the fixed one, by means of the iron pivots

•f o-, which turn in the sockets, which are screwed to t!

rrame, at the junction oi' the upper and middi

Different degrees oj y be gi

sions by props, one h A, under the upper, the oth<

the middle division. ri rk in racts at the bottom

of the rabbet 6 bt of tl The two port

°f the »n c (, / / , are main heir
ierent t .«od«i i - at

e
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ixud to the upper frames, by hinges forn

with two staples or iron rings. These props are notched

one side, at given di- . and can be dropped upon the

screws, which are fixed to the inside of the fixed frame, as

best seen in %. 3. The whole moveable frame is boarded over,

and should he boreU with numerous gimblet holes to admit

air, ami pn he perspiration irom rotting the bedding.

A well-stuffed hair or wool mattress k k, figs. 1, 2, and 4, is

fitted to this, which is nailed to the edge of the upper and

middle divisions, but left free at the lower division, to enable

the apparatus to be fitted to limbs of' different lengths. The

central division d <i, has along narrow trap-door /, 'about

inches wide, and a loot long, which can be let down lor

the admission of the proper utensils, figs. 7 and 8, fitted to the

opening. The mattress at this part has a corresponding

vacancy, which is filled up, when not used, by a pad adapted

to the opening. A similar trap-door and moveable pad may

be made in the superior division at M, for the convenience of

toes or wtons in v . diseased vertebrae, wh

the slightest motion of the body should be avoided,

situation of the latter opening, and its length, must vary ac-

cording to the part affected in the individual to whose case it

is adapted ; but it should not exceed six or seven inches in

width, for fear of taking oft* too much of the support of the

body. When the spine is in a very tender state, the firm pad

should be exchanged for a softer one, made with feathers.

The rest of the apparatus consists of two pieces of wood u a,

shaped like the soles of the feet, through which an iron rod

o o, passes, which is affixed, by two thumb-screws, to two

upright* which rest by a broad base on the edge of the inferior

division t ft and are confined in their situation by screws,

which fit into iron pi ith holes at the interval of one

inch ipt it to legs of different lengths. To these foot-



boards the feet are firmly 6xed in fractures of the lower

tremities, and in most cases this will supersede the use of

splints. A reading-desk q, and swing table r, have been

subjoined ibr the additional comfort of patients. The

attached to the upper frame, in the same way as the uprights

of the foot-boards. The reading-desk will support a book

over the patient's head, without any effort on his part, as seen

in figs. 1 and 2. On each side of the fixed frame, in figs. *»

5, and 6, iron sockets (f, are affixed to the uprights

« «, which support the shelf v r, which is intended to -

port the arm and fore-arm, in case of a complicated injury to

the upper and lower extremities: this may be raised to dif-

ferent elevations, and retained by pins passing through the

uprights into the iron socki:

I
Fig. 1 shows the apparatus complete, with the reading

table. The trap-door for the spine is left open, and the ;

portions of the inferior division are placet! at different cl

ttons; that on the right side is the position for fractured thi*̂

that on the left for fractured knee-pans.

Fig. 2 gives another view of the apparatus, showi

situation of the central opening, and the inferior division in

the horizontal position, adapted to fractures of the It

Fig. 3 shows the under side of the apparatus, with a view

of the whole mechanism by which it is worked.

Fig. 4 shows the apparatus when not in action.

Fig. 5 gives a view of the upper surface, and

mode by which the central divi ,ay be lengthened or

itened.

Fig. 6 gives an outline of the frame in the position for tY

turcd legs, with the addition of the

I adapted to the size an

tral openii
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Fig. 6, urinal for men, particularly in cases of paralysis

the bladder, accompanied with incontinence of urine.

Fig, 9, side view of the upright which supports the foot-

board.

IX.

ORTHOMETER AND PLEOMETER.

The small or iOLD M E D A L was this

Session voted to Mr. JACOB P E R K I N S , of Fleet-

ttrett, Loud its for ascertaiti-

ihe Trim of a Ship more accurately than can

done by the methods usually practi

dels of the instruments are placed in the lu -

n/ of the Society,

69, Fleet-street,
February soth, :

IF t Arts will have the goodness to examine

two histnitnents (one of which is denominated an Orthom-

the other a Fleomcter), calculated to facilitate the sailing of

shi] pleasure in submitting them for

ir inspection.

Eaq. &c. &c. &c.

JACOB PI
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As the construction of both these instruments is the same,

differing only in the relative proportion of the parts, one de-

scription will serve for both. The instrument is in fact a

mercurial level, consisting of a horizontal tube turned up ver-

tically at each end, to the height of about three inches. This

tube or syphon is filled with mercury, so that the fluid rises

up about an Inch in the two legs, to each of which a float is

fixed, farming one end of a lever, as the index does the other

end, which is so adjusted that the two indexes are in the same

horizontal line when the mercury stands at the same height in

both the legs; but when the mercury is unequal, then the

indexes are, the one higher and the other as much lower than

the horizontal line. Two instruments of this kind being fixed

against the side of a ship's cabin, one in the same line with the

keel, and the other at right angles to it, will show by changes

in the relative position of- the indexes, the angular changes in

the position of the ship itself, occasioned either by the distri-

bution of the cargo, or by the impulse of the wind on the

sails.

The instrument is suspended by two points, out ieh

is fixed; the other is capable of being raised or lowered by an

adjusting screv. r, from the pitching and rolling

of the ship, the mercury would be in a state of constant and

violent oscillation, so as to render any accurate observations im-

possible, the inventor has obviated this difficulty by ;

perforated screv upon the middle point of the horizontal part

of the tube, by means of which the bore in that part can be

diminished to any requir the instru-

ment insensible to individual and sudden changes in the posi-

tion of the ship, while it continues to indicate the averagv

clination of the ves&i

^ hen the vessel is at sea, and sailing to

tage, the adjusting screw ) be turned till



two indexes a>

this adjustment will ever aJ

th

position i

of the instrumeni ijusted, the master will know win

omtnai placed

1 a Plei

I n s t r u m e n t s . P l a t o V I I I

' 1. front view of the Orthomctcr; a a, ate

. !i proti pin on

which tho t adjusting screw

for t

the two indices and

passage

the in-

not in operationy an f the

of tht

.* ft h :

•\ iiidit
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Fig- ^> section tig, on al. xlc, the regulating

stop-cock, c. The perforation is made conical to allow of

more accuracy in its adjustment.

Fig. 5, bottom part of fig.

Fig. 6, section, on an enlarged scale, of part of the Ortho-

meter, showing one of the index hands j, :md floats g, resting

on the quicksilver in the vertical tube h.

Fig. 7, front view of the Pleometer; a a, front plate*

h by screw pins to t instrument to its plact ^ulating

stop-cock ; d d> index plate showing the careen of the ship.

Fig. 8, end view of the Pleometer.

Figs. 9, and 10, view of the Pleomcter, the upper and

lower parts of the case inclosing the machinery being sepa-

rated ; g g, floats for raising and depressing the index hands

j khy vertical tube containing quicksilver; r, regulating

stop-cock; t tt horizontal tube connecting the vertical tubes

k h; k A-, fulerums for the index hands ; d, index plate; / I,

connecting screw _pins.

Fig. I I , section of i of the Pleometer, and of part

of one of the index hands on a larger scale; g, the float resting

on the quit in the vertical tube A ; these floats are hol-

lowed to admit the rods n to play therein, and p the

parallelism of the motion of the floats in the vertical tubes h h.

Fig. i rew of the regulating stop-cock c, full

o, conical apeiture, through which the qi B in

its passage from one vertical tube A to t by turning

the screw more or less, the flow of the mercury is regulated

so as to partake of the mean motions of the vessel, but not

to be continually agitated thereby ; and, by turning the

screw t a little more upwards than is shown in fig, 4, the

small conical hole will be entirely closed, and the flow of the

mercury prevented.

• K
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Mr. GEOR< v, of i

ffolloicay, for a Machine effitate

A m

<yy of the

reset: folded upT a small

nions, and a cover, all of

a!ilc, and have nothing to do with the

machine re-escape, Implemei.

are not applicable to any ust

primarily intended; the natural con-

se<ji put out of the way and

would prol/

which has iml is lin-escape

an elegant le nutural ]

lich is the ] .n

most convenk Plate

it (without tl.
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3, which is uoi to be put out of the wind

j.4represent- ing on the nindo* ^crs

macliine ; a a, section of the wi

t c, the chair or machine; the top b £, which hooks on the win-

dow cill, ha» iron points at t n the cill, pre-

: the r> • aocidi

shown hanging in its plac* but packed upin figs. 8 air

by means of two straps// , which aft fixed at the bottom of the

bag, and squeeze tightly urn! vood g;

these are pushed ou t and the bag um- in:

place,as fig. 4; the ba^Ukept open by being made fast to a strong

frame, and well secure :h-web, which passes under it, and

by which it hangs; these webs go over rollers at h hy and pass

on to the end of the upper roll vhereji sufficient quai

is coiled round ronj the top oi to the bot-

tom. When a person gets tnt ig, it be descend, as

in fig. 4, and as t -elf from the rollers r

causes I Jble rope k to ;dle part of

the roller t i; a person within the room lays hold of thu r

to pre\ IOO rapid descent, and if that is not cnoti

handle of the br< » / is raised by him,

t in section, with the web m mt wrapped

aund h, and e breal

k k is folded up, and lies at the b. the chair undci

sec: when not in use.

In case of alarm of fire, tal ver

He two arms and throw it entirely away from you, it then

-•are as ilg. •-. ards you as it stands,

and lift the scat part through t! the top b b \

con cill of the

machii lire* no kirn

.
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of fixing or fastening whatever, but is perfectly ready for a

person to descend, which may be done from a four-story win-

dow to the street, in half a minute from the time of getting

out of bed. To rescue a family, one person will manage it for

the whole. Observe, on putting the machine out, a rope k falls

at your feet, which winds on the roller as the bog descends;

when one person is down, draw the rope, and the bag ascends for

another, or two or three chSdren may descend at once ; each de-

scent occupying aboul^peminute, afamily of twelveperxonsmay

be saved in as many minutes: at the right-hand end of the roller

the break or regulator, by merely lifting which, you will pre-

vent the too rapid descent of a great weight; but this is not of

importance, as the same may be done by the rope, but not so

easily as not affording so much purchase on the roller. "When

all are down but the person who conducts the machine, he will

enter the bag, taking the rope k with him, and let himself

down; after which, should any one appear at the window, he

may. while in the street, draw the bag up to them and let them

down ; should the bag ever be destroyed after the first descent,

the rope (which is a patent one) may be thrown out, and being

held by a person at a distance, a descent may be iit tempted by

sliding down i t ; and should both fail, in the greatest extremity

four persons might sit on the machine outside the window, thus

affording time to bring fire-ladder tor their relief. In

many of the awful calamities that have happened by fire, it is

to be lamented thye has been no means I ig women and

children. The construction of the escape-chair will be found

so secure, that the most aged or helpless person that can be

got through the window, may be saved by i t ; and so simple in

its opcratiou, that arty grown person, male or female, will find

no difficulty in die use of it,

GitofccE ADAMS W I T T Y .

face,
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STOVE FOR VENTILATION.

The Thanks of the Society t.rn this S I to

Mr. JACOB PERKINS of Flu

for his Method of WARMIN n-
LATING

T n i s communication may be considered as a continuation

and improvement of that, by the same candidate, which gained

the large Silver Medal of the Society, and is inserted in the

last volume of the Transactions, p. ?>0. The principal im-

provement indicated in thatcommunica: he introdu<

of an abundant supply of external air, which, by a very simple

apparatus, is brought in contact with the outer surface of the

stove, and .is thus raised to a moderate and agreeable tempera-

ture before it is poured into the rom

In the present plan the horizontal

fore; the stove itself has undergone -••••• cab-

ling the operator to produce at plat ending or dc-

g draft through th by nv of

which, the &mokc is wholly consumed. The chimney of the

stove is surrounded by a vertical air-trunk, fitted wit-

in the proper places, by means of which the 1

Jttay be distributer one or more upp<
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T!i b theoretic

d into practice, on a Urge

. in th<

the ordinary men

•.eh room, 1

The mode 1 cast oi* the appoint

able s>aving in fuel, and itfcvery general applit

and drying houses ( criptio:

i give it a place in the pr

He! to the Eng> n B P V. :

ing and K II.

. section of th tli

fiit! -r lid ;

hinged at the back, \ up i:

. n, the ash-pit, which is quit

thi iied and the lid k shut T- :'•:

when this is done, and the :

to produce a draught, the valve <-

d more or

which

pa:

thv

house

as to i the fln*? ft

anil be* hoocl or

and com ll hut, ihrou^h tlu

by tl i fthowr. Arrows; a^
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rcgi to stop the air from continuing its course to tha

third floor ; or, if there is too much in th

tion escape to the third floor (a birdWye view, fi- uws

this r partly open) ; when th

otl of fresh air comes in from igh a

second air-trunk u, and

nned at s *, fig. 7, into the i

floor of the second room, an he third room flc>-

is a grating or partial thtmp

lightttl or paper e chimney, and

•orate, f >n plate through which the elbow

p ehimney ; then is an OJJ th

idin^ cover ; a a, iigs. 4 and 7, ar a rod

t of tin

ILE D

the

of c

post, tha
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when necessary, may be folded back flat to the inner one, by

turning either to right or left at pleasure, and that the leaves

may, on occasion, be fastened together so as to act as a single

W.
These conditions are fulfilled by Mr. Lake's Door-hinge,

and the same contrivance is obviously applicable to a window-

srhuttcr.

Reference to the Evgrsviag, Plate VII, Figs. 1, S

D, the middle style of a double-margined door; F, the

hinge having two joints e e, and consequently three flaps,

by which the door will fold on either side, as represented by

the dotted lines B on one side, and B g on the other side (fig.

3) ; D, the bolt which, when pushed down, shuts into the

staple « on the middle flap, and thus fixes one of the joints :

the hinge then acts as one on the common construction, and

will fold only on the side B g ; then, by sliding the bolt H

(fig. 2) on the top of the door, the double hinge is prevented

from acting, the two leaves are secured together in the same

plane, and the door opens as a single one, moving only on the

hinges attached to thedoor-p<

Figs. 1 and 2 are elevations; •> a horizontal sec*.,

through the top of thf hinge,
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The Thanks of the S

to GEO

London, for a cam*

Soaj

oil* I

I BEG to commit he be-

nefit of the public, a new

tuting soap instead of - .ny

razor, it occurred I > trj the soap I was washing v

called palm jnd I fuunil it m con. my

purjwset that 1 ha .] of

oil, both for i and p It se*- -s a

good edge, and removes notches with g

more cleanly material, oil i drop on and soil any'

thing it comes in contact with ; dust will frequently get ytto

oil, which will spoil the edge, and in such case it mu>

changed. It is as cheap or cheaper than.o iall sqi

aim Map costing only • a g**at



jth of time. The op

vour hone with a spunge, smy. pe it

dry ; then dip ihc soap in some clt. id wett:

0 the hone, rub the square of soap lightly over it, until the

surface is thinly covered nil a en pro* in the

usual way, keeping the soap suffu d adding from

time to time a ip and water if it should be ne-

cessary. Observe the soap is clean and free from dust before

1 rub it on the hone; if it should not be so, i 'v\y

op the raaor after setting, and also again

when you put it by, and spunge the hone when you have da

•with

I ;un, 5

A. Aikitu £ &c. &c.

Secrete GEO. REVEI

February £tlh, IS

tificates respecting mymethodofsetting

which also includes workmen's tools; the £u by

ibtishcd of setting qut a important, as one-fourth in

time gained by those who are employed in setting a consider-

le number of razors an object both as to convenient

and in saving expense ; the excellent state in which it

the lmin\ is alt" .'ject both in respect to cleanliness*

and the advantage of its surface beii in a better stat

for action than when oil is used. With to nov<

avjg can say I never beard of any erne It.

od any infonn«'j m any one on the s

•with soap previously to my making the cotnn;

!?ocicry, nor can I learn, on inquiry, that it is known to
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public. You \ tie good] couimu

•; of ilii . ajjd also ol men

and the

I ai.

A. A &c.

Sccretan

ERTIFICATES

BonreU-coort, Qi

I HAVE tried Mr. Re\ and am of opinion

that the use of soap for the setting of razor

that of oil, because they arc set quicker, and I think much

er; he he operation < ag ma> :formed

i a gr&r rce of deanlim

I hsTQ set the razors in the following manner : those marked

X are set with palm soap, those marked \ with common

soap, and those marked / / with oil.

f. At -maker,

and W

, Februa:

repeated trial- tting

razors with soap and wat he hon

am of opinion tba much and ijuicki,.

d ccrtaiuly better c:;

I ai

• " / •
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sir, Hollwn, Feb. 43n

• an invalid prevents me the honour of attending your

mittec this eveuiug, on the subject of Mr. Kcveley\

ployment of soap instead of oil for setting razors, &c.

Aftor having i; J triaU new mode of set-

ting razors, I am in candour bound to give it my support; for

many purpascs it is equal, and in t think it is superior to

the finest oil commonly used for setting cutlery, and edge tools

in general.

I am. ( en,

RICHARD LL

Tom the convenience-and advantage which I derive from

your kind communication, as to of soap in lieu of oil,

I beg you will be pleased to accept my sincere thanks,

have almost daily son tance of work-

men assure me, that in K cir tools, they can do it both

quicker and better ith oil.

And in point of cleani comparison

between the one ntitl the otl1 y infbrn

me of t: uip, our oil-stone had been a continual nuis-

ance, pcrp* !auhing and injuri r anothi

but by the adoption of your plan, all this inconvenience has

been complete!;. od.

By wit'. ling this truly useful discovery, I am

convinced, Sir, you would be rendering an essential benefit t

great number of mechanical trades and would have many

thankful acknowledgments from those who arc at present un-

acquainted with it.
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In addition preceding letters and eertificat

only necessary to stnt% that bot! A Mr- IV

made trial of Mr. \\c method in presence of the Com-

mittee and to their entire satisfaction.

The saving, in poini Ac

comparative trials of oil and soap, will probably be accounted

for from the following lerations : If a blade of

drawn along a dry hone, certain parts of the hone will be found

to be covered by a thin film of steel, abraded from the blade,

and Din

in the parts tii ed. Having removed the film of steel

pumice stone, and dropping a little oil on the

surface of the hone, it will now be found that the abraded par-

ticles of steel are suspended in the oil, which thus becomes

coloured, while th< lione continues to act

on the oil, > irom the irregularities of i. le or

oblique position of the blade, a th

to be interpose1 this case, the t ent-

ing it iron, pt to

slide a considerable distance before it again comes in coir

with tlu e of the

is b\ equal to that of oil, thoi holding

the abraded j pended in

jjuai ctive cutting su
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Th

London, fa

D l ON t ' l R4 I LAB AB(

ssion 1800-10, Mr. Allan received the Gold

Medal of the - for his Mathematical Dividing Engi

which, besides other peculiarit i AOd

of cutting, correcting, and equalizing the teeth of the m

which forms the periphery of the circle ili

ce and observation, not only on acco but

Weans- r calculated tl

liotl, with an explauat

pla: n the;, ;. of tl~

•minced by

conftrmal

cry careful exami-

nation of I t performance, as

pared with tha

of one

hundred jiouiuls, a» a approbation.
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inventor (now uniupptiy no more), public all

the peculiar vtion by whicl*

is characterize*1: ow completed their purp<;

The present paper therefore contains a description c

apparatus attached to the cutter, by which the necessity of

hounding ares for regulatin length of the di

line secondly, of tl

tungem si. to prevent the possibi] my

g of tli composing t! Jar rack, and

therefore of ing an rum this source in the

divi ngine.

lu the usual way of dividin iar limbs of mathemati

instruments, tl e hand

and thcrefi-

bounding cone- the

i are placed. But even ocaution is not sufficient,

unit's* a magni enable

the artist to stv its point while he is im

^uences of this or- a great utttu'n on the eyes from

rid secondly, a great la

pass through the point of
al>or tbou the

trip

of

imv



new in its application to the division of arcs, appears to have

been in part and occasionally made use of by the late Mr.

Harrison, in dividing right-lines.

CERTIFlCATi:

.as tie-street, Strand,
rcti 14 tit, 18

tapliance with your vkh, I send you my opinion of

your new method i ug mathematical division h I

have no doi iperior 10 any other hit hi ase ; I feel

iy self justifiable i, ; thus mm ^sequence of the

iction the Theodolites and Sextants you divided for i

have given. I do not mean your lines of division, tain,

nearly in their true places ; that has already very justh

ticed and rewarded by the Society oi and Hoard of

itude; the pi ur method of cut

those Hi h, in my opinion, dot >mitof a question;

for every person must, and does know n ben a ])oint «.

ha weight or load upon it) the lines will have a greater

icgree of equality and sameness than when done by tlu

id pressure of the hand ; the good effect of which is, tli

Is are much easier read than wh

likewise that your

omission of circular li: in improvement,

are BO iy of a length that I :de

n point o! has a more delicate and

mathciL. ppearance, the circular lines being of no other

than a

I remain, S
&

.themaii •rument-mr
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sIR ; London, May 2IH), 1820.

H E A H I X C you intend to become a candidate for an addi-

tional honorary premium from the Society of Arts, on the

subject of your improvement of Mathematical Instruments,

I have much pleasure in being able to state, from very consi-

derable experience, the superiority of your method of dividing

the limbs of sextants, circles, &c. with uniform delicacy of

line, and without circular sweeps.

Your Sel£correcting Dividing Engine had formerly insured

equal division, and your application of equal pressure in

cutting the degrees and minutes, makes every line, and all the

lines throughout, of such uniform strength, that I never

found any dimculty in reading off the arch to a greater nicety

than the vernier was cut to. Thus, in an instrument made

to show the arch to 15 seconds, I seldom had any difficulty

in ascertaining whether it was one-half, or one-third that

quantity more or less ; and in your pocket sextant with tan-

gent screw, cut to 30 seconds, which I have used on many

occasions, I could, by taking a mean of 5 sights, determine

the sun's altitude, or the moon's apparent distance from the

in or a star to 10 seconds, or li

Wishing you all the success which your various impr-

meats richly met;

&c. &c Jfe
Jo, TAYLOU, Chop II. if. S. Spacer.

OI-. X
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ustrumcnt to be divided. Figs. 6, 7, 9, arc

of the elbow-joint taken on a line, which may be im&y

pass through the letters i i, in figs. 3 and 5, and lookin.

tht lirectton as in the elevation, fig. 1. Fig. 4 is

section taken on the line g y, fig. 5S and looking in the

opposite direction. In fig. 5 it will be seen, that beneath

the bar rf, are suspended three separate pieces of the general

form i I; the upper one is secured to the liar ; the two lower

s arc hung on screw pivots, so that the lowest has perfect

facility of motion in the direction of the radius of the dividii

plate, whether horizontal or a die

lateral shake To the lowest are attached two arms ( (

figs. 5, 2, and 4), which meet in a point, at the extremity of

which is fixed the cutter c. Fig. 10 represents the arms ( t,

and the cutter detached. These parts, comprising what

elbow-joint, ore in common use, and by the

n of the pivot-joints, permit a limited, but amply-suffi-

tent of motion in the cutter. The lengths of the

lines are governed in Mr. Allan's engine by means of various

is, which limit the swing oJ addle portion of the

elbow-joint; in fi -a will tx

reached the its motion towards the ind in

t of it ift described at reoen
left; in fig. 4, A is the same thing, but not in

ton, as will be understood from referrii

fig. 5, which will be seen to cut only the upper piece

r-joint» aii rhieh will account

* a fig. 4, from that ii

of the upper \m

olbow-joint, an remttT

shatl part



the left-hand one is omitted, for the suite of leaving the other

ports mere distinct. Through the lower ends of the pi

. pass two pins g and g wl is may be ad-

d by thumb-screws, shown at y, in figs. 5 an

Tru - and gf limit only tht ue motion of the

gimbals ; the intermediate lengths are di ed by puppets,

k ami k' \ through the lower ends of two inclined

and/ ' . It must be mentioned, that

although there arc two tumbl ml two puppets k

and k', only one of each 1B in action at a time, and either

may be removed out of the way of the elbow-joint; a

Marked i' and k', aie seen to be, m all the figures, except fig. 9 ;

with \ceptton, i' is described as greatly and

retained by the pin », which passes through it, and hangs it

on to the bar d. The tumblers i i' slide up and down in

!es, the lo' eh tumbler being screwed to the

pieces f f\ and the upper uiies on the opposu of the

har d (see fig. 8). A pair of metal horns m m are attached

to the elbow-joint for the purpose of stopping against the

puppets k ks' whose pioj< ted ami I by

thumb-screws r, as described, to the pins £•§•'; tl; ex-

tremities of k k' are nntclied. or stepped, so that as the Ji

mm', which stop t iraU for the short lines, are received

above or below the diameter, the length of the greater

or less, by exactly the depth of the notch, or step; the requi-

»te elevations of tile puppet k7 for this pu o by

two keys n and o, rcsemblin;,' flute keys, placed on the bar df

which play against the under ia /, in

e tumbler i; pressing the key », r

in fig. 6, wlii it as

shown by iL

ed; nov

below the elbow-joipt, as in fig. 7, and the elbow-joint will



•

till i

n

r t\ imi

the horn m pass*.

(fig, 8}

i thum1

P ir place in fig

ing them it ustnotbe during

thi Iwen whol: the

i
mo;

s\ because tho

i*] mar?- on one side, which

on le remote froi ng the

I
nonius for <A end:-

jtoint tc

.ken out, the ium! ud puppet A*' drop down,

and in the head of the former, i

n o

tho wh appear in th

perraa

crnod b]
thcr diT-.1

i

bv *

1
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(see figs. 1 and 2) is suspend^ from the bars e «, and s<.

to rest the cutter in when out of action.

The pin /), in the head of the puppet /', and the thumb-

screws <f and r, are omitted in some of the figures, to avoid

confusion.

encelo the Method of movuig and t the T

Screw of Mr ALLAN'S Dividing \ I .

FIGS. 1 and 2, a «, part of the dividing plate; b, the

eat screw which gives motion to i t ; c cf a sliding plate,

which, acted on by the spring (/, presses the tangen-

against the rack, on the edge of the dividing plate;

which fix the plate c, in the place to which the spring impels

iid prevent any unequal action of the spring. 1\>

ribing the manner of actuating the tangent screw, it will

be requisite briefly tu explain what is I

method, which this invention is intended to obi md the

engraving here gi%ren will as- object, as iar as the j

of Mr. Allan's machinery correspond with those general!

used. In figs. 1 and 2, a long n>di\ or mandril.

tending from « (a screw) end to x (a micrometer head)

He other ; this axle, or mandril, a I is, the

different portions qur ind'mo ade.

lently of each other. The one pan oantinuatioa

ew, and comprises all I ram h v<

>ther portion extends from n u> this it La that

on from a treadle. ed lo a Jii

>,sing nevcral limus round the bin «nd tlv mil

A a coi; I of thw



lit)'

a ratchet wheel and click, when this part of the

lepressing the treadle, it cai irt contain

screw round wil

com ght, the click

and the tangent screw stands still. Certain contrivances

attached to the mandril m m, which stop its motion

and consequently regul

Kit tun communicated to the tangent sere i he

evident, that alth'

out carrying with it th

proc -hout the Former; and this it

lo, in obedience to the iinpotu

which I uon of the tangent set

caw overcome. 11 iies an obvi

is avoided in the present contrivance,

chinery (which the revolution of the n the

v in their pro counec ;ude

of the tangent scr

Imagine uov

descent oi but by the return ol

which ca driving / will

vh« lie descends, and

ed. 1! :ien frci

working in ai

recede towards tt

in.

in it,
dcunite

bei
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m, befo w r shall come in con: ad

', and s re oallei tckward m<

L, in distinction from the forward motion in

h it car

the barrel o is impelled 1»; >cent of the treadl-.

)ramt 1 from tangent screw, by »pin i,

:he dn B into the ratchets or

m u s t be observed, that it is not merely

to limit the number of whole revolution

lired most frequently to take por *-n, or any

number .1 eertti . as

ha .bird, or two- three of the four

;th which arc in the v.

fourth bisectiug one of these ti

lso into two. Tin has ibi.

. projecting from its c as

in the wheel \

he whc<

pin which \

it the extremity f{see fig. l )o f the h 1 diun

the pin -Hen the notch

like manner Insect* one of the the

tree notches, would not be at A, but

and ason, becauM tb acts on

rhicl •# forwa

liere is a ; \ ami

us a

rains ends,

and which hi -eding irui. ;, 2) two I

id one (

bo her
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advanc

wl

carries the driving pin tl

to a piece moving on ; , and retained

is, in contact v

allo

to the fece, and y> K'Yond the drcumfcrenci

wheel. As Ui

of the screw n, t\. > in contact with tho

liantl p: iece g, ca

turn an its cet ccs the other

»ne ot* the ;

i shows them

snail

been

tvo-thirds, or v \w mc\

mined as toll) rew r, in the bai

iescribed as limiting

mandril m m, > four

in the wheel, and in

-

teeth alrea

•

be made b\ rcw in t

rew wa- 1 «<

a third;

if in $f a half,
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ion to ivour < 3rd

jmber ] hort time ago, and I cannot b< press

the sense which I entertain of the honour conferred on me by

your Society 1 ted mi ending member, in

the room of my lamented friend and pn rhc lute Dr.

itox than by hastening to submit to

the result of some inquiries directed t o w

ing object of agriculture, I allude to a sort of mount

cultivated i ;ch elevations, and under such i

of cfim Wr it i able th

may become at zed in the north of Europe. I rec

it during tl night from

.lie court 0! jah of Katmandi

ble ^eal and es discovery is tTntircly to be

:.mtod. As a! i nation

occasion to present to d from his corrcs-

mdence, I bet: to subjoin some extmctv letters

to me on this subject, not doubting my

r, at some future period, to ofler from the same sout

full ;:
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